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Abstract
The dilute nitrides on GaAs (e.g. Ga(ln)Na=Asi_a; where typically x<5%) have provided 
a large amount of interesting physics and led to the development of improved telecom­
munication lasers. In the last 5 years, novel dilute nitride materials (such as GaN(As)P) 
have grown in popularity due to applications such as monolithic growth on silicon and 
improved device characteristics in red-amber-yellow solid state illumination.
The Band Anti-Crossing model, using a single weighted nitrogen level (found through 
photocurrent spectroscopy), is found to successfully predict the band gap energy in 
GaNP/GaP and GaNAsP/GaP and bulk GalnNAs/GaAs with nitrogen composition, 
temperature and high hydrostatic pressure. An investigation over a range of host materi­
als found that the coupling parameter can be modelled in terms of the energy separation 
between the host conduction band minimum and the nitrogen level.
GaNAsP/GaP single quantum well lasers are a realistic possibility for an efficient laser 
source grown on silicon for monolithic optoelectronic integrated circuits. Large threshold 
current densities of over 0.75kA/cm^ at 80K and 890nm and large temperature variations 
in the threshold current are shown to be due to non-radiative loss processes. Low char­
acteristic temperatures of the threshold current and differential efficiency (Tq= 60K and 
Ti=30K at 130K) are found. The sub-linear dependence of the spontaneous emission vs 
current curve and increasing threshold current with high pressure reveal this loss process 
is carrier leakage. It is shown that the leakage is not into the X-minima of the GaP 
barriers, but associated with nitrogen levels in the GaP barriers. If this leakage path can 
be eliminated, a low room temperature threshold current density should be achieved.
(In)GaNP/GaP LEDs are studied for use in red-amber-yellow illumination applica­
tions. Through high pressure measurements, it is found that 90 ±10% of the current 
flowing through a GaNo.oo6Po.994 bulk LED is lost to carrier leakage at room temperature 
and pressure, at a current density of 40A/cm^. When using an In0.14Ga0.86N0.006P0.994 
quantum well (of thickness 100Â) active region, the electron potential barrier is increased 
and carrier leakage accounts for 50±15% of the device current density (40A/cm^) at room 
temperature and pressure. At lOOK it was found the leakage reduces to below 10% at cur­
rent density of 40A/cm^ in all devices. If the leakage path can be reduced, these devices 
may offer better device characteristics than current red AlInGaP LEDs.
Initial investigations on bulk GalnNAs avalanche photodiodes show that with an in­
crease of nitrogen concentration and reduction in band gap, the breakdown voltage in­
creases, consistent with the nitrogen suppressing electron impact ionization as predicted 
by theory. The pressure coefficient of the breakdown voltage in GalnNAs was found to 
be larger in magnitude and opposite in sign (dIAd/dP=±5.5±0.5 xlO“^kbar“ )^ than the 
pressure coefficient of the breakdown voltage in GaAs, showing that nitrogen induces a 
profound change in the carrier scattering mechanisms, which may provide low-noise, high 
sensitivity detectors at telecommunication wavelengths.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1 Introduction and M otivation
1.1.1 Optical D ata Transfer Networks
Electronic data transfer networks, using copper wires as the transfer medium, have a 
maximum communication rate of around 10-40Gb/s [1], governed by fundamental physical 
processes, giving particular losses and noise levels. As demand increases to ever higher 
bandwidths, the speed has moved toward the fundamental limit of data transfer using 
electronics. Therefore a new technology is needed to increase bandwidths further for 
future technology generations. The high speed, small signal attenuation and low noise 
properties of optical communications makes optoelectronic platforms a viable possibility at 
the high bandwidths required, and has prompted the switch from electronic to photonic 
platforms for many data communication systems. Long haul telecommunications have 
already been dominated by optical networks for the last ISyears. These systems operate 
in the 1.31pm  and 1.55/im transmission window, where the well known zero dispersion 
and low loss points of standard silica fibres occur, respectively. Even so, due to the large 
scale of these systems, a lot of research is still being completed to discover cheaper optical 
emission and detection solutions. The detectors in Chapter 7 apply to this application 
since they may offer a solution in the search for more sensitive and cheaper avalanche
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photodetector devices in the l.S lp m  to 1.55/zm range. A further detailed introduction on 
these devices can be found in Chapter 7.
To keep up with the ever increasing need for bandwidth, the future of communication 
relies on the transition of the short distance data transfer operations from electrical to 
optical solutions. Chip-to-chip communication is one such operation. Modern electronic 
processing technology is completely dominated by one material, silicon, and the silicon 
technology, CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor). The speed of these sili­
con based processors is no longer envisaged to carry on increasing at an exponential rate 
as previously predicted by Moore [2], due to an increase in gate delay caused by the 
high resistance of ever smaller electrical connections [3]. Recent computer architecture 
has developed into multiple processing units, which require data transfer speeds of over 
lOOOGb/s [1], well above the limits of electronics. To cope with the high data deliv­
ery and return speeds needed for future computer processing units, optical data transfer 
will be required to achieve the bandwidth required. The cheapest and easiest method of 
conversion to optical chip data transfer is to grow optical components directly onto the 
silicon chip, using a monolithic solution where the silicon chip becomes the substrate for 
the optoelectronic devices. If all the optical components required for the conversion, such 
as optical waveguides, switches, modulators, lasers and detectors, can be fabricated then 
silicon micro-electronics will be revolutionised. However, one component has yet to be 
achieved. The indirect band gap of silicon means an efficient laser on a silicon substrate 
has not yet been demonstrated. The lasers investigated in Chapter 6 provide one solution 
for achieving efficient lasers monolithically on silicon substrates. Further introduction to 
these devices can be found in Chapter 6.
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1.1.2 Red-Amber-Yellow Solid State Light Sources
General light emission has been dominated by incandescent (heat driven light emission) 
bulbs and fluorescent (gas discharge light emission) tubes for many years. However, solid 
state lighting offers much greater efficiency, colour flexibility and lifetime, and Light- 
Emitting Diode (LED) technology and its applications have flourished over the last 25 
years. For further detailed information please consult [4] or [5]. Such applications for solid 
state lighting include high definition displays, automotive applications and general white 
lighting. White solid state lighting has an important part to play in the modern world due 
to the reduction in energy consumption compared the incandescent light bulbs. Today, 
21 percent of electric use is in lighting [6], and switching to solid state could reduce the 
power consumption by half. Couple this with lifetimes over 25,000 hours and increased 
flexibility of application due to the small size and robustness of LEDs, it is obvious to see 
why LEDs are becoming the technology of choice for light emission in the 21st century. 
The LEDs studied here are a viable possibility for use in the red-amber-yellow portion of 
the visible spectrum. Red-amber-yellow lighting has significant importance in the modern 
world, for example in traffic signals and automotive brake lights. Additionally, white light 
for solid state lighting can be produced by tri-colour mixing with wavelengths of 460, 540 
and 610nm [7], The LEDs studied in this chapter can also be used for the 610nm section 
of tri-colour mixing. Further introduction to these devices can be found in Chapter 5.
1.1.3 Nitrogen in Optoelectronic devices
The concept of growing III-V semiconductors with the addition of nitrogen is not new. 
In the 1970s, nitrogen doping of GaP was used to create green [8] and yellow LEDs. 
This provided a cheap means of producing optical indicators, such as the power light 
on computer monitors. In the 1990s, growth processes such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy 
(MBE) and Metal-Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) realised greater-than-doping
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.1: BAC calculated band structures for GaNAs (left), where Ep (dashed lines) 
is the host conduction band-structure, E ^  (dash-dot line) is above the bottom of the 
host material conduction band (dashed line) minimum and GaNP (right) where is 
situated within the host material forbidden energy gap. The solid curves are the E -  and 
E+ subbands. Taken from [11].
concentrations of nitrogen incorporated into III-V semiconductors, with densities reach­
ing 10% [9]. This has allowed the investigation of properties of these III-N-V material 
systems from the impurity limit to alloy-like regimes. Several applications arose, which 
directed most of the research conducted on GaAs-based materials. The realisation of more 
applications relevant to the GaP-based dilute nitrides has generated a renewed interest in 
the last 5 years. The main characteristics of the dilute nitrides are now reviewed. For a 
detailed description of the effects of the incorporation of various nitrogen concentrations 
into GaAs, please review the introduction of [10] or other publications by those authors. 
The main properties of the dilute nitrides are:
Formation of Localised Impurity Levels It is well known that with the incorporation 
of nitrogen, due to the nitrogen atoms’ highly electronegative nature, coupled with 
its small atomic radius (when compared to conventional III-V atoms) creates a 
localised electron acceptor level at low nitrogen concentration values [12]. The 
spatially localised nature of the wavefunction of an anion-substitutional isolated
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nitrogen atom is represented, through application of the Heisenberg uncertainty 
principle, as a (k-space delocalised) horizontal line in a momentum-energy diagram 
(band diagram), as seen by the dash-dot line in Figure 1.1. This is labelled as the Ej^ 
level. In GaNAs, the E ^  level is situated ISOmeV above the GaAs conduction band 
F-minimum. In contrast, the impurity level in GaNP is found 33meV below the GaP 
conduction band X-minima. In a randomly distributed alloy, even at low nitrogen 
concentrations, there is a probability that two nitrogen atoms will be situated next 
to each other in the crystal lattice. When this occurs, the energy of the impurity 
level will change, and additional impurity levels will be formed. These are called 
pair and cluster (when more than 2 atoms form together) levels and form additional 
discrete levels. In GaAs they extend down to SOmeV below the conduction band 
edge and in GaP they extend to 160meV below the conduction band edge [10].
• Large band gap bowing In conventional III-V alloys the band gap energy changes 
with the composition average and is assumed to fit a simple quadratic form [13]:
Eg(^Ai—xHx) =  (1 “  x)Eg{A) +  xEg{B) — a;(l — x)C  (1.1)
where x is the composition fraction, A  and B  are the binary compounds involved 
in the compositional dependence, and C  is the bowing parameter which accounts 
for the deviation from a linear interpolation. As an example, bowing parame­
ters of the direct band gap for conventional alloys are [13]; As=0.477eV,
GGoa:7n(i_^)P=0.65eV and Gc?aAs^P(i_^)=0.8eV. In contrast, a compositional depen­
dent bowing parameter is observed in GaNAs with a very high value of (7=26eV at 
nitrogen concentrations <1% and C=16eV at 2-4% [14].
•  Low pressure and temperature coefficients of band gap With the addition of nitrogen, 
it is observed that the band gap energy becomes more stable with changes in ther­
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Figure 1.2: Electroreflectance measurements taken from [19]. This shows the reduction 
in pressure coefficient of the band gap (E_) in GaNAs, as compared to the band gap of 
GaAs (EoaAs)- This figure also shows the additional E+ energy level.
modynamic variables such as pressure and temperature. For example, the pressure 
coefficient of the band gap of GaAs is +10.8meV/kbar, but has been shown to be 
lower in Ga(In)NAs [15], as seen in Figure 1.2, where the pressure coefficient of the 
band gap is +7.2meV/kbar (in the range 0-20kbar). It has also been shown that the 
band edge is very temperature stable [16], more so than the host material GaAs[17].
• Observation of the E+ level Electroreflectance measurements have detected an ad­
ditional energy level with nitrogen incorporation >0.4% in GaNAs and GaNP [18], 
With two levels being observed in the lower part of conduction band, the band gap 
(having lower energy) has been named and the higher energy level has been 
named the E+ level. The level is found above the isolated nitrogen level and 
gave rise to the Band Anti-Crossing model as discussed in Chapter 4.
• Insignificant effects on the valence band Both experimental [20] and Theoretical [10] 
studies conclude that the incorporation of nitrogen has an insignificant effect on the 
valence band structure except for strain effects [21].
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As shown by the above, the dilute nitrides provide a large amount of interesting physics. 
Their properties have also given them further popularity through several useful applica­
tions. The applications for the dilute nitrides (not given elsewhere in this work) fol­
low: The large reduction in band gap with the incorporation of nitrogen has enabled 
telecommunication wavelength lasers on GaAs substrates [22]. This is desirable since 
Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) on GaAs substrates can utilise the 
well know GaAs/AlGaAs bragg-reflector system, and GaAs-lased lasers offer better tem­
perature stability than InGaAsP/InP lasers [22]. The second application for the GaAs 
based dilute-nitrides is in solar cell research. Efficiencies of %30% have been realised 
in GalnP/GaAs tandem solar cells. It is known that efficicencies will increase with the 
number of different absorption regions and so even though a 3 junction solar cell of 
GalnP/ GalnAs/ Ge has provided efficiencies of 37.4% [23], a 4 or 5 junction solar cell 
(GalnP/GalnAs/GalnNAs/Ge) including a dilute nitride leV absorbing region have been 
predicted to give 40% or 50% efficiencies [24]. At present, material quality improvements 
are needed to increase minority carrier lifetimes in order to achieve the theoretical pre­
dictions [25]. Further introduction and applications can be found in [26, 27].
1.1.4 Thesis aims
This is the framework of the work presented in this thesis. The goals are:
• To investigate if the Band Anti-Grossing model can be extended for use in the 
dilute nitride-phosphide material system, and give an investigation into trends of 
the coupling parameter across a range of host materials.
• To determine the limiting factors of the radiative efficiency of GaNP light emitting 
diodes.
• To understand the reason behind large threshold current densities in GaNAsP/GaP 
lasers.
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• To provide an introduction into possible use of GalnNAs in avalanche photodiodes.
1.2 Outline
The work presented in this thesis is organised into chapters as follows:
• This chapter (Chapter 1) gives a brief introduction and background information on 
the subjects covered in this work.
•  Chapter 2 discusses the general theory used in this work, including semiconductor 
band structure and the effects of high hydrostatic pressure on III-V semiconductors.
• Chapter 3 describes the experimental apparatus used in this work. Experimental 
techniques and procedures are also discussed.
• Chapter 4 is a experimental study of the change in band gap with temperature and 
high hydrostatic pressure of the dilute nitride-phosphide light emitting diodes and 
lasers studied in this work. This provides an investigation into the application of 
the Band Anti-Crossing model in the dilute nitride-phosphide material system.
• Chapter 5 is dedicated to the experimental study of the electro-luminescence proper­
ties of GaNP light emitting diodes as a function of high hydrostatic pressure. These 
measurements allow for a detailed understanding of the physical processes which 
limit the radiative efficiency of these devices.
• Chapter 6 gives the experimental results of the temperature and high hydrostatic 
pressure dependencies of the threshold current in GaNAsP/GaP single quantum 
well lasers. These measurements allow for a detailed understanding of the physical 
processes which explain the large threshold currents of these devices.
•  Chapter 7 shows preliminary device characterisation of GalnNAs Avalanche Photo
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Diodes. The results give a first insight into the unusual properties of impact ioniza­
tion in the dilute nitride system, which warrants further study of this subject.
• Chapter 8 is a summary of the different conclusions reached in each previous chapter 
and provides suggestions for future work.
1.3 Chapter Summary
In this Chapter the relevant background information and motivation for the work in this 
thesis has been presented. A review of the main characteristics of dilute nitride materials 
was presented, along with aims and an outline of this thesis. Further relevant information 
and motivation is given, where necessary, at the start of each chapter.
Chapter 2 
General Theory
This section outlines any background theory needed to understand the work in this the­
sis. Further theory is given in each chapter. Semiconductor band structure is introduced, 
followed by a discussion of optical transitions and recombination processes in semiconduc­
tors. Finally the effect of high hydrostatic pressure on the band gap and recombination 
processes in semiconductor devices is discussed.
2.1 Sem iconductor Band Structure
The basic band structure of a simple direct band gap bulk semiconductor is shown in 
Figure 2.1. It consists of a conduction band and a valence band, separated by an energy 
gap. The valence band also consists of three sub bands, the heavy-hole, the light-hole, 
and the spin-orbit band. To describe these bands it is common to make a parabolic 
approximation of the energy-momentum relationship. This approximation allows the 
energy, E, of electrons and holes in the conduction and valence band respectively to be 
defined as [28]:
Where h is Planck’s constant divided by 2tt, k is the momentum or wave vector,
10
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Figure 2.1: A simplified schematic of the band structure of a semiconductor where the 
conduction band (CB), heavy hole (HH) band, light hole (LH) band and spin split off 
(SO) band and splitting energy (Ago) are shown, calculated using the parabolic band 
model.
and m* is the effective mass of the band. The density of states for the parabolic model 
conduction and valence bands in a bulk semiconductor follow the relationship [28]:
(2.2)
(2.3)
Where Ec and Ey the energy of the conduction band minimum and the valence band 
maximum respectively. When a low band gap semiconductor material is grown between 
two regions of larger band gap material, a potential well forms, as shown in Figure 2.4. 
When the width of this potential well becomes smaller than the de Broglie wavelength of 
the electron, the energy levels become quantised into discrete levels due to confinement of 
the carriers in one direction. This has a profound effect on the density of states. Assuming 
an unstrained quantum well of width L^, the density of states in the conduction band can
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Figure 2.2: The density of states (solid and dashed lines) in a bulk semiconductor (left) 
and for a quantum well (right). The shaded regions represent the occupancy of the states 
at a fixed carrier density.
be written as [28]:
cr. h?L.-n (2.4)
Where n is the nth energy level and m* is the conduction band effective mass for the 
nth electron energy level. Similarly for holes in the valence band, the density of states is:
O',
47rm*-n (2.5)
where m* is the effective mass for the nth hole energy level. The probability of occu­
pation of a state by an electron in the conduction band is given by Fermi-Dirac statistics:
fc (E) 1
1 +  exp I  ^bT )
(2 .6)
Where Ef^ is the conduction band Quasi-Fermi level, the energy where the .probability 
of finding a electron is 50%, ks  is Boltzman’s constant and T  is the temperature. Similarly 
the occupation probability for electrons in the valence band:
f v ( E )  = l + e x p ( : ^ ) (2.7)
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Where Ef^ is the valence band Quasi-Fermi level, the energy where the probability 
of finding an electron is 50%. The carrier occupation within the conduction band for a 
bulk semiconductor and a quantum well is in Figure 2.2. The carrier occuaption is the 
multiplication of the density of states by the probability of finding a carrier in each state. 
It can be seen that in a bulk semiconductor, there are few occupied states at energies close 
to the conduction band edge, however in the quantum well, the maximum occupation is 
at the lowest available conduction band states. This means gain occurs closer to the 
band edge and a higher proportion of carriers are involved in producing gain. The carrier 
density, for electrons and holes in each band is given by:
POO
n =  /  ac{E)f,{E)dE  (2.8)Jec
p =  [  -  f„{E))dE  (2.9)
J —oo
These initial functions for the band structure and carrier probability can now be used 
to understand the basic transitions within the optoelectronic devices being considered in 
this work.
2.2 Absorption
Absorption occurs when a photon is absorbed by an electron, shown on the left in 
Figure 2.3. The energy of the photon hu is transferred to the electron, which will change 
in energy from E to E + hu, if the energy of the photon is greater than the band gap. This 
results in the creation of an electron-hole pair. Absorption is dependent on the density of 
electrons at energy E  in the valence band, the density of available states at energy E  + hu 
in the conduction band, and the density of incident photons. The rate of absorption can
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the three radiative transition processes: Absorption (left), spon­
taneous emission (centre) and stimulated emission (right). The probability of the emission 
of the red photon, from an indirect minima, is much less than the emission of the black 
photon due to the requirement of phonon interaction for momentum conservation.
therefore be written as:
rabs(H) = Babs(^v{E)fy{E)ac(E +  hi/){l -  fc{E hu))P{Ehy) (2 .10)
Where Babs is the Einstein coefficient for absorption and P{Ehu) is the power or density 
of photons with energy hu. Absorption of photons depends upon the joint density of states 
(the combined density of states in both conduction and valence bands available to absorb 
a photon), in which large changes are observed at a transition energy. By measuring 
the rate of absorption over a range of energy of the incident photons, an absorption- 
energy spectrum can be created. The general shape of the absorption spectrum arises 
from the energetic positions of optical transitions, as shown in Figure 2.4. The absorption 
coefficient is proportional to the photocurrent measured (at low electric fields) as used in 
this work. Hence photocurrent spectroscopy is a useful method to identify features within 
the band structure of semiconductors.
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Figure 2.4: Room temperature schematic showing how photocurrent spectroscopy can 
identify features within the band structure of semiconductors. The bulk sample (left) has 
two identifiable transitions (ignoring cross-band transitions) and the transitions in the 
quantum well sample (right) can be seen in photocurrent spectroscopy.
2.3 Spontaneous Em ission
Spontaneous emission occurs when a photon of energy hiy is spontaneously created 
through the random relaxation of electrons from high energy states of E hu to low 
energy states of E. This is shown in the centre of Figure 2.3. Since the occurrence of this 
process is random, the photons emitted have random phase and direction. The rate of 
spontaneous emission is proportional to the density of electrons in the conduction band 
at energy E-{-hu, and the density of available states (holes) in the valence band at energy 
E, and can be written as:
rapon{E) = Aap^a^E  +  hv)fc(E + hi/)<Ty{E)(l -  fv{E)) (2 ,11)
Where Agpon is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission. In semiconductor 
lasers and LEDs, the rate of spontaneous emission is proportional to the radiative current 
[29]. Assuming the hole and electron density is the same, n=p, the radiative current can
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be written as:
rspon OC Irad = cV B  11? (2.12)
Where B  is the material dependent radiative recombination coefficient, and n is the 
carrier density.
2.4 Stim ulated Em ission
A schematic of stimulated emission is shown on the right in Figure 2.3. Stimulated 
emission occurs when a photon of energy hu interacts with an electron with energy E + hu 
in the conduction band. This interaction induces the electron to relax to energy E , and 
emits a secondary photon of energy hu. The secondary photon is identical in energy, phase 
and direction to the incident photon. This is the process of optical gain in semiconductor 
lasers. Stimulated emission is proportional to the density of electrons at energy E -{-hu, 
available states at energy E  and the photon density, and can be written as:
=  Bstim<^c{E +  hu) fc {E  +  hu) ay { E) { l  — fy{E) )P{Ehi / )  (2.13)
Where BgUm is the Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission and can be shown to 
be equal to Babs-
2.5 D efect-R elated Recom bination
Defect or Shockley-Read-Hall recombination occurs when an electron or hole, recom­
bines via a trap or defect state located within the band gap. A schematic of defect 
related recombination is shown in Figure 2.5. These defect states can form through crys­
tal imperfections, such as dislocations, impurities and vacancies, and result from growth 
conditions, processing techniques or may even be intrinsic to the material. The rate of
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Figure 2.5: Defect related recombination occurs when carriers recombine via a defect level 
located within the band gap.
defect recombination depends only on the density of the trapped carrier, and is a single 
particle process which can be written as:
Im.nnrt — gY  A  Tl (2.14)
Where e is the electron charge, V  is the volume of the active region, A  is the monomolec- 
ular recombination coefficient and n  is the carrier density. High quality material usually 
leads to minimal defect related recombination. Defect recombination removes available 
carriers away from the desired radiative recombination transitions, resulting in a loss in 
power and efficiency of the device.
2.6 Auger R ecom bination
Auger recombination occurs when the energy released from an electron-hole recombi­
nation is transferred to a third carrier which is then excited into a higher energy state,
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Figure 2.6; Schematic of an Auger recombination process. The energy released from an 
electron-hole recombination event is transferred to a third carrier which is excited to a 
higher energy state.
and is also an undesirable recombination mechanism in Lasers or LEDs. The hot electron 
then can relax back to lower energies through phonon emission. Several different types of 
Auger recombination exist, dependent on which carrier (electron or hole) is excited and 
into which band the third carrier is excited. The Auger process is heavily dependent on 
band structure, since momentum and energy must be conserved throughout the transi­
tion. Auger recombination becomes more probable for small band gap materials since the 
conditions for conservation of energy and momentum are more easily met. Since Auger 
recombination is a three carrier process, and assuming n=p, the current involved in Auger 
recombination for a semiconductor laser at the threshold current can be written as:
a^ug — cF  C Ti+ith (2.15)
Where C  is the Auger recombination coefficient. Auger recombination is highly sensi­
tive to variations in temperature. Temperature affects the Auger process by both increas-
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of carrier leakage in a bulk heterojunction semiconductor device. 
The shaded region shows the carrier distribution in the conduction band, and the cross- 
hatched-shaded region are the carriers that can leak into the barriers. Hole leakage is not 
shown.
ing and through an increase in C, since a greater thermal spread of carriers increases 
the probability of allowed Auger transitions.
2.7 Carrier leakage
Carrier leakage is a further loss mechanism which reduces the radiative efficiency of 
optoelectronic devices. In an ideal system, all the carriers are confined to the active 
region. Carrier leakage is the process of electrons or holes escaping from the active region 
into barrier regions of the diode. The carriers escape if a) they gain enough thermal energy 
as shown in Figure 2.7 to overcome the potential barrier and b) if they drift or diffuse 
into the barrier regions. As such the leakage current depends upon the properties of the 
barrier region and the band offset. In this work the electron drift current is ignored due 
to the low electric field in the cladding regions. Ignoring interfacial effects, the leakage 
current, I  leak through diffusion in the barrier region at the heteroj unction interface may
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be given as [30]:
heak = (2.16)
Where D is the diffusion constant, L is the diffusion length, and nieak is the density 
of carriers above the potential barrier, uieak can be evaluated by calculating the carrier 
density from [31]:
poo
nieah= /  ac(E)fc{E)dE (2.17)
J  E pbarrier
Where Eb is the conduction band barrier height, where Es^Erbarrier-Hfc, and nieak 
can be seen as the cross-hatched-shaded region in Figure 2.7. Assuming EB»kT  then the 
carrier distribution for a quantum well can be evaluated as ni^ak ocexp(—Eg/A;T) using 
the Boltzman approximation [30] and hence the leakage current is:
heak = hexp  (2.18)
Where Iq is a constant containing the diffusion properties of the barrier material. The 
temperature dependence of the leakage current has been shown to be [30]
/ , ,„ , ( T ) c x T e x p ( ^ - 0 , )  (2.19)
This shows the leakage current having a large temperature dependence, and is often 
responsible for the poor thermal properties of lasers and LEDs. Once the carriers have 
escaped the active region, they can recombine radiatively or non-radiatively. Hole leakage
is usually lower than electron leakage due to their higher effective mass, and since the
hole Fermi-level is usually above the valence band maximum.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic showing typical movement with pressure of the F-, X-
and L-minima. Typical pressure coefficients include: dF?r/dP=+10meV/kbar,
dF?L/dP=+4meV/kbar and dFJx/dP=-1.5meY/kbar.
2.8 The effects of High H ydrostatic Pressure
The application of high hydrostatic pressure on III-V semiconductor materials has a 
profound effect on the band structure. The force applied (using a liquid or gas as the pres­
sure transmitting medium) in high hydrostatic pressure reduces the atomic spacing in all 
directions, leaving the crystal symmetry unchanged. The reduction in atomic spacing re­
sults in changes of the energy spacing between the valence band and the conduction band. 
In III-V semiconductors, with respect to the valence band maximum, the F-minimum in­
creases in energy, the L-minima also increases in energy but not as fast as the F-minimum, 
and the X-minima reduces in energy, as shown in Figure 2.8. The pressure coefficient is 
often used to investigate the character of optical transitions [32]. For a thorough theoreti­
cal insight into the rates of change of energy with application of high hydrostatic pressure 
of all the satellite minima in common III-V semiconductors, please see [33].
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The recombination mechanisms mentioned above are all influenced by the band struc­
ture. Conventional methods to change the band structure, for investigation of the recom­
bination mechanisms, involve growing a series of devices with a range of active region 
alloy compositions. As well as the high costs involved with growing a lot of wafers, the 
difficulty in keeping doping densities and layer thicknesses identical mean this method can 
be unreliable. By using high hydrostatic pressure to reversibly alter the band-structure 
of one device, the recombination mechanisms can be quickly and easily resolved. This 
is achieved since different recombination mechanisms have differing dependencies on the 
band gap and hence pressure, which can be seen in Figure 2.9. It has been shown that ra­
diative recombination is approximately proportional to the band gap squared, Lad = Eg 
[29] in an ideal quantum well laser (black line). For a radiatively dominated semicon­
ductor laser, where Lh =  Lad, the application of high hydrostatic pressure will cause 
an increase in the threshold current. However, if Auger recombination dominates, with 
the application of high hydrostatic pressure and an increase in the band gap, the Auger 
coefficient will reduce and this usually leads to a reduction in the threshold current (red 
line). Defect related recombination is unaffected by changes in the band gap (since it 
is only dependent on the density of trapped carriers). If no change in threshold current 
or luminescence intensity is observed with an increase in hydrostatic pressure, it is an 
indication that defect recombination dominates in the device. If several recombination 
mechanisms compete within a device, knowing the band gap dependencies of each recom­
bination mechanism can lead to the quantification of each mechanism [34]. The rate of 
carrier leakage with hydrostatic pressure depends upon the relative pressure coefficients 
of both the Fermi-level and the level into which the carriers leak, i.e. d{Efc~Eieak)/dP be­
comes important, and threshold currents can increase [35] or remain constant. Including 
hydrostatic pressure, P, into Equation 2.18 gives:
/ . . . ( P )  =  / o e . p ( - ^ ^ )  (2,20)
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Figure 2.9: Graph showing typical pressure dependencies of the radiative current (black 
and OC Eg), defect current (green) and Auger current (red line showing dependence of a 
1.48//m InGaAsP QW laser[36]).
where d Eb / dP=d Eieak/dP-d Eg/dP, and Ei^ak is the energy of the level that the car­
riers leak into.
2.9 Chapter Summary
In this Chapter the relevant general background theory for the work in this thesis has 
been presented. Theory on semiconductor band structure and recombination mechanisms 
were discussed, as well as the effects of high hydrostatic pressure on semiconductors. 
Further relevant theory is given, where necessary, at the start of each chapter.
Chapter 3
Experimental Arrangement
This Chapter will outline all experimental techniques and apparatus used to conduct 
the measurements presented in this thesis. Firstly, the particulars of device mounting and 
correct electrical connection to the devices are described. Then details of the electrical 
circuits that provide power to devices are given. This is followed up by a description of 
the optical components required for device characterisation. These basic characterisation 
procedures are then used in conjunction with more elaborate systems such as cryostats 
and high-pressure systems, which are described at the end of the chapter.
3.1 D evice m ounts and Electrical connections
Correct mounting procedure to ensure good electrical contacts and sufficient heat- 
sinking is immensely important to produce reliable results. Initial device characterisation 
was carried out under laboratory conditions (room temperature and pressure) on a probe 
station. This consisted of a large brass plate, which acts as a heat sink and lower electrical 
contact, onto which the bare laser device was placed. Needle-like probes were manoeu­
vred, using XYZ stages, to touch the upper contact of the device and formed the second 
electrical contact. A Peltier thermoelectric heater/cooler regulated the temperature of
24
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the brass plate, allowing temperature stability of the sample during operation.
Lever to load/release 
device
Top contact / spring clip
Device
Base Plate Optical Fibre for collection 
of spontaneous emissonInsulating layer
Figure 3.1: Schematic of a clip for electrical connection to devices, where space does not 
allow a probe station to be used.
Where space constrains do not allow room for large brass plates and XYZ stages, such 
is the case in cryostats or high-pressure cells, the laser clip developed by Sweeney [29] 
was used. A diagram of one such clip is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of a base plate, 
an insulating spacer, and a top contact clip, which is bent into shape, acting as a spring 
and making contact to the device. The lever can be pressed to release or load a device. 
Finally, where measurement of the spontaneous emission is required, an optical fibre is 
mounted onto a bush, polished and secured to the base plate, allowing the end of the 
fibre to be in close proximity to the window for optimum light collection, as explained in 
Section 3.3.1.
Whenever an Avalanche Photodiode was placed in the clip as described above, the 
dark current increased significantly. It is thought that an excess of pressure induced 
surface currents in the mesa devices. This meant that no further measurements could be 
performed on the degraded device since the true dark current of the active region material 
could not be quantified. For an explanation of dark current see Section 7.2.1. Additionally,
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step 1 :
Use the gold-wire-tx>nder to 
create a tMlI on the end of a 
piece of gold wire
Step 2:
Apply pre-heated Silver 
Epoxy to the Gold Ball
Contact\Device
Step 3:
Place tMlI on top contact 
of device and allow to set
Step 4:
Mount Device on Transitor 
header and attach gold wire 
to header pin
Figure 3.2: Showing method of bonding APDs and LEDs using the gold wire bonder to 
create a gold ball on the end of a piece of gold wire and silver epoxy to “glue” the gold 
ball to the device. The bonded device is then mounted on a transistor header.
the conventional device clip could not be used for measurements involving the GaNP LEDs 
because the top contact stopped the collection of light from the top surface of the device. 
Hence, for both of these situations, a different mount and connection was required. An 
alternate bonding process uses a gold wire bonder (KULICKE and SOFFA Industries 
Inc. MODEL 4124), but during bonding, the top contact layer of gold was pulled off or 
the device degraded through an excess of pressure, hence this technique could also not 
be used. Therefore an alternate technique was developed where minimal pressure was 
applied to the device by gluing a gold wire ball to the top contact of the device [37]. 
Firstly, a gold ball was created on the end of a piece of gold wire using the bonder, which 
was being used to hold the wire in place. Then, silver epoxy was applied to the underside 
of the ball, by placing a drop of epoxy onto a glass slide, and raising the slide until the 
ball was submerged in the epoxy. The epoxy became sticky and stuck to the ball if it was 
preheated on a hot plate to about 50‘’C. The ball was then gently lowered onto the device 
using the bonder’s mechanism. The gold ball was allowed to touch the device, but with a 
minimal amount of pressure. It was necessary to ensure that the epoxy stayed confined to 
the contact region, else the devices degraded. Then the epoxy was allowed to set, by using 
the gold wire bonder’s existing hot base plate set to 200 °C. Single part epoxies which set
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Figure 3.3: Showing dark currents before and after bonding.
at higher than room temperature were used, since two part epoxies were found to be 
unsuitable due to not being able to mix the small amount required thoroughly, and did 
not set reliably. The single part epoxy set at temperatures of 1 5 0 for Ihr 30mins. The 
gold wire was then cut from the bonding machine, and the device mounted on a transistor 
header using RITE LOK SL65 silver epoxy. This was also used to connect the dangling 
end of the gold wire to one of the header pins. Current-Voltage (IV) curves before and 
after bonding were completed to show if the bonding process had any effect on the device 
characteristics, shown in Figure 3.3. The increase in dark current may be due to stresses 
the device may have undergone during the bonding process, however the increase is not 
significant and has not affected the breakdown voltage. This shows the bonding process 
does not significantly affect the measurements taken in this report.
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3.2 Electrical circuits for device characterisation
The electrical circuits described here are suitable for driving semiconductor optoelec­
tronic devices in forward or reverse bias under pulsed or continuous current regimes. All 
these set-ups were controlled with Desktop computers equipped with a National Instru­
ments GPIB IEEE488 interface bus and the routines were run in LabView. The first 
circuit, shown in Figure 3.5, allows the measurement of the current flowing through a 
laser or LED in forward bias, during a square current pulse regime, which is shown in
Current
Device Off
Time
-►h
Figure 3.4: A schematic showing device current against time during a square current pulse 
regime. Here, t is the pulse width, F  is the repetition frequency of pulses and F = 1/T  
where T is the period of the pulses.
O
47ft
T rigger
Current
Probe
Optical
Detector
Oscilloscope
Current / 
Voltage 
Source
Figure 3.5: Schematic of the circuit involved in characterising optoelectronic devices in 
forward bias under a pulsed current regime. The black lines signify BNC cables and the 
grey-blue lines are GPIB cables.
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Figure 3.4. A pulsed current regime is used to reduce internal heating within the semi­
conductor device, since the device is ‘‘switched on” for only a small percentage of time. 
This percentage of “on” time is called the duty cycle and is calculated as follows:
dutycycle {%) = ~  x  100 = iF x  100 (3.1)
where t is the pulse width, F  is the repetition frequency of pulses and F — 1 /T  where 
T is the period of the pulses. The circuit for pulsed forward bias consists of a pulsed 
voltage source (BNC 6040+202H, AVTECH lOOllBl) driving the semiconductor device. 
An oscilloscope (TEKTRONIX TDS3052) reads the output voltage from a current probe, 
which can then be converted into Amps using a constant of either ImV/mA or 5mV/mA, 
depending on the particular current probe used. Since semiconductor diodes have low 
impedance (2-3Ü) in forward bias, a 47Q resistor was used in series with the device to 
match the 500 impedance of the BNC cables and voltage source.
Circuits for continuous current regimes in forward (for LEDs and APDs) and reverse 
(used with APDs) bias consist of a single Source-Measure Unit (SMU) (KEITHLEY 
2400 series). Directly connected to the semiconductor device, this allows simultaneous 
measurement of both voltage and current up to d=65V and ±3A. When measuring APDs, 
due to low currents involved, a shielded co-axial cable was used for each positive and 
negative connection between the SMU and the device to minimise noise pick-up. Even 
so, the lowest current limit was about InA, due to the lower limit of the SMU.
Photo-generated-current was measured using a series resistor and lock-in-amplifier (STAN­
FORD SR830), with the initial voltage being supplied by a similar source measure unit 
as described above. This is shown in Figure 3.6. Assuming the circuit resistance is small 
compared to the resistor, from Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s laws the current through and voltage
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the circuit involved in characterising optoelectronic devices using 
photocurrent spectroscopy. The black and grey/blue lines represent BNC and GPIB cables 
respectively.
across the diode is:
Idiode —
Vrresistor
R resistor - K resistor (3.2)
For low bias photocurrent measurements a 510k resistor was used to increase the 
voltage across the resistor during low light levels. During photo-multiplication measure­
ments, a small lOOfl resistor was used to reduce the voltage drop across the device.
3.3 Optical com ponents for device characterisation
The devices presented in this work operate over a wide range of wavelengths from GOOnm 
to 1.5//m and to efficiently collect the light emitted, the choice of detector is important. 
Figure 3.7 shows typical response curves for the Silicon (HP81520A) and an InGaAs 
(HP81521B, ANDO AQ2140, ANRITSU ML910B) detectors used in measurements for 
this work. As can be seen, the Silicon detector has the highest sensitivity below 1/im, 
and is used for the laser and LED devices in this work, the InGaAs detector was used
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Figure 3.7: Graph showing the typical detector response of Silicon (black line) and InGaAs 
(red line) detectors. Also shown is the typical transmission loss in dB/m for silicon (line) 
and plastic (blue line) fibres. Values from [38].
for collection of electroluminescence from the InGaNAs APDs, where longer wavelengths 
were emitted from the devices. These detectors were used when the total integrated light 
intensity was required, e.g. from the facet of lasers. In most cases, the light emitted from 
the device was focused onto an optical fibre, which carried the signal to the detector. 
The choice of optical fibre was also important to reduce losses. The loss as a function of 
wavelength for plastic and silica fibres is shown in Figure 3.7. It can be seen the plastic 
fibre has least loss at fiOOnm, hence the plastic fibre was used for experiments on the GaNP 
LEDs. The lasers in this work emit at 940nm (at a device temperature of 80K) and either 
silica or plastic fibres could be used, since they both have similar transmission losses at 
that wavelength. Often the plastic fibre was used as it has the largest diameter which 
allowed more light to be focused into the fibre. Optical emission spectra were measured 
using an optical spectrum analyser (ANDO AQ63I5A, OCEAN OPTICS HR4000) which 
consist of a moving or static optical grating and a Si/InGAs detector or CCD Si detector.
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Figure 3.8: The light-current curve measured from the facet (Lfacet -closed squares) allows 
measurement of the threshold current density (Jth)- The value of the integrated spon­
taneous emission (Lgpon -open squares) at the threshold current determines the radiative 
current at threshold in arbitrary units.
3.3.1 Collection of pure spontaneous emission
In a semiconductor laser operating around its threshold current, spontaneous emission 
dominates. Hence the radiative current is proportional to the integrated pure spontaneous 
emission. Since spontaneous emission is light emitted before undergoing any cavity gain 
or loss, such light cannot be collected from along the cavity (i.e. from the facets). The 
method of collection is important to ensure pure spontaneous emission is measured and 
several such methods exist [39]. In this work, the method used on laser devices utilised 
a window in the metal contact on the n-type substrate. This allows light emitted per­
pendicular to the growth layers to be collected by the optical fibre positioned in the base 
plate of the laser clip in Figure 3.1. The collected light is not affected by cavity gain 
or loss due to the short distance (less than 6nm in these devices) travelled through the 
active region. Hand-made photoresistive masks allowed milling of the n-type substrate to 
create a window through the bombardment of argon ions. This technique is detailed in
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the optical components for photocurrent spectroscopy.
|29]. The window was small enough so that the current flow through the active region 
was unaffected. The threshold current was measured before and after milling to ensure it 
did not change during the milling process. The pure spontaneous emission collected by 
the optical fibre was then sent to an optical spectrum analyser (ANDO AQ6315A), then 
recorded with a LabView program on a desktop computer. An integration of the spectra 
allowed the measurement of spontaneous emission (proportional to the radiative current) 
as a function of injected current. Since an unknown fraction of the total spontaneous 
emission was collected, the radiative current can only be presented in arbitrary units. 
However since this fraction stays constant with injected current and temperature, we can 
see how the radiative current changes with variations of current and temperature. The 
radiative current at threshold {Jrad) was determined graphically by measuring the value
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of the integrated spontaneous emission at the threshold current, as shown in Figure 3.8.
3.3.2 Optical com ponents used in Photocurrent Spectroscopy
As shown in Figure 3.9, an optical grating spectrometer (SPEX 1681) of focal length 
0.22m, coupled with a lOOW halogen lamp, comprised the monochromatic light source 
needed for photocurrent spectrum measurements. The resolution of the spectrometer 
was measured using an optical spectrum analyser (with resolution of G.lnm) and found 
to be under 5nm at 7G0nm and reducing to under 3nm at 17GGnm. Free-space optics, 
consisting of a collimating lens, a beam splitter and a focusing lens, transported the 
beam to the device, where for APD measurements, a 150/zm radius spot was achieved by 
using a microscope lens, within the annular contacts of the largest device. A white LED 
and CCD camera allowed illumination of the device and to observe the alignment of the 
monochromatic light onto the device. A LabView program controlled the spectrometer 
and swept a range of wavelengths, allowing the photocurrent to be measured at each 
wavelength, forming a photocurrent spectrum. The system response (SR) was measured 
to determine the relative amount of light reaching the device at each wavelength. Using 
Si and InGaAs detectors with known response, as seen previously in Figure 3.7, the 
corrected photocurrent curve was generated by placing the known detector in same place 
as the device, and then using the following formula (here PC means photocurrent):
 ^ -PC' spectrum using samplePC  spectrum = ——------------   :-:--------- —— -— x Known detector response (3.3)PC spectrum using known detector
3.4 Temperature dependence m easurem ents
For low temperature measurements, devices were measured in a closed-cycle helium 
cryostat [27] and mounted on a laser clip or a transistor header. A schematic of the closed 
cycle helium cryostat is shown in Figure 3.10. An external compressor (not shown),
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compresses helium which is pumped into the cold head. The rapid expansion of helium 
gas within the cold head reduces the temperature of the cryostat. A cold finger connects 
the device mount to the cold head. The flow of current through a heater coil, situated 
between the cold finger and the device mount, allows the temperature of the device mount 
to be controlled (OXFORD ITC 502S) between room temperature and 15K. To measure 
the temperature of the device mount, a silicon diode is placed under the base plate, as close 
to the device as possible. All cold components are contained within a vacuum chamber to 
keep them cool (otherwise the air could conduct/convect heat) and to stop water in the air 
condensing upon them. The vacuum is created using a rotary and turbo pump, measured 
using Penning and Perani Gauges, and kept below 10“^mbar during operation. Electrical 
wires and optical fibres exit the vacuum chamber through vacuum sealed connectors for 
connection to the circuit in Figure 3.5 and detection of facet and spontaneous emission 
using a broad area detector and an optical spectrum analyser.
3.5 Pressure dependence m easurem ents
High hydrostatic pressure measurements were conducted using a helium gas pressure 
system. A three stage gas compressor system (a schematic is shown in Figure 3.11) is 
employed, with hydraulic oil from the pump applying the force to each piston-in-cylinder 
stage to compress the gas. The gas is compressed slowly (isothermally) so that it does 
not increase in temperature. Gas is taken from a helium cylinder with a pressure of 
15MPa. The first, second and third stages increase the pressure of the helium to 70MPa 
(0.7kbar), 350MPa (3.5kbar) and 1500MPa (15kbar) respectively. Oil valves allow the 
flow of oil to be controlled to a particular piston, and gas valves allow segmentation of 
the gaa volume according to pressure. Although this system is capable of pressures up 
to 15kbar, the Copper-BeryIlium pressure cell limits the pressure to lOkbar. However 
measurements in this work are routinely up to 6 -8 kbar, due to helium leaks across the
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of the closed cycle cryostat. Helium expands in the cold head to 
reduce the temperature of the cold finger. A heater coil situated between the cold finger 
and the device mount allows temperature control of the device in the range 15-300K. 
All cold components are contained within a vacuum chamber to stop water in the air 
condensing upon them.
seals in the third stage. These seals require renewing and thorough cleaning before each 
pressure experiment, since helium is very fluid and leaks easily. Pressure is measured 
using a manganin coil, located in the third stage and calibrated between each pressure 
experiment. After compression, pressurised helium gas travels down a capillary tube to 
the pressure cell, where the device is located. A cross section of the pressure cell is shown 
in Figure 3.13. The pressure cell has a removable plug at each end, which can hold various 
device mounts and optical windows. Vespel seals allow electrical access and a sapphire 
window gives optical access for detectors or lasers. As can be seen in the Figure, the device 
can be mounted on a laser clip, when collection of facet light is required or on a transistor 
header, when collection of light from the top surface or special bonding requirements are 
needed. After each experiment, the gas is released into the atmosphere, allowing access 
to the device. Since no pressure gauge was situated in the pressure cell, the device itself
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the three stage helium gas compression system. Each piston 
(numbered) is pushed up, in turn, by the hydraulic oil from the pump to reduce the 
volume of the gas and increase the pressure. On/off valves allow control of each piston 
and segmentation of the gas. The pressure is measured using a manganin coil (red square) 
positioned in the third stage cylinder.
can be used to confirm the increase or decrease in pressure (electrical characterisation 
measurements can show a change in the band gap), this is important for safety reasons to 
make sure there is no blockage in the capillary tube. To show the change in pressure on 
the device, forward voltage-current curves were taken at every pressure, shown in Figure 
3.12 is an example for a GalnNAs APD. The relationship between voltage, V, and current, 
/ , through an ideal p-n junction is approximately [40]:
e V/  oc (3.4)
Where 77 is proportional to the band gap, e is the electron charge, kb is the Boltzmann 
constant, and T  is the absolute temperature. Hence as the increase of pressure increases 
the band gap, for a given voltage, the current reduces with increasing pressure. From this 
a change in pressure can be observed in the pressure cell.
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Figure 3.12: Voltage-current characteristics of GalnNAs APD M3054 with increasing 
pressure. The increase in voltage at a set current confirms the device experiences a 
change in pressure.
Other liquid-based pressure systems are available, however the helium gas pressure 
system has several advantages; firstly, no solvent touches the devices. In lasers, this stops
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on Traneitor header 
when required
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Figure 3.13: Cross section of the gas high pressure cell. Original drawing by Dr. S. Jin. 
Pressurised helium enters the cell from a capillary tube. A removable plug at each end 
allow electrical and optical access to the device. The device can be mounted on a laser 
clip (main image) or on a transistor header (inset figure).
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any damage or change in reflectivity of the facets, which can increase thresholds through 
greater mirror loss. The APDs in this work are of mesa design, which often degrade 
when the mesa edge comes into contact with the liquid pressure medium. This is believed 
to be caused by the dilute nitride material reacting to the liquid high pressure medium 
used as seen in InGaNAs lasers [26]. Secondly, more light can be detected from and 
focused onto devices using the gas system, since the liquid pressure system uses optical 
fibres to collect the light from the device, which have much smaller cross sectional area 
compared to the sapphire window used in the gas system. The third advantage is low 
temperature operation. The use of helium as the pressure transmitting medium allows 
temperatures down to lOK at high pressure. This is a great advantage in the measurement 
of the devices in this work, since device behaviour can be investigated as a function of 
both temperature and band-gap. During low temperature operation, the pressure cell 
was sealed as normal using the plugs at either end and then an optical fibre was placed 
outside the sapphire window, for collection and transportation of light to a detector or 
optical spectrum analyser. Situating the pressure cell in an empty liquid nitrogen bath, the 
pressure was increased to 8 kbar to form the seals (of the plugs) needed for low temperature 
operation. Assuming there were no leaks in the system, liquid nitrogen was poured into 
the nitrogen bath, reducing the temperature of the pressure cell down to lOOK. The 
temperature was measured by comparing the peak or lasing wavelength of the device at 
Okbar against previously measured temperature dependence emission spectra, as shown 
in Figure 3.14. Previous measurements [41] utilised a home made cryostat to control the 
temperature. This had several disadvantages when used for the experiments in this work. 
Firstly, the lowest temperature possible was 140K, however the threshold currents of the 
lasers in this work are much reduced if lower temperatures were reached. It also was very 
time consuming, the home made cryostat often took 6  hours to reduce in temperature 
due to a large mass being cooled. The liquid nitrogen bath required only 2 0 mins to 
cool to lOOK. The advantage of the temperature controlled cryostat is the control of any
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Figure 3.14: Determination of the temperature of the device in the pressure cell, while 
being immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath. The lasing wavelength (inset spectra) at Okbar is 
compared to previously measured temperature dependence emission spectra (main graph 
squares).
temperature between room temperature and 140K, however the devices in this work did 
not require measurements at several low temperatures.
3.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter contains a description of apparatus and procedures required for the mea­
surements conducted in this work. Devices were driven at forward and reverse bias under 
continuous and pulsed current regimes. Optical detectors and spectral analysers mea­
sure light intensities and emission spectra. An overview of the set-up for photocurrent 
spectroscopy was given. The basic characterisation circuits and optical components were 
incorporated into more complicated set-ups for temperature and high pressure dependen­
cies of device characteristics.
Chapter 4 
Investigation of the Band Anti-Crossing 
Model in Dilute Nitride-Phosphide 
optoelectronic devices
4.1 Introduction and Background Theory
In recent years, the Band Anti-Crossing (BAG) model [11] has become well established 
as one of the leading models in the GaAs-based dilute nitride material system. Band 
anti-crossing in dilute nitrides was first proposed in 111-N-Vs by Shan et al [32] in 1999, 
who also successfully applied the model to a number of other highly mismatched alloy 
systems which induce defect levels [42, 43, 44, 45]. The BAG model uses a small number 
of parameters including the energy level of the host material T-minimum, the energy level 
of a single isolated nitrogen level and a coupling parameter. The coupling parameter is 
a constant describing the interaction strength between the nitrogen level and the host 
material. As stated in the general introduction section, it is well known that the incor­
poration of nitrogen into conventional Ill-V semiconductor compounds induces a highly 
localised acceptor like level in the conduction band. The BAG model states that this
41
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Figure 4.1: Conduction band structure for GaNo.01Aso.99 at 300K as calculated by the BAG 
model. Shown are E^  and levels, the isolated nitrogen level, Ej^ and the unperturbed 
GaAs conduction band, Et (dashed line). This graph is taken from [46].
highly localised level interacts strongly with the F states of the host material conduction 
band, leading to an anti-crossing effect which results in a splitting of the conduction band 
and a reduction of the fundamental band gap. This anti-crossing forms two sub-bands 
within the conduction band, the E^  and E -  levels, both of which have been observed 
in photo-modulation spectroscopy [18]. Figure 4.1 shows an example of the calculated 
conduction band-structure of the two sub-bands in Ga(In)NAs. The BAG model gives 
the energetic position of the E^  and E_ levels to be:
E+ — 1 (4.1)
where Er is the band gap of the host material. En  is the energetic position of the 
isolated nitrogen level in the host material, x  is the mole fraction of nitrogen incorporated, 
and CrN is the coupling parameter. All energies are with respect to the valence band 
maximum. The BAG model has also been used successfully [47] to determine the electron
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Figure 4.2: Schematic showing how the nitrogen level is constant relative to vacuum level, 
but moves relative to the conduction and valence band edges for different common III-V 
semiconductors. Values for the band gaps and the nitrogen levels are taken from [13, 46].
effective mass as follows [19]:
1 + (4.2)
Where is the electron effective mass of the host material and E  is the energy in 
the sub-band from the valence band maximum. It is clear from the equations that in order 
to apply the band anti-crossing model to a specific material system, the amount of nitrogen 
incorporation, energy of the isolated nitrogen level relative to the host conduction band 
F-minimum and the strength of the coupling parameter need to be known. It has been 
found that the position of the isolated nitrogen level in various semiconductor compounds 
is in agreement with the common energy reference or vacuum level [19], this is shown in 
Figure 4.2. In any one material. En is defined relative to the valence band maximum. 
For alloy compositions, the relative position of the nitrogen level can be found by a 
linear interpolation between the known binary values [46]. Of the parameters needed to 
be found, the coupling parameter, Cpv, is the most challenging to determine, since it 
is derived from the matrix element describing the potential perturbation in the crystal 
lattice induced from randomly positioned substitutional nitrogen atoms [19]. Usually
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in literature, CrN is used as a fitting parameter to bypass a complex theoretical study. 
This highlights one of the strengths of the BAG model; it has been shown to predict 
the band gap and effective mass of GaAs based dilute nitride materials with composition 
and temperature and pressure dependence in a very simple manner, ideal for determining 
growth parameters.
The dominant use of the BAG model in this Ghapter originates from its ease of appli­
cation. Only the energy of the nitrogen level and the host material band gap, as well as 
the nitrogen incorporation and the coupling parameter are required to successfully utilise 
Equation 4.2 and predict the band gap of a particular alloy. These levels can be deter­
mined from features in the photocurrent spectra measured in this work, as shown later. 
There are several other models to describe the behaviour of the dilute nitride material 
system include the Impurity Band model [48, 49, 50], an empirical pseudopotential based 
polymorphous model [51, 10, 52, 53] and a Tight Binding calculation model [54, 55]. The 
Impurity Band model assumes that nitrogen induces defect levels in the host material, 
and as the percentage of nitrogen increases, extra defect levels are formed due to the in­
teraction of closely spaced nitrogen atoms, such as nitrogen pairs or clusters, which occur 
naturally in a randomly distributed alloy. At higher nitrogen percentages there are many 
defect levels which merge into an impurity band, and the lower energy edge of the impu­
rity band forms the lowest conduction band states. The model attributes the reduction 
in the band gap with the incorporation of nitrogen through the introduction of the extra 
defect levels, which have lower energy than the initial isolated nitrogen level. Through 
detailed PL spectroscopy, this model has shown the evolution of the lowest conduction 
band states in GaNP, where the nitrogen levels form within the forbidden energy gap. 
Although the Impurity Band model shows the environment of the nitrogen impurities 
in the host material, it does not allow an easy prediction for the band gap for various 
nitrogen concentrations, and as such cannot readily be used by growers who wish to make
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a device at a particular wavelength. It also predicts a decrease in the effective mass with 
increasing nitrogen concentration, contrary to experimental observations [56]. The em­
pirical pseudopotential based polymorphous model allows a complex in-depth study of 
dilute nitrogen (and other elements) containing semiconductors. It uses large supercells 
and solves Schrodinger’s equation to obtain the electronic properties of the system. This 
has the advantage of allowing the interactions of the nitrogen-to-host and nitrogen-to- 
nitrogen states to be investigated, and also investigations into composition fluctuations. 
It concluded that there are interactions between many nitrogen induced states (including 
pair and cluster states) and a mixing of all band edge states (F-X-L) of the host material, 
which allow perturbed host states to become the lowest conduction band states. This rep­
resentation is likely to give the most complete representation of all the models, however 
the realistic and complicated nature of the pseudopotential based polymorphous model 
means the calculations are processor time intensive. There have also been observations 
contrary to the F-X-L mixing [57] found by the polymorphous model. The tight binding 
model also uses supercells and further confirms there are many nitrogen levels formed at 
different energies. This model has shown the importance of the additional nitrogen levels 
and allowed investigation into carrier transport in the dilute nitride material systems [58].
The other models show that the physical properties of the dilute nitrides are much more 
complex than the two-level BAG model would suggest. For example, nitrogen induces 
many defect levels, so the single level assumed by the BAG model means that BAG will 
be unable to completely describe the behaviour of the dilute nitride materials. However 
it has been shown that identical band-gap predictions may be obtained if the interaction 
involves a weighted average of many nitrogen levels [59]. In this chapter it is investigated 
how well the BAG can describe the band gap variation of the dilute nitride-phosphide- 
arsenide material system with a single nitrogen level, using high hydrostatic pressure and 
temperature to vary the anti-crossing interaction. The application of pressure allows a
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Figure 4.3: Arsenide compositional energy dependence of the F-minimum (black line), 
X-minima (green line) and Isolated nitrogen level (red line) in GaAsxP(i-a:). This allows 
a study of the host-nitrogen anticrossing interaction in a direct and indirect band-gap host 
material, and if there is any influence when the nitrogen levels are found in the energy 
gap or above the lowest conduction band states.
unique investigation into the interaction of the host material conduction band minima 
and the nitrogen level without a variation of nitrogen concentration. The most common 
method to calculate the coupling parameter in the literature is to grow a set of samples 
containing different nitrogen concentrations. The band gaps of each are fit to the BAG 
model and the best-fit coupling parameter is found. Using this method, the change in 
nitrogen concentration (and hence also a change in the host material composition), tends 
itself to influence the interaction between the nitrogen and the host material. Variations 
in temperature and pressure allow a more consistent method to calculate the coupling 
parameter since, for example, pressure causes a relatively small perturbation to the band 
gap which is useful to study the host-nitrogen interaction in the absence of other variables. 
Additionally, the change in composition of the devices used in this Chapter (through the 
addition of indium and arsenide in GaP), allows an experimental investigation of the
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Table 4.1: Summary of measured band gaps and other relevant energy levels used in this 
work. The composition of the indium LED active region was Ino.14Gao.86No.006Po.994» and 
the laser active region composition was GaNo.04Aso.8Po.i6-
coupling parameter with change in host group III and group V atoms. It also allows 
an investigation of the effects in a direct and indirect band-gap host material, e.g. in 
GaNAsP as seen in Figure 4.3 and if there is any influence when the nitrogen levels are 
found in the energy gap or above the lowest conduction band states.
4.2 Photocurrent spectroscopy and BAG param eters of 
(In) G a N P /G a P  LEDs
This section presents an application of the Band Anti-Crossing model to measured 
temperature and pressure dependent photocurrent spectra of (In)GaNP/GaP LEDs. The 
device structures are given in Appendix A. Band structure information is extracted from 
the photocurrent spectra, which is then compared to the Band Anti-Crossing model. The 
devices used here allow an investigation into the band structure and application of the 
BAG model in a bulk GaNP LED sample and (In)GaNP quantum well LEDs. A literature 
search of experimental results shows the variation of the coupling parameter in the BAG 
model for the host composition Ina;Ga(i_a,)P. To aid the reader, a table of relevant energy 
levels of the devices in this work is given in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: Photocurrent spectra of GaNP/GaP bulk LED sample at high hydrostatic 
pressures of 0-7kbar (main graph), showing observation of the band edge and a peak 
which can be used to represent the value of the isolated nitrogen level. The band gap is 
determined by extrapolation to zero of a photocurrent squared vs photon energy graph 
(inset).
4.2.1 Bulk G aNP LED (Active region width of 1000Â) band- 
structure and BAG parameters
Photocurrent (PC) spectroscopy, described in Chapter 3, was conducted on a GaNP 
LED sample with active region width of 1000À. This sample is called the bulk LED 
in the naming convention of this thesis, and device details are given in Appendix A. 
Monochromatic light was focused onto the top of the sample, which was mounted in either 
the high pressure cell, or closed cycle helium cryostat. The photogenerated current, Iph 
was measured at each incremental step of photon energy to form a current vs photon 
energy spectrum. The spectra of photocurrent spectroscopy measurements at pressures 
0-7kbar are shown in Figure 4.4. Within each spectrum two key features can be seen. 
The onset of the band-edge and a peak. Since Iph ^  a oc {E — EgY^^, where a is the 
absorption coefficient for direct band-gap materials [66], the band gap can be found in the
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Figure 4.5: Nitrogen concentration dependence of the conduction band edge in litera­
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[64], left triangles-[65], right triangles-[7], and the value found in this work (red square). 
The lines show the BAG model calculated band gap variation for coupling parameters 
Crjv=3.05eV and (7riv=4.40eV and 2.21eV.
standard way by extrapolating the slope of the band-edge and measuring the horizontal 
axis intersect in a 1^  ^vs photon energy graph [67], which is shown in the inset of Figure 4.4. 
At room temperature and pressure, the band edge was found to be Eg=2.052dz0.005eV. 
This value has been compared to room temperature values found in literature, shown in 
Figure 4.5. The graph shows the large variation in measured band gap, which can be 
attributed to differences in growth and annealing conditions and band-gap measurement 
method. The large scatter in this straightforward data immediately gives an insight 
into the complexity of the dilute-nitride material system in GaP. When applying the 
BAG model to this data, the recommended [46] value of the coupling parameter (where 
Criv=3.05eV) gives good agreement with the literature data when the isolated nitrogen 
level Fliv'=2.210±0.003eV (as given further in this Chapter). The devices measured in
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this work show a good fit to the BAG model with a large coupling parameter value of 
(7riv=4.4±G.leV. The sample exhibits a large Ctn value, consistent with measurements 
on similar samples [64, 7], shown as the green symbols in Figure 4.5. The UCSD samples 
show low band gap energies compared to the other samples (with similar nominal N%) in 
literature, which hints that the actual nitrogen content may differ from nominal. However, 
the X-ray diffraction technique used (in the UCSD samples) to find the nitrogen percentage 
should be accurate for ternary alloys. The measured pressure coefficient of the band edge 
of the bulk GaNP LED sample is found to be dEg Gajvp/dP=+1.6±0.7meV/kbar, opposite 
in sign when compared to the X-minimum band gap of the host material GaP (where 
Gap/dP=-1.5meV/kbar). This confirms the experimental and theoretical findings of 
[61, 10], suggesting the incorporation of nitrogen has formed a more direct-like band gap, 
through observation of a positive pressure coefficient.
The peak in the pressure dependent photocurrent spectra is found to have an energy of 
£Î3eaA:=2.21±0.003eV at room temperature, which is consistent with two literature values 
of the nitrogen level in GaP of EN—2A8eV [61] and Ejy=2.25eV [62]. The peak also shows 
negligible pressure dependence (with error d=0.5meV/kbar) over the measured pressure 
range, a characteristic of an impurity level. It is proposed that the peak may be the 
photo-excitation of electrons into nitrogen defect levels. Evidence to support this follows: 
The structure of the photocurrent spectrum appears to be very similar to [65], who suggest 
that the peak of the photocurrent spectrum identifies the energy position of the nitrogen 
centres. [68] show the nitrogen level to be a peak in photocurrent spectra and [49] show the 
N level to be absorbing. Buyanova et al [62] calculated the energy variation of the isolated 
nitrogen level in GaP as a function of temperature (green solid line in Figure 4.6), and 
hence a direct comparison can be made with the measured temperature dependent peak 
of the PC spectra (black squares). It can be seen the temperature dependence of both the 
measured peak and calculated energy agree reasonably well at low temperature, with the 
isolated nitrogen level tending to a higher energy at higher temperatures. As with the BAG
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model, the problem with representing the nitrogen level as the peak of the photocurrent 
spectrum forces the defect level to be at a single energy point, when in fact nitrogen forms
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Figure 4.6: Pressure (top) and Temperature(bottom) dependence of the Band edge (open 
red squares) and nitrogen level (open black squares) as found by photocurrent spec­
troscopy. Also shown the nitrogen level given in [62] (green line). The band anti-crossing 
model (blue line) can accurately describe the energy of the band edge with coupling pa­
rameter (7r^=4.38±0.05eV. Errors for temperature dependence (not shown) are similar 
to the pressure dependence.
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many defect levels, over a range of energies within the band structure [55]. These nitrogen 
levels may be indistinguishable at room temperature and the peak of the photocurrent 
may represent the energy positions of all the nitrogen levels. Evidence of many nitrogen 
levels can be seen by the observation of discrete nitrogen levels at low temperature in 
electroluminescence spectra (Figure 5.14), however there is no observation of these levels 
at room temperature (Figure 5.2). Since pair and cluster states have less energy than the 
isolated nitrogen level, they would lower the energy of the photocurrent peak, which is 
observed in the comparison between the photocurrent peak and the calculated isolated 
nitrogen level as previously described. As a result of this discussion, the peak of the 
photocurrent is used to represent the energy of the nitrogen defect level for application of 
the BAG model in this work.
The single peak in the measured photocurrent spectra makes the application of the 
BAG model the obvious choice for a theoretical investigation into the GaNP/GaP dilute 
nitride material in these LEDs. The temperature and pressure dependence of the band 
edge and nitrogen level from photocurrent spectroscopy, coupled with the well known 
values of the host F-minima GaP band gap as a function of temperature and pressure 
[13, 33], test the ability of the BAG model to predict the band gap. Shown in Figure 4.6 
is the pressure (top) and temperature (bottom) dependence of the measured PG band 
gap (open red squares). Also shown is the pressure and temperature dependence of the 
PG peak energy (open black squares), showing the position of the nitrogen level, and the 
F-minimum of the host material, GaP (black line). The nitrogen fraction was assumed to 
be 0.6±0.1%, determined at UGSD by X-ray rocking curves [64]. The coupling parameter 
was varied to fit the BAG calculated level to the measured band gap. The solid 
blue line in Figure 4.6 shows the BAG calculated pressure and temperature dependence 
of the E -  level, which is found to be consistent with the measured band gap energy. 
This shows that the BAG model can accurately describe the pressure and temperature 
dependence of the band edge in the GaNP bulk sample, consistent with other findings
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[69]. This was found using a temperature and pressure independent coupling parameter 
of C'rjv=4.38±0.05eV for both pressure and temperature dependences, consistent with the 
coupling parameter found at room temperature and pressure, and coupling parameters 
found for other samples produced by UCSD.
4.2.2 The effect of indium on the band-structure and BAG pa­
rameters in (In) G aNP Quantum Well LEDs (Active region  
width 100Â)
To find the effect on band-structure of the incorporation of indium into the active 
region, a GaNP quantum well LED (no indium) was initially investigated. Photocurrent 
spectroscopy was carried out to probe the energy levels as a function of temperature and 
pressure, for a GaNP/GaP LED quantum well sample. Figure 4.7 shows the findings of 
the photocurrent spectroscopy (GaNP quantum well sample is open squares) as a function 
of high hydrostatic pressure and temperature. At room temperature and pressure, it is 
found that the peak PC energy position has an energy E ^  gvv—2.230d=0.003eV, and 
the energy of the band gap is Eg gvv=2.070±0.005eV. The change in the nitrogen level 
between quantum well and the bulk samples suggests the nitrogen composition in the 
quantum well sample may be different to the bulk sample. The BAG model is now 
applied to the pressure and temperature dependence of the measured band gap for the 
GaNP quantum well sample. The F-minimum energy of the host material is again taken 
as E'r=2.78eV at room temperature and pressure, and using the well known temperature 
dependence of the F-minimum in GaP (red line in Figure 4.7) [13, 33]. The energy of 
the nitrogen level is taken as the photocurrent measured value, Ejv=2.230±0.003eV. The 
measured pressure coefficient of the conduction band edge in the quantum well sample 
was found to be dEg QM/-/dP=+2.8d:0.7meV/kbar, within error when compared to the 
pressure coefficient of the bulk-like sample of dEg (,w&/dP=+1.6d:0.7meV/kbar. As can
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Figure 4.7: Pressure (top) and Temperature (bottom) dependence of the Eg (red squares) 
and En (black squares) levels in InGaNP (closed squares) and GaNP (open squares) QW 
LEDs, as measured by photocurrent spectroscopy. The pressure dependence of the band 
gap can still be predicted using the band anti-crossing model, with coupling parameter 
Crw=4.41±0.05eV for the GaNP QW LED and CrAr=3.25±0.05eV for the InGaNP QW 
LED.
be seen in Figure 4.7, the BAG model can again predict within error the change in band 
gap with increase in high hydrostatic pressure over this pressure range (0-7kbar), with a 
coupling parameter of Crjv=4.41±0.05eV.
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Similar to the non-indium containing samples, photocurrent spectroscopy was carried 
out as a function of pressure and temperature to probe the band-structure of the indium 
containing sample, the device structure being given in Appendix A. This sample contains 
the same nominal nitrogen percentage as the GaNP QW sample (where N%=0.6) but 
with 14% indium incorporated into the active region. Indium is often added in the dilute 
nitrides for the control of strain, where it is desirable, such as the requirement of lattice 
matching in photodiodes [70], further discussed in Chapter 7. The addition of indium 
also reduces the band-gap energy and can be used to control the band gap of devices. 
Figure 4.7 shows the pressure and temperature dependence of the Eg (red closed squares) 
and En  (black closed squares) for the InGaNP QW LED found from the photocurrent 
spectra, and is compared with the previous results for the GaNP QW sample (open 
squares). It can be seen that with the addition of indium, the band gap has been reduced 
from 2.070±0.G05eV to E'^/„G'aivp=2.047±Q.0G5eV at room temperature and
pressure. The pressure coefficient for the band edge in the indium sample is found to be 
dE'^/n/dP—+1.3±G.7meV/kbar, which, within error, is similar to the other samples. For 
the application of the BAG model, the energy of the host F-minimum (the black line in 
Figure 4.7), Ino.uGao.seP was found by interpolation of the well know band parameters 
[13] of InP (not shown for clarity) and GaP (red line), with a pressure and temperature 
independent bowing parameter of G.65eV [13]. At room temperature and pressure the 
energy of Ep used was Ep—2.5eV. With the addition of indium, the host and barrier 
materials are different and effectively the host is in a InGaP/GaP quantum well. Should 
the host energy level be affected by confinement effects? To investigate this a set of samples 
with varying active region widths would be useful, but as such a set was not available, this 
is left for further study. The nitrogen level, E ^  (black closed squares), was determined 
from temperature and pressure dependent photocurrent spectra, as previously shown. 
When comparing to the nitrogen level in the GaNP LED sample (black open squares) 
at room temperature and pressure, we can see that the Ej^ level has shifted in energy
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from 2.23eV to 2.18eV. Prom literature the energy of the Ej^ level in InP [71] is 1.79eV, 
and we find the measured E ^  consistent with linear interpolation between the two binary 
material systems as suggested elsewhere [46]. The addition of indium has reduced the 
band-gap of the LED as expected, and the band anti-crossing model can again be used to 
predict the change in band gap within this pressure and temperature range, by the good 
fit of the level (blue line) to the measured band gap. The best-fit was found using 
a pressure independent nitrogen level and coupling parameter of (7MAr=3.25±0.05eV, a 
reduction compared to 4.38eV for the GaNP QW LED. This reduction has been observed 
with the addition of indium in GaAs based dilute nitrides [72], where in GalnNAs [73] 
(GMAT=l-7eV) compared to GaNAs (C'Miv='2.3-2.7) [74, 75]. This indicates that there 
is weaker coupling between the nitrogen localised states and the host states with the 
addition of indium, which is expected as the atomic size and electro-negativity of indium 
atoms are closer to nitrogen than the gallium atoms [76]. The weaker coupling parameter 
may also be a result of short range atomic ordering effect which has been observed in 
InGaNP lattice matched to GaAs [77, 78].
4.2.3 The variation in C y n  from GaP to InP
The change in band gap and coupling parameter with the addition of indium instigated 
an investigation into applying the BAG model as a function of indium composition, and 
a search of the available literature was conducted. For each paper giving a band gap 
value for a specific In^Gai-^N^Pi-y alloy at room temperature [79, 80, 81, 82, 72, 83, 84, 
85, 86, 87, 88, 89], the BAG model was applied. The E_ was taken from the measured 
band gap, the host material P-minima (Ep) was found from well known values [13], and 
En  was taken as a linear interpolation between GaP and InP. This then allowed the 
coupling parameter CpN to be determined for each lna,Gai_a,N^P]__^ alloy grown, and is 
shown in Figure 4.8. Most samples found in the literature have been grown with around 
50% indium composition, where lattice matching to GaAs is achieved. The lowest CpN
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Figure 4,8: The variation of the Coupling Parameter, CpN with In% for In^Gai.^Nj^Pi.y. 
Literature values (black squares) [79, 80, 81, 82, 72, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89] are compared 
to our findings (red squares) and the relationship C'rAr=3.5|Er - En \ + 1.2 (red line) of the 
coupling parameter, which is compared to a previous review (black line) [46]. In the 
literature the nitrogen concentration ranges from 0.5-4%.
values were found at «50% In concentration. At this alloy fraction, the isolated N level 
and host material F-minima have similar energy values. A review completed in 2003 
[46] (black line) shows a variation of coupling parameter with indium composition. The 
nitride-phosphide material system has been investigated more since then and our study 
shows that this trend does not adequately fit the current results from literature. Since 
the coupling parameter is the measure of the strength between the nitrogen level and the 
host material F-minimum, Ep, it is proposed that the variation of the coupling parameter 
is proportional to the energy separation of the nitrogen level and Ep. On Figure 4.8, 
we show the relationship of CpN=^-^\Ep - En \ + I-2 (eV), which gives a reasonable fit for 
the variation in the coupling parameter in Ina-Gai.^NP with indium composition. This 
relationship is discussed further in Section 4.3.4. The large scatter in the experimental 
coupling parameters may be due to strain, quantum confinement, different annealing
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regimes, nitrogen percentages or band gap measurements methods which have not been 
identified in this work.
4.3 Photocurrent spectroscopy and BAG param eters in 
G aN A sP /G aP  lasers
4.3.1 Photocurrent Spectroscopy of G aNAsP SQW  lasers
Photocurrent spectroscopy was carried out on GaNAsP/GaP single quantum well lasers 
as a function of temperature and pressure, to identify optical absorption transitions in the 
band-structure. Device structures are given in Appendix B. A GaNAsP/GaP laser device 
was inserted into the photocurrent set-up as shown in Chapter 3. Due to the broad energy 
range of the spectra, first and second orders of the spectrometer were measured, and the 
elimination of cross contamination of photocurrent signal was ensured by inserting or 
leaving out a high pass filter of 610nm. An example of a photocurrent spectrum is shown 
in Figure 4.9, showing transition peaks (labelled 1-5 (from low to high energy) for future 
reference). Other features are not included in this discussion. Identification of features 1-5 
will be determined from their polarization dependence, shown in Figure 4.12, temperature 
dependence, shown in Figure 4.10 and pressure dependence, shown in Figure 4.11. Each 
transition is now discussed in turn:
• Transition 1, shown by the black squares and lines of best fit in the Figures, has 
energy of E'i=1.35±0.01eV at room temperature and pressure and has pressure 
dependence of c?jEi/<iF=-t-5±2meV/kbar. Since this is the lowest energy transition 
and has similar pressure dependence as the lasing energy in Section 6.3.4, transition 
1 is attributed to TvB{GaNAsP) ~^CB{GaNAsP) quantum well ground state transition.
• Transition 2, shown by the red squares and lines of best fit in the Figures, has 
energy of ^2=1.494:0.OleV at room temperature and pressure. This is too small to
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Figure 4.9: Photocurrent spectrum of a GaNAsP/GaP single quantum well laser at 300K 
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Figure 4.10: Showing change in energy of photocurrent transitions with temperature. It 
can be clearly seen that transition 3 shows a small temperature shift and does not follow 
Varshni behaviour at low T, an indication of a localization level. Each level has been 
offset for clarity. Also shown is the temperature dependence of F(GaP) from literature for 
comparison to transition 5.
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be either the E ^  or E ^  levels in the GaNAsP alloy, as can be seen further in this 
Chapter. The temperature dependence is similar to transition 1 but has a higher 
pressure coefficient of d£^2/dP=-l-7±2meV/kbar. The polarization dependence of 
transitions 1 and 2 were investigated to determine whether transition 2 was a higher 
order confined state, or a result of the non-degeneracy of the valence band due 
to strain in the active region, or a cross-band transition into the barrier regions 
[90]. A polarization filter was inserted into the photocurrent setup, on a rotational 
axis mounting. To align the polarization of the light to the TE axis, the energy 
of the light was set to the band gap energy and the polarizer was rotated until 
the maximum photocurrent signal was found. Then a photocurrent spectrum was 
measured in the normal way. To measure the TM signal, the polarizer was rotated by 
90°. The TE and TM signals were added together to ensure no additional response 
dependence of the polarizer. As can be seen in Figure 4.12, there is a difference (in 
energy) in the peak of transition 1 between the TE and TM spectra. At the valence 
band edge of a quantum well, TM polarized light only interacts with the light-hole 
sub-band whereas the TE polarized light interacts with both light-hole and heavy- 
hole sub-bands [91], so the lowest energy absorption feature of the TE spectrum is 
associated with the el-hhl transition and the lowest energy TM absorption edge with 
the el-lhl transition. This is consistent with a compressively strained quantum well. 
The energy centre of each feature was found using the differential of each spectra, 
and then subtracted to calculate the difference in energy between the light-hole and 
heavy-hole sub-bands, which was measured to be Eih -  E?/ih=20±10meV. Using the 
strain calculations given in Appendix D, which calculates the volume strain from 
the difference in lattice constant (in this case 2,5% compressive strain), and then 
applies an interpolated (from the composition) deformation potential to calculate 
the changes in the conduction, heavy- and light-hole energy levels. All parameters 
required were found in [13]. This method calculated an energy difference between
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Figure 4.11: Pressure dependencies of the different transitions showing the best fit pressure 
coefficient for each transition. All individual points have similar error values, but are only 
shown on transition 6 for clarity.
the heavy- and light-hole sub-bands to be Eih — E/i/i=17meV, which compares well 
to the measured value, showing transition 2 is not the el-lhl transition. Since 
transition 2 two is not the light-hole heavy-hole splitting, it is assumed that it 
is a higher order quantum well transition. Allowed optical transitions must have 
the same index number due to the symmetry of the wavefunctions [92] and hence 
transition 2 is most likely to be the e2-v2 transition.
• Transition 5, shown by the pink squares and lines of best fit in the Figures, has room 
temperature and pressure energy of £^5=2.80±0.01eV. It also shows a temperature 
and pressure coefficient (dE's/ 10±2meV/kbar) consistent with literature [13, 
93] of the direct band-gap of GaP and hence is attributed as absorption from the 
LvB{GaP) to the TcB{GaP) in the GaP barriers.
• Transition 4, shown by the blue squares and lines of best fit in the Figures, has 
energy of E4= 2 .2 1 ± 0 .0 1 eV at room temperature and pressure, and has negligi­
ble pressure coefficient (d£’4/dP=0±2meV/kbar). This transition energy is sim-
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Figure 4.12: Polarisation dependence for transitions 1 and 2. Also shown is the TE 
TM curve for comparison with unpolarised light absorption.
ilar in energy as the X-minima in GaP (Xc!ap=2.26eV, however the pressure de­
pendence rules out the involvement of the X-minima. The valence band offset 
of GaAs/GaP has been shown to be E^,=0.6eV [94], and since the active region 
is 80% GaAs it is plausible to assume a similar valence band offset. Then the 
cross-interface transition of CBGap-VBcaAsP would have a similar energy as tran­
sition 4, since Er GaP-Ev=2.78eV-0.6eV — 2.18eV. The pressure coefficient of this 
cross band transition can be calculated, from deformation potentials and bulk mod­
uli [33], giving the conduction band GaP states having a pressure coefficient of 
dr^^p/dP=9.7m eV/kbar and the interpolated valence band states having a pres­
sure coefficient of ^/dP= -lA m eV /kbar, giving the cross-interface transi­
tion having a pressure coefficient of ll.lm eV /kbar. This value is very large when 
compared to the measured pressure coefficient of transition 4, and the cross-interface 
transition can be ruled out. The small pressure coefficient of transition 4 is sim­
ilar the previous photocurrent observation of the nitrogen level in the (In)GaNP
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Figure 4.13: Graph comparing the temperature dependence of transition 4 (blue squares) 
to the isolated nitrogen level as calculated by [62] (green line), which shows good agree­
ment, suggesting nitrogen is present in the GaP barrier. Also a comparison of the temper­
ature dependence of transition 3 (red squares) with the temperature dependence of the 
BAG calculated E_ level in GaNP for nitrogen concentrations 1-4% (black dashed line).
LEDs in Section 4.2.1, where dE^v/dP^OiO.SmeV/kbar. Also the RTP energy of 
transition 4 is similar to the nitrogen level in GaNP (where EN=2.21eV also found 
previously in this chapter). To further investigate this observation, the temperature 
dependence of the nitrogen level in GaP (given in [62]) is compared to the tempera­
ture dependence of transition 4. As can be seen in Figure 4.13, the two levels show 
good agreement. Therefore it is thought that transition 4 may be identified as the 
energy position of a nitrogen level in the GaP barriers. This suggests that nitrogen 
may be present in the GaP barriers of these devices, which will be further discussed 
in Chapter 6.
• Transition 3, shown by the green squares and lines of best fit in the Figures, has a 
room temperature and pressure energy of 1^3=2.03±0.01eV, and the pressure coef­
ficient of transition 3 is found to be (dE3/dP=+4±2meV/kbar). Since transition 4
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may identify a Em nitrogen level in the GaP barriers, it would be expected that an 
GaNP level should also be present. Is transition 3 the observation of a GaNP 
E -  level? The temperature dependence of transition 3 shows greater stability in 
energy when compared to the other transitions, a characteristic of dilute nitrides. 
Also, at low temperatures, transition 3 deviates from a Varshni curve, which has 
been observed in GaNP materials [62]. To further investigate whether transition 3 
is an E -  level in the GaP barriers, the Band Anti-Crossing model can be applied 
to the temperature dependence of transition 3. The temperature dependence of the 
host GaP P-minimum is well known [13] and the energy position of the nitrogen 
level is taken from the temperature dependence of transition 4. Shown in Figure 
4.13, is the BAG calculated levels for nitrogen concentrations 1-4%. It can be 
seen that the BAG calculated levels do not agree with the measured temperature 
dependence of transition 3, since transition 3 is more temperature stable than the 
model predicts. As such, transition 3 cannot, at present, be identified as an level 
in the GaP barriers, and further work is required to confirm its identity. However, 
transition 3 may show the energy level into which electrons leak from the active 
region under forward bias, as identified and discussed in Chapter 6, which may be 
the reason behind the high threshold current densities observed in these devices.
To summarise, the 5 transitions identified have been plotted in Figure 4.14. The band 
gap, higher quantum well and barrier transitions have been observed. The investigation of 
the photocurrent spectra has shown evidence of nitrogen being present in the barrier GaP 
regions, since an observed transition had similar temperature and pressure dependencies 
as the Em level in GaP. However, at present, it is unclear if a level is observed. Further 
discussion on nitrogen in the barriers of these devices can be found later in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.14: Schematic of possible optical transitions 1-5. The photocurrent spectroscopy 
has identified the possible incorporation of nitrogen into the GaP barriers, from transitions 
3 and 4 representing the lowest conduction band states and the nitrogen level respectively.
4.3.2 Temperature Dependent BAG parameters
In this section, the temperature dependence of the band-gap (from transition 1) is used 
from the photocurrent results given above. The measured band gap energy is compared 
to the BAG model calculated band gap energy. To find the calculated values, the temper­
ature dependence of the host material energy gap and the energy position of the nitrogen 
level were calculated. The temperature dependence of the band gap of the host mate­
rial GaAso.83Po.19 was calculated using an interpolation of the well known temperature 
variations of the band gaps of GaAs and GaP, with a temperature independent bowing 
parameter of 0.19eV [13]. When determining the temperature dependence of the nitrogen 
level, there is inconsistency in the literature, concerning whether there is temperature 
dependence of the nitrogen level and coupling parameter. For GaNAs, both temperature 
dependent [95] (where dE#/dP'=-0.36meV/kbar) and independent [17] results have been 
reported, and similarly for GalnNAs [96] (where d£'jv/dF=-0.25meV/kbar) and indepen­
dent [73]. Observations in literature of the temperature dependence of GaNP [62] suggest 
a temperature independent Em and CrM‘ The method of determining the temperature 
variation is given in [95], where using photo-reflectance spectroscopy, the Em level and
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Figure 4.15: Graph showing the photocurrent measured band gap (red squares), CBM of 
the host material (black line), nitrogen level (green line), and the BAG model calculated 
change in band gap, the E_ level (blue line), as a function of temperature.
Ctn values are given as:
E m — F/_l -|- E — — E t
CvM = { E ^  — E V f  — { E m  — E r Y  4x
(4.3)
(4.4)
This method uses two experimental values, the E+ and levels, to determine the two 
unknown parameters. Since there is no observable E+ level in the photocurrent spectra 
measured in this work, this method cannot be used. However since the nitrogen level and 
the host material F states move at different rates, the coupling parameter is expected 
to change with change in temperature. In this application of the BAG model, both Em 
level and CrM are assumed to be temperature dependent. The energy of the nitrogen 
level was taken from a linear (bowing parameter of OeV) interpolation of the temperature
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Figure 4.16: Showing the fit of the BAG calculated E_ level (blue line) to the measured 
(by photocurrent spectroscopy) band gap at room temperature (Red squares) against high 
hydrostatic pressure, including the energy levels of the host minima GaAso.82Po.i8 (black 
line) and the nitrogen level (green line).
dependence of the nitrogen level in GaNAs [95] and GaNP [97]. The coupling parameter 
was then varied to fit the data with the form CrAr(T)=xT + </>, where % is the rate of 
change of Ctn with temperature and (f) is Ctn at OK. The best fit to the experimental 
data can be seen in Figure 4.15 with temperature dependence values of %=-0.2meV/K 
and 0=1.84eV. This value of % compares well with [95] where dC'rAr/dT=-0.5meV/K in 
GaNAs. This also gives a value of CrA^=1.78eV at 300K which is consistent than [98], who 
calculated CrAr=2.3eV. This difference between the two results can be explained by the 
literature use of GaAs BAG parameters taken from [99] for the GaNAsP alloy by Kunert 
et al [98].
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4.3.3 Pressure Dependent BAG parameters
Shown in Figure 4.16, is the pressure dependence of the measured band gap energy, 
as measured by photocurrent spectroscopy (red squares) at room temperature, which in­
creases with pressure at a rate of dF?^/dP=4-5.2±0.3meV/kbar. Clearly the lasing energy 
has a much weaker pressure dependence than the direct band-gap of the host GaAso.82Po.i8 
where dEr/dP=+10.2m eV/kbar [33], as is characteristic of dilute nitride materials [32]. 
It is therefore instructive to see if the BAG model can explain this reduced pressure de­
pendence, as has been the case for other dilute nitride materials, including the LEDs 
previously discussed. The energy and pressure dependence of the P-minimum of the host 
material GaAso.s2Po.i8 was determined from a linear interpolation of GaAs and GaP [33], 
where Er(0)—1.65eV, and Er/dP=10.2meV/kbar. Em was found from linear interpola­
tion of the isolated nitrogen level at room temperature in GaAs ( EivcJaAs^l-SSeV [100]) 
and GaP (E^vgop—2.21eV from above) to give a value of E n GaAso.8 2 Po.i8 ~^-'^^^^' These 
values are consistent with the room temperature values used in the previous section. In 
Figure 4.16 it can be seen that the BAG model gives good agreement with the experi­
mental data over this pressure range, for which it is found that C tn  and the E n  level 
have negligible pressure dependence, where Crjv=l-80eV, consistent with the temperature 
dependent value as given above.
4.3.4 The variation in C t n  from GaP to GaAs
The BAG model has been successfully used to predict the change in band gap in both 
the (In)GaAs and GaP based dilute nitride material systems, but little is known about 
variation of the BAG parameters in the intermediate alloy GaNAsP with changes in 
the arsenic/ phosphorus ratio or the nitrogen concentration. A literature search was com­
pleted to find measured band gaps of GaNAsP alloys with different arsenic concentrations 
[101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 98]. For each data point and corresponding arsenic concentra-
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Figure 4.17: Calculated values of Ctn from literature for various As% [101, 102, 103, 104, 
105, 98[. Also shown fitted line of 3.5 {Er — En ) +12 .  The red square shows the coupling 
parameter found in this work.
tion, the BAG model was applied. The E r  host minima was calculated at each arsenic 
concentration from the well known interpolation of the composition dependence of the 
direct energy gap from GaAs (Eg=1.42eV) to GaP {Eg=2.78eV) with bowing parameter 
of 0.19eV [13[. The En  nitrogen level was taken as a linear interpolation between GaAs 
(F7//=1.65eV) and GaP (jE'Ar=2.21eV), dependent on host material composition. Then 
the BAG predicted E_  level was fitted to the measured band gaps found in each litera­
ture source, which allowed a value of the C tn  coupling parameter to be found for many 
alloy compositions. Figure 4.17 shows the value of Cyn as a function of arsenic con­
centration. It can be seen that the coupling parameter has a minimum value at around 
70% arsenic concentration. At this arsenic concentration, similar to the variation of the 
CrN in Ina;Gai_a;NP given in the previous section, the Er and En  have similar energies. 
The proposed relationship between the coupling parameter and the energy separation 
between the nitrogen level and the host F-minimum given in the previous section, where
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C'riv=3.5|£'r-E/^i+1.2 (eV), is also shown in Figure 4.17. It can be seen that this relation­
ship agrees with the found coupling parameters with As%. The large scatter of points can 
be attributed to effects of strain, quantum confinement, growth temperature, annealing 
regimes, band gap measurement method and the amount of nitrogen incorporation (0- 
4%), which are not taken into account in this model. Shown in Figure 4.18 are the arsenic 
compositional dependencies of the GaAsa;P(i_æ) P-minimum and En  nitrogen level used 
to calculate the BAG model predicted band gaps for nitrogen concentrations of 1% to 4% 
over the As% range. The experimental band gaps found in the literature are also shown 
in the Figure. Despite the apparent scatter of the CpN values in the previous Figure, the 
BAG model with the best fit coupling parameter can predict the band gap of each sample 
within an uncertainty of ±0.03eV. The point at 75% arsenic concentration does not fit to 
the BAG model, however the authors noted a high density of misfit dislocations in GaAsP 
layers originating from the large lattice mismatch with the GaAs substrate used in their 
samples.
4.4 An investigation of C r N  across the dilute nitride 
m aterial system
The literature searches completed in this chapter allow the coupling parameter to be 
investigated across a wide range of host materials, including group III and V composi­
tional variations between GaAs, GaP and InP. Previously in this chapter, it has been 
shown that experimental observations from the literature of the coupling parameter gen­
erally follow the relationship C'rjv=3.5|Er-Ejv|+1.2 (eV) in the host compositional ranges 
of GaAsa;P(i_a,) and In^-Ga^.a-P. A plot of the coupling parameters against the energy sep­
aration between the En  and levels is shown in Figure 4.19. The coupling parameter 
shows good consistency in the GaAsa,P(i-æ) and Ina,Gai_a;P material compositions. Also 
in the figure, values from literature [46, 106, 47, 107, 108, 95, 109, 110] of the coupling
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Figure 4.18: Arsenic compositional dependence in GaNAsxP(l — x) for the P-minimum 
(red line) and the nitrogen level (blue line). Band gaps taken from literature (coloured 
squares) [101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 98] with various nitrogen concentrations are compared 
to the BAG model (black solid, dots and dashed lines) with nitrogen concentrations of 
1% to 4%.
parameter for Ina;Gai_a;As host materials are included. It can be seen that for energy sep­
arations below %0.6eV, the coupling parameter increases linearly with increasing energy 
separation. This means the lowest conduction band states, the levels, are perturbed 
more when there is a larger energy separation between the Er and levels. InAsN 
has the greatest energy separation between the Er and E ^  levels, however the coupling 
parameter is not the largest (where Crjv(fnAsN)%1.7eV). The coupling parameter trend 
given above does not fit the literature data when the Er and energy separation is 
greater than %0.6eV. In addition. Figure 4.19 also shows that the value of the coupling 
parameter with Er and E ^  energy separation does not depend on whether the energy of 
the host F-minimum is higher or lower than the nitrogen level. This suggests that the 
lowest conduction band states are perturbed by a similar amount whether they are made 
up of localised or host-like states. This requires further theoretical consideration, which
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Figure 4.19: Showing the relationship between the coupling parameter, Ctn and the en­
ergy separation between the host F-minimum and the isolated nitrogen level, E ^  for 
In^Gai-^NP (black squares), GaN^AsyPi-x-y (red squares) and In^^Gai-a^NAs (green 
squares). The line shows the relationship C’rv=3.5|E'r-£'Ar|-rl.2.
is beyond the scope of this work.
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, photocurrent spectroscopy was carried out and the band anti-crossing 
has been applied to the band gaps found of the dilute nitride-phosphide devices. The 
first device studied was a bulk GaNP/GaP LEDs. Photocurrent spectroscopy revealed 
two important features in the spectra, the band edge which allowed the measurement 
of the band gap and a peak. Through comparing the temperature and pressure depen­
dence of the peak to those found in literature of the nitrogen level, it was shown that 
this peak can represent the energetic position of the nitrogen level for straightforward 
application of the BAG model. The position of the nitrogen level in the GaNP bulk-like 
LED was found to be E;v=2.2104:0.OOSeV at room temperature and pressure. The BAG
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model accurately described the change in band gap with temperature and high hydro­
static pressure of the GaNP bulk like LED with a temperature and pressure independent 
coupling parameter of (7riv=4.38±0.05eV. This coupling parameter was found to be large 
when compared to other literature sources, but was consistent with other similar devices. 
In a GaNP quantum well LED sample, with an active region width of 100 Â, the BAG 
model again predicted the change in band gap energy with change in temperature and 
high pressure with a coupling parameter of (7riv=4.4I±0.05eV. The third LED sample 
contained indium in the active region. The energy of the nitrogen level decreased to 
E?jv=2.I80±0.003eV at room temperature, consistent with a linear interpolation between 
recommended values from GaP and InP. The room temperature band edge energy also 
decreased to j„Ge;vp=2.047±0.005eV. The BAG model was found to be accurate in 
describing the changes in band gap with temperature and high hydrostatic pressure, us­
ing temperature and pressure independent values of the coupling parameter, found to 
be CMN—3.854:0.05eV. An experimental literature search was completed to show the 
variation of C m n  with composition in Ina;Gai_a;NP. Although variations in growth and 
annealing between devices gave scatter in the coupling parameter, it was found that the 
relationship (7rAr=3.5|£?r - En\v1^2 allowed the BAG to have good agreement with ex­
perimental band gaps over the whole indium percentage range.
Photocurrent spectroscopy was also carried out on GaNAsP/GaP single quantum well 
lasers, to investigate energy levels within the laser structure, and to see if the BAG model 
can be extended into the dilute nitride-phosphide material system. Five optical absorp­
tion transitions were identified (which included quantum well and barrier transitions), in 
the photocurrent spectra, by investigation of their polarisation, temperature and pres­
sure dependence. It was found that one transition has a similar energy and temperature 
dependence as the isolated nitrogen level in GaP and suggests that there is unwanted 
incorporation of nitrogen into the barriers. If nitrogen is present in the barriers, it was
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expected that an level should be observed. A highly temperature stable energy level 
with localisation effects was observed in the temperature dependence spectra which sup­
ported a defect level being present in the barriers. However, the level could not be 
verified as it was found that the defect level was much more temperature stable than a 
BAG calculated GaNP E -  level. Through photocurrent spectroscopy, the variation of the 
band gap with temperature and high hydrostatic pressure was found. This allowed a com­
parison to the predicted change in band gap energy by the BAG model. It was found that 
the BAG model could accurately describe the changes in band gap with both temperature 
and pressure (up to 8kbar), with a coupling parameter of 1.80eV and extends the ap­
plication of the BAG model to the dilute-nitride-phosphide material system. A literature 
search of the experimental band gaps of the alloy system GaNa,As^Pi_a;_^ was completed. 
This allowed a calculation of the coupling parameter for the whole arsenic composition 
range. It was found that the relationship CrA^=3.5|J5r - E?jv|+1.2 (eV) provided a good 
fit to the experimental data.
An experimental literature search allowed the coupling parameter to be investigated 
across a range of host materials. It was found that the coupling parameter is generally 
linearly dependent upon the energy separation of the Er and En  levels, and that the 
perturbation of the lowest conduction band states is similar if the nitrogen level is higher 
in energy than the host F-minimum or the nitrogen level is lower in energy than the host 
F-minimum.
Chapter 5 
Efficiency limitations of (In) GaNP  
LEDs
5.1 Introduction and M otivation
Luminescence in pure GaP does not occur efficiently due to its indirect band gap. Re­
combination of an electron from an indirect minimum in the conduction band, to the top 
of the valence band, requires the interaction of a phonon to allow the conservation of 
momentum. Since this requires 3 particles, radiative recombination in indirect band gap 
materials has much less probability of occurring than radiative recombination in direct 
band gap materials, which only requires 2  particles. It has been found that the radiative 
recombination probability is greatly increased when GaP is doped with nitrogen. Nitrogen 
forms highly localised (in space) impurity levels when added to GaP, and it follows with 
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle that this level is delocalised in momentum space. 
Electrons can then easily change their momentum and undergo radiative recombination 
without the need of phonon interaction, as shown in Figure 5.1. Nitrogen has been used 
as a dopant in GaP to create green [111] and yellow [8 ] LEDs for over 4 decades. Initially, 
calculations [112] had suggested that AlGalnP grown on GaAs substrates would provide
75
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an ideal red-green LED active region material, due to its direct band gap, its large E ^  
and El energies, and long non-radiative minority carrier lifetimes. However it was not 
until the 1980s that high-quality AlGalnP was able to be grown. The conventional growth 
technique of Vapour-Phase Epitaxy could not be used to grow aluminium-containing semi­
conductor compounds due to a reaction of the aluminium with the quartz growth chamber 
[5j. Additionally, the difference in the thermodynamic stability of AlP and InP meant that 
another existing growth technology, Liquid-Phase Epitaxy, could not be used [5]. The lack 
of suitable growth technique to incorporate aluminium into indium-phosphide compounds 
enabled nitrogen doped GaP based devices, which were very cheap to manufacture, to be 
the popular method to create visible LEDs for low brightness applications, such as power 
indication lights on electronic equipment or alphanumeric displays, and they still domi­
nate these applications today. However, the brightness of the nitrogen doped GaP LEDs 
was limited by the ability (at the time) to form substitutional nitrogen atoms in the crys­
tal [4], and devices were fabricated with low radiative efficiencies of 0.2% [111], which 
limited their use in high-brightness applications, such as automotive lighting or large area 
displays. With the development of growth techniques such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy 
and Metal-Organic Vapour-Phase Epitaxy, the high quality growth and subsequent im­
pressive light-efficiency properties of the AlGalnP material system were realised and has 
become the material of choice for high brightness red-amber-yellow LED applications. 
Performance figures reported for AlInGaP LEDs are in excess of lOOlumens/W and ra­
diative efficiences of over 50% [113]. The development of these precise growth techniques 
have also allowed a improvement in the amount of substitutional nitrogen incorporation 
into conventional III-V semiconductor compounds, which is opening up interesting areas 
of semiconductor physics, as described in Section 1.1.3 and allowing a route to fabricate 
high brightness LEDs as investigated in this chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic showing indirect radiative recombination involving phonon inter­
action (left). Also shown localised impurity level related recombination (right) which 
increases the probability of radiative recombination.
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Figure 5.2: A photo of the orange luminescence and b) example spectra of the GaNP 
LED samples at 20mA.
The LEDs in this chapter are grown on GaP substrates and have (In)GaN 0.006^ 0.994 
active regions. This percentage of nitrogen is much larger than the GaP doped LEDs of 
the 1970s. Whilst driven in forward bias, the samples emit orange luminescence, with the 
intensity peak at around 600nm. A photo of a GaNP LED in forward bias and a graph 
of the electroluminescence spectra is shown in Figure 5.1.
GaNP LEDs have several advantages over AlInGaP LEDs. The first is during the 
growth process. The alloy (Ala,Ga(i_^))o.5lno.5P is used in the growth of conventional red
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Figure 5.3: GaNP LEDs have lower wavelength shift with drive current (left) and increase 
of temperature (right), than conventional AlInGaP LEDs, from [7].
LEDs. This composition is chosen as it can be grown lattice matched to GaAs substrates 
for high crystal quality [5]. The wavelength of the active region can also be “tuned” 
using various A1 concentrations. However GaAs is non-transparent at visible wavelengths 
which leads to re-absorption of light in the substrate and gives the devices low external 
efficiencies. To combat this, a DBR mirror can be grown between substrate and active 
region, or the GaAs substrate is removed and a GaP substrate is bonded to the AlInGaP 
active region. Both of these techniques result in complicated and expensive growth or 
fabrication techniques. The growth steps of GaNP LEDs are much more simple and 
cheap as the active region can be directly grown on the transparent GaP substrate in one 
step. Additionally, GaNP LEDs have greater wavelength stability with temperature and 
drive current compared to AlInGaP LEDs, as shown in Figure 5.3. This occurs because 
the band gap in GaNP has a lower temperature coefficient than the band gap of AlGalnP. 
The band gap of GaNP is more temperature insensitive because it interacts with localised 
N states (as explained by the Band Anti-Crossing model shown previously in Chapter 4), 
which have low temperature coefficients. This will give the GaNP good colour stability 
when operating over wide temperature ranges, which is important in visual applications 
(e.g. LED televisions).
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The main disadvantage with GaNP LEDs at present is the small radiative efficiency, 
which is very low compared to AlInGaP technology. For a drive current of 50mA, similar 
devices to those in this chapter have been measured to produce 8 -lOmcd [7]. AlInGaP 
LEDs can produce around 25cd [114] at the same current, however the GaNP was mea­
sured on bare wafer, without the extraction efficiency increasing techniques used in fabri­
cation processes for the commercial device. These extraction techniques have previously 
been used to increase the extraction efficiency from 20% to over 70% [115]. Even without 
the extraction improving techniques, this shows that GaNP LEDs have have lower inter­
nal efficiencies than AlInGaP LEDs. If GaNP is to replace AlInGaP as the material of 
choice for amber-red-yellow high brightness solid state lighting applications, improvement 
of the radiative efficiency will be needed to produce LEDs with similarly high luminos­
ity. A good knowledge and understanding of the materials being used is important for 
improvement and optimisation. The purpose of this chapter is to explore the limiting 
factors of the radiative efficiency in the present generation of samples, which the grow­
ers will have to overcome to improve the efficiency. The energy separation between the 
X-minima in GaP and the band gap of GaNP is %200meV, and coupled with the large 
density of states of the X-minima, electron leakage is expected to occur. The hydrostatic 
pressure measurements conducted in this chapter are ideally suited to probe this leakage 
path, as the F-X inter-valley energy separation is reduced with an increase in pressure. 
As mentioned in Section 1.1.3, the incorporation of nitrogen only perturbs the conduction 
band, leaving the valence band unchanged [46] apart from strain effects. This may lead 
to large hole leakage, reducing the efficiency of the devices. Due to the valence bands of 
GaP and GaNP having similar pressure dependence, the (lack of) hole confinement will 
not change with an increase of hydrostatic pressure. Determining if hole leakage limits 
the efficiency in these devices can be investigated using high pressure measurements as 
shown later in this chapter.
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5.2 Efficiency Lim itations in (In)G aN P LEDs
This section presents pressure dependent electroluminescence measurements at room 
and low temperature of (In) GaNP LEDs. The application of high hydrostatic pressure 
on devices allows the investigation and confirmation of an electron leakage path. Three 
device structures are studied and a description can be found in Appendix A, one is a 
standard bulk LED sample, the second contains a reduced width active region, called the 
quantum well GaNP sample, and the third contains an InGaNP active region. This allows 
an investigation into how the active region width and incorporation of indium into the 
active region influences the carrier leakage process identified. The difference in band gap 
between electroluminescence and photocurrent spectroscopy (from the previous chapter) 
is also investigated in the three devices. During the measurements the devices were 
maintained at room temperature (unless stated) and driven under a continuous current 
regime.
5.2.1 Electron leakage in bulk GaNP LEDs
The bulk GaNP LED sample was placed under high hydrostatic pressure to investi­
gate effects of carrier leakage which could limit the efficiency of the device. The spec­
tra  were taken at a continuous current of 1 0 mA (current density of 39A/cm^) and at 
intervals of Ikbar. The peak emission energy was calculated from spectra at each pres­
sure to determine the pressure coefficient of the emission level, and was found to be 
+1.7±0.6meV/kbar, agreeing with other experimental [61] and theoretical [10] findings 
and the previous photocurrent measurements. Figure 5.4 shows the measured electrolu­
minescence peak and absorption edge of the bulk GaNP LED. It can be seen that the 
photocurrent band edge is higher in energy than the emission peak. Much larger Stoke’s 
Shifts have been observed in other dilute nitride material systems [116,117] and explained 
by the presence of localised carriers due to potential energy fluctuations near the band
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Figure 5.4: Pressure dependence of the peak emission (EL) and absorption (PC) energies 
for GaNP LED bulk sample.
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Figure 5.5: Electroluminescence spectra (left) at 10mA for increase hydrostatic pressures 
of 0-7kbar for the bulk GaNP LED. Also the normalised integrated intensity (right) versus 
pressure at 10mA for the same device.
edges. The Stoke Shift in these devices is discussed in Section 5.2.3.
Figure 5.5 shows the normalized EL intensity as a function of pressure. This shows that 
as high hydrostatic pressure increases, the radiative component of the current decreases.
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This gives a first indication that radiative recombination is not the dominant recombina­
tion mechanism, since radiative recombination scales with the band gap (which increases 
with an increase in high hydrostatic pressure). The rate of the dominant non-radiative 
loss processes increases with an increase of pressure. Defect-related recombination is pres­
sure independent, as explained in the theory section, and therefore cannot explain this 
decrease in luminescence. Hence it is deduced that defect recombination does not domi­
nate in this device. Auger recombination is band gap dependent and is not expected in 
these wide band gap energies. Indeed, Auger recombination cannot not dominate in this 
device, since if large Auger recombination was present, the luminescence would increase 
in intensity with an increase in high hydrostatic pressure. Through process of elimination, 
carrier leakage must be the dominant loss mechanism in this device. Hole leakage will 
be pressure independent due to the similar pressure coefficients of the valence bands in 
both GaP and GaNP and so also cannot explain the reduction in radiative intensity with 
pressure. Hence it is suggested that electron leakage dominates. The electron potential 
barrier for carrier leakage is now calculated. This can be achieved by a subtraction of the 
conduction band quasi-fermi level of the active region (which is taken as the peak of the 
EL), Epeakj and the valence band offset (VBO), from the band gap of the barriers, XoaP, 
as follows:
^Ebulk = XcaP — Epeak — y  BO  (5.1)
The valence band offset due to strain is calculated using the method shown in Ap­
pendix D and found to be +5±lmeV. The energy of the X-minima in GaP is well 
known ,where Xcaf=2.26eV at RTP. Since the peak EL is E'peafc=2.043±0.005eV, then 
AE?6uifc=212±6meV. To confirm electron leakage dominates, and to determine the route 
of leakage, a theoretical analysis of the experimental results is presented in the following 
section:
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Figure 5.6: The calculated change radiative intensity with increase in high hydrostatic 
pressure for an example LED at constant current, for percentages of electron leakage from 
1% to 99%. The rate of change of the barrier height, dAE'/dF=-3.2meV/kbar.
It is assumed that the majority of electrons can flow via two paths; radiatively pro­
ducing a photon, or thermally leaking into the indirect barrier regions and recombining 
non-radiatively. Hence the total current, Rot, must be the sum of the two processes, 
hot =  h a d  +  heak-  During the pressure experiments the total current was kept constant 
(d/tot/dF=0). As shown in the theory section, the leakage current, Leak, over a barrier of 
height A E  can be written as:
A E (5.2)
where Iq is the leakage current with no barrier present, /cg is Boltzman’s constant and 
T  is the temperature. The rate of leakage is now considered if the barrier height is reduced 
with a constant total current. As the barrier height is reduced the leakage current will 
increase. If the barrier height is further reduced, the magnitude of the leakage current 
should approach the total current flowing through the device in an asymptotic fashion.
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Figure 5.7: The calculated (solid lines) and measured (squares) change in radiative inten­
sity for the bulk GaNP LED. The measured value agrees well with the model when the 
percentage of leakage in the device is in the range 90 ±10%.
since even if the barrier height is negative there will still be some radiative recombination. 
Hence a logical solution for the form of the leakage current with barrier height for constant 
current is:
h o theak(^E) = (5.3)
where A E 1/2 is the height of the barrier where 50% of electrons leak and 50% recombine 
radiatively. Since pressure reduces the X-minima energy, and increases the F-minimum 
energy, hydrostatic pressure reduces the F-X intervalley separation, and may be used to 
probe the importance of this leakage path. Incorporating pressure, P, into the Equation 
5.3, the pressure dependent leakage current becomes:
Heak {P) = 1f  dA E  P - P \ n (5.4)
where d A E /d P  is the rate of change of the barrier height with pressure and P1/2
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is the pressure where 50% of electrons leak and 50% radiatively recombine. Equation 
5.4 can be used to calculate the pressure dependence of the radiative current, since 
I r a d { P )  =  L o t — I ie a k (P ) -  Shown in Figure 5.6 is the calculated change in normalised 
radiative intensity with pressure for an example LED at constant current, for various 
starting percentages of leakage current. In this example the pressure coefficent of the 
barrier height, dAJ5/dP=-3.2meV/kbar (which for clarity is the calculated value for the 
bulk LED sample). It shows the super- or sub- linear reduction in intensity with pressure 
is a result of differing contributions of leakage at room temperature. At low leakage levels 
this model is still consistent with Equation 5.2. This model can now be applied to the 
bulk GaNP LED sample being investigated in this section. Only the pressure coefffcent of 
the barrier height needs to be calculated (from the pressure coefficicent of the band gap of 
the active region and the indirect band gap of the barriers). The pressure dependence of 
the quasi-Fermi level is known via the emission spectrum peak shift shown above and the 
pressure coefficient of the X-minima in GaP is well known d Ex(GaP)/d-P=-1.5meV/kbar 
[33]. Thus, dAE/dF=-3.2±0.6meV/kbar. The measured change in intensity with pres­
sure is normalised to its value at Okbar and then compared to the calculated value. As 
seen in Figure 5.7, good agreement is found when electron leakage into the X-minima of 
the GaP barrier regions is dominant, with the percentage of leakage current to radiative 
current at Okbar is 90 ±10%. Glearly, electron leakage into the X-minima of the GaP bar­
riers limits the efficiency of bulk GaNP/GaP LEDs for a forward bias continuous current 
density of 40A/cm^ at room temperature.
5.2.2 Device Characteristics w ith quantum well active region GaNP  
LED
As previously conducted on the bulk GaNP sample, the hydrostatic pressure dependence 
of the electroluminescence was measured using the quantum well sample. Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.8; Electroluminescence spectra (left) at 10mA for increase hydrostatic pressures 
of 0-7kbar for the quantum-well GaNP LED. Also the normalised integrated intensity 
(right) versus pressure at 10mA for the same device.
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Figure 5.9: Pressure dependence of the peak of EL for the bulk (open squares) and EL 
(black closed squares) and PC (blue circles) for the quantum well devices.
shows the pressure dependent spectra and integrated intensity for pressures up to 7kbar. 
Similar to the bulk sample, the luminescence intensity reduces with increasing pressure. 
The peak of the electroluminescence spectrum in the quantum well LED sample at room
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temperature and pressure is found to be 2.070±0.005eV. Figure 5.9 shows the comparison 
of electroluminescence peaks between the bulk sample and the quantum well sample and 
shows that the quantum well sample has 20±lmeV larger energy gap than the bulk 
sample. The confinement effects in this device are unknown (due to the unknown value 
of the effective mass and whether the potential barrier height would be taken from the F- 
or X-minima or a mixture), but has a maximum value of 20±lmeV. Hence the electron 
activation energy for carrier leakage has a minimum of A£'gvi/=202±17meV. In order to 
compare the amount of leakage between the bulk and quantum well sample, the leakage 
model given above is again applied to the pressure dependence of the intensity of the 
electroluminescence spectra. Firstly, the pressure dependence of the peak of the EL 
spectra is found. This is shown in Figure 5.8 (black squares) and the pressure coefficient 
of the band gap is found to be dEg gvv/dp=2 .0 ± 0 .8 meV/kbar, similar when compared to 
the pressure coefficient of the bulk sample (where dEg f -7±0.6 meV/kbar). When
compared to the band edge measured by photocurrent (blue circles), it is found that 
there is no observable Stoke Shift. The pressure coefficient of the energy separation is 
then found to be dAF/dP=-3.5±0.8meV/kbar. The leakage model is then applied to the 
measured change in radiative intensity of the quantum well GaNP LED sample, and is 
shown in Figure 5.10. As can be seen, the pressure dependence of the radiative intensity 
of the quantum well GaNP LED agrees with the model when the percentage of leakage 
current at Okbar is 75 ±15% when the device is operated under a forward bias continuous 
current density of 40A/cm^ at room temperature. This shows the radiative efficiency of 
the quantum well device is also limited by electron leakage into the X-minima of the GaP 
barriers.
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Figure 5.10; The calculated (solid lines) and measured (red squares) change in radiative 
intensity for the quantum well GaNP LED. The measured value agrees with the model 
when the ratio of leakage in the device is 75 ±15%.
5.2.3 Effect of Indium incorporation on Device Characteristics in 
InGaNP LEDs
Similar to the other two devices, hydrostatic pressure measurements were carried out to 
investigate how electron leakage into the GaP barriers is influenced by the incorporation 
of indium into the active region. It is noted that with indium in the active region, a larger 
valence band offset will now be present which may improve hole confinement, however 
since hole leakage was not limiting the efficiency in the previous sample, the change 
in valence band offset is not expected to dominate the device characteristics. When 
comparing the change in radiative intensity with increase in pressure to the other two 
previously measured devices, it is found that the normalised intensity does not decrease 
as fast in the indium containing sample as in the other two devices, as can be seen in 
Figure 5.11. This gives an indication that the incorporation of indium has reduced the 
amount of electron leakage into the GaP barriers. In order to quantify the amount of
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Figure 5.11: Pressure dependence of the EL spectra (left) and integrated intensity (right) 
for InGaNP LED (closed squares) at current 10mA. Also showing for comparison pressure 
dependence of EL intensity of GaNP QW LED (open squares) and bulk GaNP LED (open 
triangles).
leakage in the indium containing device, the leakage model is again applied. Firstly the 
energy separation between the conduction band Fermi level in the InGaNP active region 
and the lowest conduction band states in the GaP barriers (the potential barrier for 
electron leakage) is calculated. If the leakage activation energy is larger in this sample 
than the non-indium samples then this could explain why there is less leakage in this 
device. The activation energy, A E ,  can be calculated in a similar fashion as the other 
devices, with an extra term included to account for the valence band offset introduced by 
the incorporation of indium, VBO{In%), and the activation energy can be written as:
(5.5)
Where AGaf(=2.26eV at RTP) is the energy of the X-minima in the GaP barriers, and 
does not change with indium concentration in the active region. Eg{In%) is the band gap 
of InGaNP active region with indium concentration, which in this case of 14% indium, 
has been measured from the peak of the electroluminescence spectrum, and is found to 
be Eg 7„=i4%=2.002±0.005eV. It is noted here that a Stoke’s Shift of 45meV is observed in 
the InGaNP LEDs, and is very large when compared to the 2-4meV shift for both GaNP
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Figure 5.12; The large difference between the Peak EL (Black squares)energy and PC 
(blue circles) absorption edge is enhanced by the addition of indium and the corresponding 
ordering in these devices
LED samples. Since there are observations of In-N ordering [118, 119, 72] in the InGaNP 
alloy system, this Stoke Shift may occur due to compositional fluctuations which would 
induce larger potential energy fluctuations in the band edges. The Stoke Shift would also 
be larger in the indium containing sample since variations in In concentration would cause 
fluctuations of the band edge in both conduction and valence bands, but in the GaNP 
LEDs the fluctuations would only be in the conduction band (since nitrogen does not 
effect the valence band apart from strain effects).
Returning to the calculation of the leakage energy, the valence band offset can be 
calculated through the change in the nitrogen level from previous photocurrent measure­
ments. In the bulk sample, EAr=2.210±0.003eV and in the indium containing sample, 
E'jv=2.180±0.003eV, hence an offset due to the indium is VBO{In%)=30±6meV. The 
14% indium results in a compressively strained quantum well (the non-indium quantum 
well sample was tensile strained due to the nitrogen) and so the valence band offset due to
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strain (as calculated using the method in Appendix D) is y  B0straw=“14meV. Hence us­
ing Equation 5.5, AE/no.i4Gao.86ivp=243±llmeV, larger than both the bulk and quantum 
well GaNP LED samples and is consistent for less electron leakage in this device than the 
GaNP LEDs. To apply the leakage model shown in Section 5.2.1, the pressure dependence 
of the band gap is measured from the pressure dependent electroluminescence spectra, 
and found to be dEg inOaNp/à-P = 1 .6 d=0 .6 meV/kbar as shown in Figure 5.12. This al­
lows the calculation of the pressure dependence of the leakage energy, which is found to 
be dAE'/dF=-3.1±0.6meV/kbar since the pressure co-efficient of the X-minima in the 
GaP is dE%(Gaf))/ d P = -l .5meV/kbar from before [33]. When compared to the calculated 
change in normalised intensity, the measured change in normalised EL intensity for the 
InGaNP LED sample agrees with the model when the percentage of electron leakage in 
the device at Okbar is 50±15% for forward bias continuous current density of 40A/cm ^  at 
room temperature. This amount of leakage is lower than the quantum well GaNP sample 
and shows the incorporation of indium has reduced the amount of electron leakage into the 
X-minima of the GaP barriers. This is still a large amount of non-radiative recombination 
and elimination of this leakage path will result in higher radiative efficiency devices.
5.2.4 Pressure dependent measurements at low tem perature
At low temperature, carriers have low thermal energy and hence there is less proba­
bility of carriers occupying higher energy states, and leakage into the X-minima should 
be reduced. With a suppression of leakage into the X-minima there should be no reduc­
tion in EL with an increase in pressure. As a result, the high pressure experiment was 
repeated with the pressure cell immersed in liquid nitrogen, as explained in the exper­
imental method chapter. The temperature of the sample was calculated by comparing 
the peak energy with temperature dependent data, shown elsewhere [1 2 0 ] and found to 
be lOOK. This is a similar value as the high pressure low temperature experiments in 
Chapter 6 . The low temperature electroluminescence spectra for all the samples is shown
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in Figures 5.14-5.16. All samples were driven with the same current (10mA) as at room 
temperature, and have higher luminescence intensity at lOOK than at room temperature, 
implying the loss mechanism has been reduced as expected. Several peaks can be seen in 
the bulk and quantum-well GaNP LED samples, which were not obvious at room temper­
ature. This is an indication that the luminescence originates from many nitrogen levels 
present within the dilute nitride region. At room temperature, the band-anti crossing 
model can be used as the N-level energy is assumed to be a weighted average, which 
occurs due to the broadening of each N-level. However at low temperature the N-levels 
become discrete and the BAG model becomes less appropriate, as observed by [69]. In 
the indium containing sample, there are no visible peaks in the low temperature electro­
luminescence spectra. The larger inhomogeneity of the active region (as suggested by the 
large Stoke Shift) in the indium containing sample, may broaden the nitrogen levels so 
they are not seen. Further investigation is needed for a full explanation.
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Figure 5.13: The calculated (solid lines) change in normalised radiative intensity for 
the quantum-well InGaNP LED with various percentages of electron leakage when the 
pressure coefficient of the energy separation is dAE/dP=-3.1meV/kbar. The measured 
value (squares) agrees well with the model when the percentage of leakage in the device 
is 47%.
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Figure 5.14: (Left) Low temperature EL spectra for the bulk GaNP LED sample. Several 
peaks are now present in the spectra. (Right) The EL intensity pressure dependence at 
low temperature, comparing it to previous room temperature measurements.
Shown in Figures 5.14-5.16 is the integrated normalised electroluminescence intensity 
with increasing high hydrostatic pressure at lOOK. It can be seen that the lumines­
cent intensity does not reduce with an increase in pressure in any of the samples. It 
was found that the pressure dependence of the electroluminescence peak for the three 
samples were dEg wA/dP=1.4d:0.1meV/kbar, dEgGoArpQw/dF=1 .8 ± 0 .1 meV/kbar and 
dEg/«GaTVP Qw/dP=2.1±0.1meV/kbar. The pressure coefficient of the X-minima is as­
sumed to be temperature independent (dEx Gap/dP=-1.5meV.kbar), and so the pressure
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Figure 5.15: (Left) Low temperature EL spectra for the quantum well GaNP LED sample. 
Several peaks are now present in the spectra. (Right) The EL intensity pressure depen­
dence at low temperature, comparing it to previous room temperature measurements.
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Figure 5.16: (Left) Low temperature EL spectra for the quantum-well InGaNP LED 
sample. (Right) The EL intensity pressure dependence at low temperature, comparing it 
to previous room temperature measurements.
dependence of the leakage energy (the energy separation between the Fermi-level and 
the X-minima in GaP) is dAEwk/dP==-2.9meV/kbar, dAEGajvPQw/dP=-3.3meV/kbar 
and dAE/„GaArpQw/dP=-3.6meV/kbar for the devices. Since the Fermi level and the X- 
minima are still moving together with an increase in pressure, the pressure independent 
luminescence is the result of reduced electron leakage through a combination of an increase 
in the electron leakage energy and the reduced thermal energy of the electrons. This is 
further confirmed using the leakage model from the previous section. It can be seen in 
all devices that the percentage of leakage at Okbar has reduced to <10% for forward bias 
continuous current density of 40A/cm ^  at lOOK. The effect on the radiative current of the 
change in band gap with hydrostatic pressure was neglected. This is reasonable due to 
the low pressure coefficient of the band gaps in the devices.
This section hats shown that improving the device structure to eliminate electron leakage 
in these devices should see an increase in the radiative intensity, allowing the use of 
(In)GaNP LEDs for solid state lighting applications.
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5.3 Chapter Sum mary
In this chapter, device characteristics of (In) GaNP LEDs have been presented as a 
function of high hydrostatic pressure at room and low temperature. With an increase 
in pressure at room temperature, the radiative intensity of all samples decreased. The 
Fermi level to X-minima energy splitting in the GaP barrier regions was calculated to be 
212±6meV in the bulk GaNP LED sample, and coupled with the X-minima's large density 
of states, the decrease in radiative intensity with hydrostatic pressure was attributed to 
electron leakage into the GaP barriers. A model to confirm the presence of electron 
leakage into the GaP barriers has been derived and applied to each sample. This model 
also allows the determination of the percentage of electron leakage in each sample. The 
model found the bulk like GaNP LED sample to have 90 ±10% of the device current 
undergoing electron leakage into the X-minima of the GaP barrier regions at Okbar for a 
current density of 40A/cm^ at room temperature.
With a decrease of active region width, the quantum well GaNP LED sample was found 
to have energy separation between the Fermi-level and the X-minima in the barriers of 
202±17meV, and it was found that the current through the quantum well GaNP LED 
sample consisted of 75±15% electron leakage into X-minima of the barriers at Okbar for 
a current density of 40A/cm^ at room temperature.
Finally, a sample containing 14% indium in the active region was compared to the 
leakage model. With the addition of indium, the energy separation between the Fermi- 
level and the X-minima of the GaP barriers has been calculated to be 243±llmeV, larger 
than the other two samples, and hence less leakage was expected in this device. The 
leakage model was applied and found that the current through the device consisted of 
50±15% electron leakage into the GaP barriers at Okbar for a current density of 40A/cm^ 
at room temperature. Also in the indium containing sample, a large Stokes Shift was 
observed compared to the non-indium containing samples, which has been attributed to
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an increase in alloy fluctuations in the InGaNP LED sample.
Hydrostatic pressure measurements on the three devices were also conducted at lOOK. 
At this low temperature, the radiative intensity did not decrease with high hydrostatic 
pressure in any of the devices . The low thermal energy of the carriers suppressed electron 
leakage into the GaP barriers. This is additional confirmation that carrier leakage is the 
dominant current path in these devices. The leakage model showed that the amount of 
carrier leakage at Okbar for a current density of 40A/cm ^  at lOOK was <10%. If this leak­
age path can be eliminated through growth or device structure improvements, these LEDs 
may provide a preferential alternative to the AlInGaP LEDs which presently dominate 
the red-amber-yellow section of the visible spectrum for high-brightness applications.
Chapter 6
Device Characteristics of GaNAsP
Lasers
6.1 Introduction and M otivation
The need for high bandwidth data transfer from chip-to-chip requires the transition 
to optical networks. A monolithic optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC) combines 
electronics, for processing information, optoelectronics for conversion of electronic to op­
tical data, and photonics for the manipulation of optical data. Integrating photonic and
Transistor
Figure 6.1: A schematic, taken from [121], showing a transistor and LED monolithically 
grown on the same substrate to form an optoelectronic integrated circuit.
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electronic functions on a single chip allows the realization of cheap and compact optical 
systems with high performance [122]. An example of a monolithic OEIC is shown in 
Figure 6.1, taken from [121]. After the light production, switches and modulators (not 
shown) manipulate the light transmission. Silicon (Si) is the material of choice of photonic 
integrated circuit components, such as waveguides, optical switches and phase modulators 
[123], where bandwidths of %30GHz have been demonstrated [124,125] at 1.55^m. Silicon 
also provides an excellent photo-detector in the visible and near infra-red (up to 1 jum) 
with bandwidths similar to the other components [126]. Additionally a wafer-fused super­
lattice APD has been demonstrated at 1.3/xm [127]. Along with the dominance of silicon 
for electronic and microelectronic circuits in data processing applications, the search for 
monolithic optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs) on Si substrates has become one 
of the most important research topics of recent times [128]. However, one component is 
still required to complete OEICs on Si, an efficient light source for the conversion of data 
from electronic to optical signals. This is because efiicient light emission and gain in Si 
has been difficult to achieve. Firstly, the indirect band gap results in non-recombination 
being the dominant recombination mechanism for high carrier injection in silicon [129]. In 
order to overcome this, there have been several strategies proposed for producing lasers on 
silicon [128]. Stimulated Raman Scattering at 1.67/Lim has been shown to produce gain in 
Si waveguides [130], leading to the creation of a Si Raman laser [131, 132]. This method is 
the only purely Si system where lasing has been clearly demonstrated in a cavity, and its 
advantage is the continuously tuneable wavelength in near infrared, which allows it to be 
used in telecommunication applications. However, high intensity pump lasers are required 
(electrical injection is not achievable) and makes this method impractical and inefficient. 
Other methods include manipulation of Si nanocyrstals [133, 134], which have the advan­
tage of being CMOS compatible. Si nanocystals act as quantum dots where luminescence 
originates from one of the confined states to produce light around 800nm. However they 
have yet to achieve electrical injection [128]. Although advances are being made to achieve
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Figure 6 .2 : Transmission electron microscopy images. Caused by the large lattice mis­
matched a high density of misfit dislocation is formed in the GaAs layer grown on Silicon 
(left). In contrast GaP/GaNP sequences can be grown on Silicon without the generation 
of any threading dislocations (right) [135].
light emission from Si, in the foreseeable future these devices will not outperform their 
III-V semiconductor counterparts, such as GaAs and InP, which due to their direct band 
gap, currently supply optoelectronic components for the telecommunication market.
As such, much research has been completed to combine III-Vs and Si e.g.[136, 137[ 
(for a review see [138]) including GaAs based dilute nitrides [139]. One possible method 
to combine III-Vs with Si is the "hybrid" laser [140], whereby an InP-based active region 
is wafer fused onto a silicon/silica based waveguide. Although lasing has already been 
achieved at telecommunication wavelengths, the growth and fabrication is a slow and 
therefore costly process and reliability of these devices is a key issue [141]. Monolithic 
growth will therefore always be the preferred option. Growth of conventional direct III- 
V compound semiconductors directly onto Si is very difficult due to the formation of 
threading dislocations as a result of the large lattice mismatch [142], as shown in Figure 
6 .2 . However, it has been shown that GaP can be grown without dislocations on Si 
due to the relatively small difference in lattice constant (<0.4% at room temperature) 
[135]. GaP is itself an indirect band gap semiconductor, so cannot be used for efficient 
light emission. The addition of nitrogen into GaP changes the material to a direct-like 
material, due to the nitrogen induced defect level situated below the conduction band 
minimum, as shown previously in Chapter 5, and allows an optoelectronic device to be
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grown directly onto a silicon substrate [143]. However, the lowest conduction band states 
in GaNP have a localised nature originating from the nitrogen level being situated within 
the forbidden energy gap [11]. The lack of F-character of the lowest conduction band 
states [55] mean gain in a GaNP laser would not be efficient. When the nitrogen level is 
located above the host material conduction band minimum (as in (In)GaNAs), the lowest 
conduction band states are more similar to the band states of the host material [1 0 ], and 
higher gain levels can be achieved [144]. In the case of InGaNAs, this has resulted in 
the development of low threshold (where the lowest Jth f%130A/cm^ per quantum well 
[145]) l.Sfim telecommunication lasers. Lattice matching to GaP can be achieved in the 
alloy system GaNi_a,_^Asa;P^, which can provide the potential of efficient lasers grown 
monolithically on Si. Figure 4.3, seen previously in Chapter 4, shows the compositional 
dependence of GaNi_a,_^Asa.P^, including the energies of the F-minimum, X-minima (from 
well known values [13]) and the isolated nitrogen level taken as a linear interpolation from 
the known values in GaP and GaAs [46]. As can be seen, the nitrogen level is above a direct 
band-gap host material for arsenic concentrations above 70%. Using the nitrogen fraction 
to control the lattice constant, a GaNAsP alloy with high As fractions can form a direct 
band-gap material approximately lattice matched to GaP and Si [98], to provide a realistic 
route towards monolithic laser sources for silicon-based OEICs. The wavelength of the 
GaNAsP alloy used in the lasers in this Chapter is around 950nm at room temperature. 
This leads to one disadvantage of these lasers, being the unsuitability for use in long-haul 
telecommunication applications, since the lasing wavelength is a long way from the zero 
dispersion and low loss of standard silica fibers {l.Sl/im  and 1.55/^m respectively).
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6 .2  Sem iconductor Laser Background Theory
6.2.1 Optical Gain
One necessity to achieve lasing is an increase of light intensity (gain). This intensity 
gain occurs when the rate of stimulated emission is higher than the rate of absorption. 
By substituting rabs<rstim and using Babs=BsUm with the expressions for /c and it can 
be shown that the condition for a photon to undergo net gain is:
Efc  -  Efy > Elase > Eg (6.1)
This is known as the Bernard-Duraffourg condition for population inversion [39]. Gain 
occurs when the quasi-Fermi levels are energetically further apart than the lasing energy, 
which also has to be larger in energy than the band gap. Transparency occurs when 
the quasi-Fermi levels are split with exactly the band gap, and absorption occurs when 
the quasi-Fermi levels are closer together than the band gap energy. To stay in a gain 
regime, there must be a higher electron density in the conduction band than hole den­
sity in the valence band, the meaning of population inversion. At room temperature in 
semiconductors, the probability of finding an electron in the conduction band is less than 
the probability of finding an electron in the valence band and so absorption dominates. 
Two methods are available to achieve population inversion; electrons can be photo-excited 
using a “pump” beam of photons with greater energy than the band gap, or, as presented 
in the devices in this thesis, electrons and holes are injected using an electrical current. 
This is achieved by the formation of ohmic contacts on the upper and lower surface and 
electrical connection of the device into a circuit as shown in Section 3.2.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of a semiconductor laser Fabry-Perot cavity of length L with a 
Gain medium showing the increase in light intensity and two mirrors of reflectivity Ri 
and i?2 -
6.2.2 Optical Feedback
Gain alone is not enough to create a laser. Optical feedback is required for sustainable 
lasing action, provided by a mirror at either end of a lasing cavity. The reflected light 
provides the light required to sustain stimulated emission. Within solid state semicon­
ductor edge emitting lasers, the mirrors are formed by the semiconductor-air interface at 
each end of the laser cavity, due to the difference in refractive index between air and the 
semiconductor material, forming mirror reflectivities of «30%. This is fundamental to 
semiconductor lasers, and to reduce scattering loss at the mirrors a near perfect surface 
is required perpendicular to the axis of the cavity. The cleaved facets form a Fabry-Perot 
cavity, containing longitudinal modes, in which stimulated emission occur.
6.2.3 Threshold condition
Lasing does not occur until the device current exceeds a critical value, known as the 
threshold current (Ith)- At the threshold current, there is enough gain to overcome all 
round-trip losses, and, ideally, all of the carriers injected into the active region above 
threshold undergo stimulated emission. Round-trip losses include free carrier absorption,
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inter-valence band absorption, scattering and loss of light through transmission through 
the cavity mirrors. Hence at threshold the gain equals the losses such that [146]:
1 1Gth ~  oiint +  — In— —  (6 .2 )
ZLicav
Where Gth is the material net gain at threshold, cKw is the internal loss such as 
scattering and absorption, Lcav is the cavity length, and Ri and %  are the reflectivities 
of the facets. The total mirror loss is given by am =  ln { \ lR iR 2 )lLcav [146]. As previously 
stated, at the threshold current the round trip gain is unity. In an ideal laser all extra 
injected carriers are involved in stimulated emission and hence the gain and carrier density 
become “pinned” at the threshold level. This has been observed through saturation of the 
spontaneous emission above the threshold current [147].
6.2.4 Device Designs
The design of a laser device has a significant impact on its characteristics. To compare 
the threshold in different device sizes and structures, the standard unit for the onset of 
lasing is the threshold current density, Jth—h h l^ i  where A  is the area (in the junction 
plane) of the active region which is electrically pumped. The first lasers in 1962 were sim­
ple p-n junctions of GaAs, see Figure 6.4 (left). This gave continuous threshold currents 
lying in the range 35-lOOkA/cm^ [146] below room temperature. Since then many laser 
designs have appeared which have reduced the threshold current. Double heterostructure 
lasers, shown on the right in Figure 6.4, confine both the carriers and optical mode in the 
growth plane. Both electrons and holes have energy barriers to overcome before they leave 
the heterojunction, this allows larger overlap of the carriers and more efficient radiative 
recombination takes place. Additionally, the cladding regions have lower refractive index 
compared with that of the active region. This difference between the layers confines the 
optical mode in the growth direction. A higher percentage of the light is in the active re-
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of the first laser design (top left) and improved current and optical 
confinement using a double heterostructure and contact stripe (top right). The arrows 
indicate current flow and the ellipse indicates the approximate optical mode. Shown 
below each design is the corresponding energy band diagram for each device. The double 
heterostructure (bottom right) improves carrier overlap for an increased probability of 
stimulated emission.
gion and this provides more incident photons for stimulated emission. To confine carriers 
in the junction plane, a contact stripe limits the spreading of carriers. The optical and 
electrical confinement can further be increased in ridge-waveguide or buried heterostruc­
ture lasers. As shown in the right of Figure 6.4, a contact stripe concentrates the injected 
carriers below the contact area, increasing the current density and hence carrier density 
in the active region. Higher carrier densities increase the Fermi-level splitting and gives 
more gain (at the same current) as previously stated in this Section. Contact stripes also 
allow light and hence gain to be guided along the stripe length.
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Figure 6.5: Light current characteristic of a GaNAsP/GaP single quantum well laser 
at 80K. The threshold current is determined by the intersection of the two tangents 
drawn below and above threshold. The differential quantum efficiency is determined by 
measuring the slope above threshold.
6.2.5 Electrical Analysis of the Threshold Current
The threshold current as stated in section 6.2.3 occurs at the point when there is 
enough current to generate gain that overcomes all round trip losses. However, not all of 
the current injected into the device participates in increasing the gain through stimulated 
emission. The threshold current can be split into different recombination mechanisms as 
follows;
^th Iradiative  d” I  non—radiative  "b I  leak (6.3)
Where Iradiative = is the current that contributes to radiative recombination,
I  nan-radiative = &V (Auth +  is the Current that contributes to non-radiative recombi­
nation, such as defect-related or Auger recombination, and Ii^ak is the current that escapes 
out of the active region and recombines elsewhere, and lost from the gain process. A, B  
and C  are the defect, radiative and Auger recombination coefficients respectively as given 
in Section 2.1. The threshold current is experimentally determined by measuring the light
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emitted from the facet of the device as a function of injected current as shown in Figure 
6.5.
6.2.6 Efficiency
The internal radiative efficiency, rjrad is defined as the fraction of injected carriers that 
recombine to produce photons and is given as:
^  AntH +  B n l  +  C n l  +  I ,,,,
Where nth is the threshold carrier density. The internal quantum differential efficiency, 
r]i, is the rate of the change of the radiative efficiency;
(6.5)
In an ideal semiconductor laser above the threshold current, every injected electron 
produces a photon (since stimulated emission dominates), hence ?7i= l. The external 
differential quantum efficiency, rjd is defined as the fraction of photons escaping from the 
cavity through mirror transmission per electron-hole pair injected and is given as:
V  “ b  ^ in t J
Where is the mirror loss and atnt is the internal loss as given in Section 6.2.3. 
As shown in Figure 6.5, the external differential quantum efficiency can be experimen­
tally determined by measuring the slope of the Light-Current characteristic curve above 
threshold and using the following equation:
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Where q is the charge on an electron, A is the photon wavelength, h is the Planck 
constant, c is the velocity of light and dPout/dl is the slope of the light power( 
current curve above threshold. To get an absolute value of the external efficiency an 
integration sphere should be used to capture a known fraction of the emitted photons. 
In the lasers measured in this report, the threshold carrier density does not pin, which 
will be discussed later. Since the internal quantum efficiency and therefore the external 
differential quantum efficiency depends on the threshold carrier density, this complicates 
the interpretation of efficiency measurements further.
6.2.7 Characteristic Temperatures (To and Ti)
In many applications it is important for lasers to have a stable light output with varia­
tions in temperature. In reality, the change with temperature in the rates of the various 
recombination processes within semiconductor lasers, changes the threshold current, which 
results in a lower facet light intensity (at a fixed current) at higher temperatures. To is 
the measure of temperature stability of Ith and is defined as:
Tn d In {Ith)dT
If Tq is constant, we may write that:
LT)(WJ (6.9)
Where /q is the threshold current at OK. Tq can be experimentally evaluated over a nar­
row temperature range from the reciprocal of the slope of a ln{Ith) vs T  graph. It is clear 
that a high Tq gives a small change in threshold current for a given temperature range, 
and so a high T q is desirable (ideally infinite). Since the various recombination processes 
which contribute to the threshold current have different temperature dependencies, the
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value of To can offer a first idea of the dominant recombination mechanism. If radiative 
recombination dominates, then for an ideal QW, one would expect that To (radiative)=T 
at room temperature. If Auger recombination dominates then Tq (Auger) =T /3 . Finally, 
for defect dominated behaviour one would expect that To(mono)=2T/3. A detailed ex­
planation for these dependencies can be found in [36]. If carrier leakage is dominant. 
Equation 2.19 is combined with Equation 6.8, to find at room temperature [148]:
Analogous to T q, T i is the measure of temperature stability of the external differential 
efficiency and is defined as:
Ti d In (%) (6.11)dT
Similarly as To, Ti can be experimentally evaluated over a narrow temperature range 
from the reciprocal of the slope of a ln(%) vs T  graph, and a high Ti value is desirable 
for temperature stable device operation.
6.3 D evice characterisation of G aN A sP /G aP  SQW  lasers
In this section, device characterisation measurements are reported and discussed on 
GaNAsP/GaP single quantum well lasers. The details of the lasers studied can be found 
in Appendix B. Measurement of the threshold current, wavelength and details of an ad­
ditional orange glow are initially shown. The temperature dependence of the threshold 
current and spontaneous emission allow the observation of the temperature dependent 
properties of the laser studied, which will give an insight into the temperature depen­
dence of the radiative and non-radiative recombination mechanisms in the device. Pres­
sure dependent measurements on the threshold current and lasing energy allow further 
investigation into the non-radiative recombination mechanisms occurring within the de-
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Figure 6.6: Typical light-current characteristic (inset) of MOVPE grown GaNAsP SQW 
lasers showing threshold current densities of 2.5kA/cm^ and typical EL spectra with 
increasing current (Main Figure) showing the lasing wavelength to be 890nm at 80K
vice. Finally, the device characterisation measurements are repeated on additional laser 
samples. These new samples include a change in barrier growth temperature and a graded 
quantum well/barrier interface. The temperature and pressure dependent measurements 
will show if these changes in device structure influence the recombination mechanisms 
within the GaNAsP/GaP single quantum well lasers.
6.3.1 Basic Device Characterisation
The lasers were mounted in the helium cryostat and kept at 80K to examine their light- 
current characteristics. The lasers were pulsed at frequency lOkHz and pulse width 100ns 
to reduce Joule heating [29]. Figure 6.6 (main and inset) shows the EL spectra of a typical 
device at 80K with increasing current and the corresponding light-current curve. The 
narrowing of the spectra width and the abrupt increase of light output above 2.5kA/cm^ 
confirms a lasing threshold is reached in these devices. This value of Jt^=2.5kA/cm^ is
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Figure 6.7: A picture of the orange glow and a diagram of light emission.
much larger than well established GaAs-based lasers, which operate at similar wavelengths 
for which J a / QW% 100-200A/ cm^ [149, 150] at room temperature. This immediately tells 
us that the lasers are operating far from ideal, and was the cause for further investigation.
6.3.2 M easurement of the orange "glow"
On visual inspection of the GaNAsP lasers while they were being pulsed under forward 
bias, it was possible to see orange luminescence emitting from the semiconductor material, 
as seen in Figure 6.7. Since the QW emission is in the infra-red, as shown previously, 
this visible emission shows that there is radiative recombination at higher energies than 
the lasing energy, which is a first indication that there are leakage paths and may explain 
the large threshold current in these devices. The emission from the top of the laser was 
focused into a high resolution grating spectrometer and then measured using a cooled 
silicon detector. When observing the spectra of the orange glow, shown as the red line in 
Figure 6.8, broad luminescence is seen from 1.7eV to 2.3eV. This is much higher than the 
lowest quantum well transition that is involved in the lasing process (%1.4eV) and lower 
in energy than the lowest conduction band states of the barrier and substrate GaP (where 
Ex=2.33eV at 80K). Carriers would not undergo radiative recombination at these higher 
energies in the quantum well because carriers in the quantum well fall into the lowest
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Figure 6.8: Showing the 80K EL spectrum of the lowest energy quantum well transition 
(black line), and the 80K EL spectrum of the orange glow (red line) at the same current 
(multiplied by 100). Also shown for comparison is the 80K EL spectrum of a GaNP LED 
(blue line) from Chapter 5. The intensity scale of the GaNP spectrum has been changed 
for ease of comparison.
conduction band states (inter-band decay through phonon emission) much more quickly 
than undergoing radiative recombination from any higher energy levels [28]. This means 
the EL emission is most likely to originate from the barriers, but at an energy below the 
conduction band minimum of GaP, implying the radiative recombination occurs through 
a defect level. Similar orange light is emitted from GaP with Nitrogen impurities [7], as 
shown in Chapter 5, and may explain this luminescence. If nitrogen has diffused from 
the active-region into the barriers, or there is unwanted nitrogen incorporation during 
growth into the GaP barriers, then this orange glow may possibly be due to radiative 
recombination of carriers through nitrogen defect levels in the GaP barriers. To investigate 
this, EL spectra from the GaNP LEDs measured in the previous chapter was compared to 
the orange glow, as seen in Figure 6.8. Both spectra were taken at the same temperature 
of 80K. The similarity of the LED spectrum and the spectrum of the laser orange glow
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suggests that nitrogen may be present in the barrier GaP regions. The broadness of 
the orange glow could be explained through large nitrogen composition fluctuations in 
the barriers or differing amounts of nitrogen in the p- or n- barrier regions. Further 
investigation is needed to confirm the presence of nitrogen outside the active region.
6.3.3 Temperature D ependent Electroluminescence results 
Temperature Dependence of the Threshold Current and External Efficiency
The temperature dependence of the threshold current can be a useful insight into the 
recombination mechanisms of semiconductor lasers, through calculation of the device 
characteristic temperature, Tq, and subsequent comparison with theoretical TqS of each 
recombination mechanism. Light current characteristics of the devices were measured 
from 80K with increasing lOK temperature steps. On this device, the highest temperature 
that a threshold current could be measured was 150K, due to the upper power limit of the 
voltage source. Other studies have shown that similar structures can achieve electrically 
pumped lasing up to 278K in pulsed mode [151] with optically pumped gain at room 
temperature [144]. The To was measured on several devices (one is shown in Figure 6.9) 
and found to be %200K at lOOK. This value is unusually larger than T  (the value for an 
ideal radiatively dominated QW laser) and is an indication of material inhomogeneities 
within the active region. Active region inhomogeneities are observed [27] in GaAs based 
dilute nitride devices and are discussed later in this chapter. Above 150K, the Tq drops to 
60K, suggesting a thermally activated recombination mechanism, such as carrier leakage, 
is becoming more dominant at higher temperatures. Although Tq is roughly equal to T /3 
at 15OK, Auger recombination, which is dominant in long wavelength dilute nitride devices 
[152] should be suppressed due to the large band-gap especially at low temperatures [35], 
and as such we assume Auger recombination to be insignificant in these devices. Similar 
to To, the Ti value gives a measure of the temperature stability of the slope efficiency, %,
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Figure 6.9: (Top) Light-Current curves from 70K to 150K and (Bottom-Left) the tem­
perature variation of the threshold current density and characteristic temperature, T q . 
Also shown (Bottom-Right) the temperature dependence of the external efficiency, and 
characteristic temperature, Ti.
with temperature. A strong decrease of differential quantum efficiency with increasing 
temperature, and hence low Ti value, has been shown to be the result of significant 
carrier occupation of the barrier regions [153, 154, 155]. Indeed, when compared with 
other devices operating at similar wavelengths [156] (for which Ti %1000K around room 
temperature), we find Ti to be somewhat low, %110K for T<100 K reducing to %32K 
for T>100K, as shown in Figure 6.9. The low Ti value is another indication of leakage
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GaNAsP/GaP laser at 80K. The sub-linear dependence of the spontaneous emission vs 
current curve below threshold indicates the dominant recombination mechanism has car­
rier density dependence >n^.
processes occurring in the GaNAsP lasers, which may explain the large Jth and reduction 
in To at higher temperature (>130K) observed in these laser devices. Further evidence 
for this is shown later.
Temperature dependence of the spontaneous emission
The spontaneous emission was measured through a milled window (for method see 
the experimental section) in the n-type contact. This allowed the direct measurement 
of the radiative component of the threshold current density, Jrad: since Lgpon (X Jrad- 
Figure 6.10 (left) shows the spectra of the spontaneous emission with increasing current 
at 80K. The graph on the right in Figure 6.10 shows the current dependence of the 
integrated spontaneous emission below lasing threshold at 80K, and the corresponding 
facet light intensity vs current curve, where the threshold current is calculated. The 
non-linear behaviour of the Lspon versus current curve below threshold shows that a non- 
radiative process is present. The fact that the curve is sub-linear shows that this process 
has a stronger carrier density (oc n) dependence than the radiative current (which itself 
has an approximately oc rP dependence). Since carrier leakage has an approximately
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exponential dependence on n, this further suggests that this is the dominant recombination 
mechanism. Recombination via defects in the QW can be eliminated as the dominant 
recombination mechanism in these devices at threshold as this would give rise to a super- 
linear variation of Lspon versus current curve (as observed in other dilute nitride materials 
[157]), since defect-related recombination oc n. The spontaneous emission was measured 
over a range of temperatures of 70-150K with lOK steps. For each temperature, the 
relative amount of SE was recorded at the threshold current (shown in Figure 3.8, and 
normalised to Jth at 70K to get Jrad- This gives the maximum value for J^ -^ d over the 
temperature range). Figure 6.11 shows the comparison of the normalised Jrad and Jth- 
Whilst Jrad remains relatively stable over the temperature range studied, Jth increases 
strongly above llOK. Therefore, it is clear that a non-radiative current increases with 
increasing temperature, causing Jth to increase rapidly above llOK. This shows the non- 
radiative recombination mechanism present in these lasers is very temperature sensitive. 
This is another characteristic of carrier leakage and further shows this is likely to be the 
dominant recombination mechanism.
Both Jth and its radiative component Jrad are unusually temperature stable below 
IlOK, even higher than To—T, as would ideally be for a radiatively dominated quantum 
well, shown in the theory section. This may be indication of inhomogeneities within 
the active region, as similar behaviour (decreasing Jth and Jrad with increasing T) has 
been observed in other dilute nitride [157] and quantum dot lasers [158] where carrier 
localisation due to material inhomogeneity can be significant. The lack of pinning of the 
spontaneous emission above threshold is also a signature of inhomogeneities. Composition 
fluctuations induce energy fiuctuations of the conduction band edge (since the conduction 
band edge energy is dependent on nitrogen concentration), and it can be assumed that 
“low-energy” (nitrogen rich) regions of the conduction band have lower energy than Eiase 
and nitrogen-sparse regions have larger energy than Eiase- In this case, the spontaneous
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Figure 6.11: Jth (circles) and Jrad (triangles) as a function of temperature (normalized at 
70K). The radiative component of the threshold current is very temperature stable and 
may indicate inhomogeneities in the active region.
emission is pinned for the localised region at lower energy than Eiase [27], since the carriers 
contained within the potential localisation take part in the lasing process. Regions which 
are localised having an energy greater than the lasing energy do not take part in the 
lasing process and so will not be pinned, giving rise to a change in carrier density above 
threshold. Further details of this concept can be found in [27]. Carrier localisation 
will reduce with increasing temperature (through higher thermal energy of the carriers). 
This can be seen by a change in the relative slope of the spontaneous emission vs current 
curve above threshold with temperature, shown in Figure 6.12. The reduction in the slope 
shows that pinning becomes more apparent and carrier localisation reduces with increasing 
temperature, further confirming inhomogeneities are present in the active region in these 
CaXAsP lasers.
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70-150K (left). The relative amount of pinning of the carrier density above threshold is 
measured by the slope of the spontaneous emission vs current curve above the threshold 
current. The reduction in the slope with increasing temperature (right) shows a reduction 
in carrier localisation, indicating there are inhomogeneities in the active region. The line 
serves as a guide to the eye.
6.3.4 Pressure dependent device characteristics
The application of pressure is an ideal method to investigate the carrier leakage found 
in GaNAsP/GaP lasers. The change in band-structure with pressure (see section 2.8) 
will effect the rate of carrier leakage and allow a determination of the leakage path. 
Light-current characteristics were measured at lOOK for pressures 0-7kbar, and threshold 
currents were determined in the normal way. As shown in the bottom graph of Figure 
6.13, the threshold current is found to increase super-linearly with increasing pressure. 
For ideal quantum well lasers, dominated by radiative recombination, Jth oc Eg. However 
this may not apply here due to the increase in electron effective mass (from an increased 
interaction between the Er and the levels) of the dilute nitride active region with 
increase in pressure, as observed in GaAs-based dilute nitride devices (26). Since no 
theoretical calculations for the effective mass with pressure are available for this material 
system at the time of writing, it is assumed that the Jth oc relationship holds. The 
radiatively dominated change in threshold current can be determined from the pressure
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Figure 6.13: EL spectra (Top) at l.lJ th  with increasing hydrostatic pressure (0-6kbar). 
Also measured pressure dependence of Jth and Jrad oc Eg dependence for the GaNAsP 
devices, at lOOK, normalized at atmospheric pressure (bottom).
dependence of the lasing wavelength. To measure the lasing energy pressure coefficient, 
spectra of the EL emission taken at l.lJ^/i, were measured at lOOK for pressures 0-7kbar, 
shown in the top graph of Figure 6.13. It is found that the lasing energy increases
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with pressure at a rate of dEngage/df=-t-5.0±0.3meV/kbar, consistent with the band-edge 
previously found in Section 4.3.3 (where dEg/dP=-f5.2d:0.3meV/kbar). It can be clearly 
seen that the threshold current increases with pressure faster than the model for the ideal 
radiatively dominated QW, which confirms the lasers are not operating in a radiatively 
dominated regime. The fast increase in threshold current may indicate the presence of 
carrier leakage, where the leal«ige activation energy (the energy required for carriers to 
escape from the QW), A E  in Equation 6.12 and also shown in Figure 2.7 (as Eb ) in 
the theory section, reduces with increasing pressure causing an increased leakage current 
and hence increasing Jth  ^ The pressure dependence of the leakage current, Jieaki may be 
written as:
J le a k iP )  =  Jteak(0)ecop  ( 6- 12)
If the leakage current competes against radiative recombination, and assuming negligi­
ble defect recombination, the pressure dependence of the threshold current can be related 
to the relative changes of rate of radiative recombination and the rate of carrier leakage 
such as:
Where krad=Jradl Jth  ^ the proportion of carriers undergoing radiative recombination 
as opposed to carrier leakage. From the ratio of JradjJth m Figure 6.11, the minimum 
fraction of leakage in the device is 15% at lOOK. The application of high hydrostatic 
pressure allows a good method to validate whether the carrier leakage path involves the 
X-minima of the GaP barriers, which might be expected due to its large density of states. 
The d A E /d P  parameter is known from the pressure coefficients of the lasing energy 
(dPfase/dP=+5.0meV/kbar from before) and the well known pressure dependence of the 
X-minima of GaP (dEx/dP=-1.5meV/kbar) to give dAE/dP=+6.5m eV/kbar. Inserting 
this value into Equation 6.12 and 6.13 allows us to calculate the predicted change in 
threshold current for various percentages of leakage into the X-minima of the GaP barriers.
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Figure 6.14: Showing how the threshold current would change if there was 100% (Dot- 
Dashed line) and 15% (Dashed line) leakage into the X-minima of the GaP barriers for 
comparison to the measured pressure dependence of the threshold current (squares) at 
lOOK.
Figure 6.14 shows this change in threshold current for 100% and 15% leakage current (0% 
and 85% radiative current respectively). The poor fit of the (X-minima leakage) model 
to the experimental data rules out leakage into the X-minima of the GaP barriers as a 
significant recombination path in these GaNAsP/GaP quantum well lasers.
Having eliminated carrier leakage into the X-minima, we can use the above equations 
to calculate the pressure coefficient of the leakage level, assuming that carrier leakage 
accounts for 100% of the current fiowing through the device (as the previous tempera­
ture dependence and spontaneous emission measurements have suggested). The increase 
in threshold current with pressure is equated to the leakage current and then fitted to 
equation 6.12 to find the change In A E  with pressure. From this, the leakage level 
may be identified from its pressure coefficient. A fit of dAJ3/dP=-0.7±0.3meV/kbar 
is shown by the dashed line Figure 6.13 and corresponds to a pressure coefficient of
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Figure 6.15: Nitrogen composition dependence of the pressure coefficient of the band gap 
in GaNP, reproduced from [10]. If the leakage level is a GaNP level in the barrier with 
pressure coefficient of dE;eafc/dP=+4.3meV/kbar, this corresponds to about 3% nitrogen 
incorporation in the barrier.
dPzeafc/dP=+4.3±0.5meV/kbar for the leakage level. It has been previously suggested 
that since the device emits an orange glow while in forward bias, nitrogen may have been 
incorporation into the barrier regions. It may be the nitrogen induced E_ level into which 
the carriers leak, and has a pressure coefficient of dPieafc/dP=+4.3meV/kbar. The pres­
sure coefficient of the E_ level in GaNP increases with nitrogen percentage due to the 
increasing cluster formation and hence interaction with pair and cluster states increases 
[10]. The experimental and theoretical results ]10] have been re-graphed in Figure 6.15. 
Using the pressure coefficient of the leakage level, suggests there may be as much as 
3±0.5% of nitrogen incorporated in the GaP barriers.
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6.4 Investigations of G aN A sP /G aP  SQW  laser device  
characteristics related to  Q W /barrier interface and 
barrier growth tem perature
6.4.1 Introduction and D evice D etails
In this section, the device characteristics of further device structures are investigated. 
The new samples feature firstly a composition gradient at the QW/barrier interface and 
secondly an increased barrier growth temperature. The investigation will show the influ­
ence of the QW/barrier interface and the barrier temperature on the device characteristics 
and if they limit device performance. A schematic of the differences in device structure 
can be seen in Figure 6.16. The first, 15145 is nominally identical in device structure 
to the devices used previously In this Chapter (23031), as given in Appendix B. This 
will allow separation of device characteristics that arise from changes in growth technique 
since the growth of the initial sample. During growth, a slight As carry-over effect has 
been observed [159] in the GaNAsP/GaP lasers. This might lead to the formation of a 
very thin intermediate GaAsP layer between the QW material and the GaP barrier, into 
which nitrogen may diffuse [159]. The second sample, 15146, has a composition gradient 
at the QW-barrier interface, and is designed to smooth the interface between active and 
barrier regions, eradicating the thin GaAsP layer. Investigations of this sample will show 
if the thin GaAsP layer is limiting device performance. The final sample, 15147, has an 
increased barrier growth temperature, increased from 575°C to 675°C. In the GaAs-based 
dilute nitride material system, increasing the growth temperature (to normal GaAs grow­
ing temperatures) reduces the nitrogen solubility and material quality [160, 161], which 
also occurs in GaP-based dilute nitrides [162]. Hence, if there is unwanted nitrogen in­
corporation in the barrier regions of the standard sample, the increased barrier growth 
temperature will influence the mechanism of this unwanted nitrogen incorporation, and
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Figure 6.16: Schematic of energy band diagrams for the three devices studied in this sec­
tion; 15145 is nominally identical to the previous device measured. 15146 has a graded 
quantum well/barrier interface. 15147 has increased barrier (shaded section) growth tem­
perature of 675°C.
will effect the device characteristics being investigated, for identification of device limita­
tions.
6.4.2 Device Characteristics
Light-current curves were completed on 5 devices for each 50/im and 100/zm stripe width 
devices on each sample set. This allowed a comparison of the threshold current densities 
for each sample, and is shown in Figure 6.17, and in Table 6.1. It can be clearly seen that 
there is improvement in threshold current density through samples 23031, 15145, 15146 
to 15147. The improvement in threshold current between 23031 and 15145 (which should 
have identical structures) shows an improvement in device growth. The relatively similar 
threshold current of 15145 and 15146 (which has the QW/barrier interface gradient) shows 
that the interface has a small influence on device characteristics and was not limiting the 
device performance. A large improvement in the device with increased barrier temperature 
shows the barriers have a large part in limiting the device performance, consistent with 
previous measurements in this chapter. Temperature and hydrostatic pressure dependence 
measurements were then conducted on all laser samples to investigate the influence of
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Figure 6.17: Showing threshold current density at 80K for lasers 23031 (seen previously 
in this chapter), 15145 (similar structures to previous lasers), 15146 (gradient at edge of 
QW) and 15147 (higher barrier growth temperature).
device structure on the thermal stability and the rate of the leakage current, which may 
explain the reduction in threshold current density.
The temperature dependence of the threshold current for the GaNAsP/GaP laser sam­
ples can be seen in Figure 6.18. All the samples show similar temperature dependencies 
and so this indicates they all are governed by similar recombination processes. Further 
analysis can be found from the T q values of each sample. A summary is shown in Ta­
ble 6.1. At temperatures below 130K, the Tq does not appear to depend upon Jth- At 
temperatures above 130K, the T q is similar in all devices. This indicates the dominant 
recombination mechanism is the same for all the samples at higher temperatures, being 
carrier leakage as determined previously in Section 6.3.4.
The lasing energy of all the laser samples was measured at lOOK as a function of 
hydrostatic pressure, and can be seen in Figure 6.19. The difference in lasing energy
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of the Temperature dependence of threshold current density for 
all the GaNAsP/GaP quantum well laser samples.
Device Number 
(p-contact stripe width)
J th i^A /cn P ) Tq(K )<150K Tq(K )>150K
23031 (50/im) 
(lOO/im)
1.7T0.3
2.1±0.15
75
15145 (50/im) 
(lOO/zm)
1.6T0.1
l . l iO .l
131 46
15146 (50//m) 
(100/im)
1.4±0.1
0.9±0.1
145 42
15147 (50/im) 
(100/xm)
0.9±0.1
0.75T0.1
68 47
Table 6.1: Threshold current densities and To values for the GaNAsP/GaP devices stud­
ied.
at atmospheric pressure of the devices implies that there may be differences in material 
composition or well thickness for each active region. The arsenic concentration and the 
well width should be well controlled during growth and hence result in small differences 
in lasing energy. The large bowing parameter in the conduction band edge with nitrogen
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Figure 6.19: The lasing energy vs hydrostatic pressure for all GaNAsP/GaP lasers at 
lOOK, with best fit pressure coefficients for each device. The solid lines show the BAG 
best fit for each device.
composition mean that small changes in the nitrogen fraction between the devices may 
produce the observed differences in lasing energy. As such the BAG model can be used 
to find the difference in the nitrogen concentration for each sample, by a fitting of the E - 
level. The energy and pressure dependence of the host material energy was assumed to be 
similar to Section 4.3.2, where Er(0)=1.74eV, and dEr/dP=+10.2meV/kbar |33| at lOOK. 
Similarly the nitrogen level was taken as previously calculated at lOOK as EN=1.82eV. The 
coupling parameter was set to CrAr=2.065eV so the sample with the lowest lasing energy 
had 4% nitrogen (the nominal composition), and the coupling parameter was assumed 
to be independent of nitrogen concentration. It can be seen in the Figure that the BAG 
model can predict the change in lasing energy with increasing pressure for each sample 
with a pressure independent nitrogen level. The nitrogen concentration found is given in 
Table 6.2:
This shows that sample 15147 has around 0.5% more nitrogen than 23031. However, 
during growth, the same amount of nitrogen is intended to be incorporated into the
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BAG m ethod N% (assuming C'^M=2.065eV)
23031 3.5±0.1%
15145 3.8±0.1%
15146 3.7±0.1%
15147 4.0±0.1%
Table 6.2; Application of the BAG model for each GaNAsP/GaP sample.
active region of all samples. The nitrogen concentration would be reduced if some nitrogen 
diffused from the active region and out into the barriers. Sample 15147, with the increased 
barrier growth temperature, might have relatively the most nitrogen in the active region 
due to a reduction of the diffusion of nitrogen into the barrier. The pressure dependence of 
the threshold current for the laser samples at lOOK is shown in Figure 6.20. The graph on 
the left shows that laser sample 15147 has the fastest relative increase in threshold current 
density with increase in hydrostatic pressure. According to equation 6.12, this relates to 
a smaller pressure coefficient of the leakage level. Since larger concentrations of nitrogen 
in GaNP have larger pressure coefficients (as shown in Figure 6.15 taken from Kent et al. 
[10]), this indicates the increase in barrier growth temperature has reduced the amount 
of nitrogen in the barrier regions. Hence 15147 (when compared to the standard sample), 
may have the least amount of nitrogen in the barriers, consistent with above. When
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Figure 6.20: Showing relative change in threshold current (left) and threshold current vs 
lasing energy (right) for GaNAsP/GaP quantum well lasers. The line serves as a guide 
to the eye.
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Figure 6.21: Schematic showing the effect of reduced nitrogen diffusion (into the barri­
ers) on the QW structure. With reduced nitrogen diffusion into the GaP barriers, more 
nitrogen stays in the QW, further reducing the band gap. This will increase the potential 
barrier and reduce leakage.
plotting the threshold current density against the lasing energy, seen in the graph on the 
right in Figure 6.20, all samples follow an approximate trend and indicates that, while 
there is less leakage and hence a lower threshold current density in device 15147 (through 
less nitrogen diffusion), the device is still limited by the same leakage process, and shows 
there is still unwanted nitrogen incorporation in the barriers. Hence, further reductions 
in threshold current are expected if the remaining unwanted nitrogen incorporation in the 
barriers can be eliminated.
6.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter it has been shown that lasing is observed in initial GaNAsP/GaP single 
quantum well lasers over a wide temperature range with a large threshold current density 
of 0.8±0.1kA/cm^, at a wavelength of 890nm at 80K. Temperature dependence measure­
ments show large increases in non-radiative recombination with increase in temperature, 
since the radiative component of the threshold current is relatively temperature stable 
while the overall threshold current is temperature sensitive. The sub-linear variation of 
spontaneous emission versus current curve shows that the dominant recombination mech­
anism has stronger carrier density dependence than radiative recombination. A large
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To %200K at temperatures less than 130K, is consistent with inhomogeneities in the ac­
tive region. A lack of pinning of the carrier density above threshold was also attributed 
to inhomogeneities in the active region. At higher temperature, a reduction in Tq and Ti 
indicates that carrier leakage becomes the dominant current path. Pressure dependent 
measurements show that the threshold current increases super-linearly with pressure, 
confirming carrier leakage dominates, and that the dominant leakage route is not the 
X-minima in the GaP barriers, but has a pressure coefficient similar to the lasing energy 
where djE';eafc/dP=^+4.3±0.5meV/kbar. An orange glow was observed under forward bias, 
which is direct evidence of carrier recombination at energies larger than the band gap, 
suggesting nitrogen is present in the GaP barriers.
A comparison of different device structures including a composition gradient at the 
quantum well /  barrier interface, and an increased barrier growth temperature, was inves­
tigated to determine if either limits the device performance. It was found that a smoothed 
QW/barrier interface did not significantly effect the threshold current in the device (from 
1.6d:0.3kA/cm^ to Ji/j=1.4±0.1kA/cm^). The increased barrier temperature had a 
significant effect on device performance. With the higher barrier growth temperature, the 
threshold current was reduced from Jt/i=1.6±0.1kA/cm^ to Jf/i~0.75db0.1kA/cm^. The 
low threshold current device was found to have a larger composition of nitrogen in the 
active region, and the smallest leakage level pressure coefficient (indicating less nitrogen 
in the barriers). This suggests a suppression of diffusion of nitrogen into the barriers, 
which reduces the leakage current and hence the threshold current density. Although the 
threshold current has been reduced, carrier leakage is still dominant in the low threshold 
current device, showing that there may still be nitrogen in the barriers, which limits the 
performance of these devices. Elimination of the unwanted nitrogen incorporation in the 
barriers should further reduce the threshold current, providing a viable active region for 
the realisation of an efficient laser source for monolithic opto-electronic integrated circuits 
on Si substrates.
Chapter 7 
Impact ionization in GalnNAs 
Avalanche Photodiodes
7.1 Introduction and M otivation
Avalanche Photodiodes (APDs) are the detectors of choice where high signal-to-noise 
ratio detection is required. They have gained applications in telecommunication systems 
and more recently in 3D imaging, sensing and space-related spectroscopy [163]. They are 
the solid state equivalent of photo-multiplier tubes and operate with a very high reverse 
bias voltage, allowing an electric field to generate internal gain of photo-generated carri­
ers. They have improved sensitivity and larger signal to noise ratios when compared to 
conventional PIN photodiodes, at the expense of a high operating voltage. For the op­
timum signal to noise ratio, the material within the multiplication region must have the 
electron and hole ionization coefficients, a  and /? respectively, to be significantly different 
in magnitude, oc and (3 are defined as the number of electron-hole pairs produced by a 
given carrier per cm of path travelled in the direction of the field in a homogeneous semi­
conductor material. Electron-hole pairs are created when free carriers gain enough excess 
energy in an electric field to excite secondary electrons into the conduction band. Figure
130
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7.1 shows the a/j3 ratio against the longest wavelength absorbed for different semicon­
ductor materials. For the ideal situation, the coefficients should be significantly different 
in magnitude, so the ratio should be either as large or as small as possible. Silicon has 
the largest ratio of about 100 [164], and is the best material for wavelengths below 1/xm. 
However silicon cannot absorb light beyond lfj,m as the energy of the incident photons 
is smaller than the band gap, and as such silicon cannot be used for photodetection in 
long haul telecommunications (which use wavelengths 1.31/xm and 1.55/Lim as explained 
in section 1.1). Much research has been completed to develop an APD for telecommuni­
cation wavelengths, for a review of the significant advances, see [163]. Figure 7.1 shows 
a summary of a /P  values (taken from [165]) of commonly used III-V semiconductor al­
loys. It can be seen that materials which can absorb at telecommunication wavelengths 
or above (for example Ge, (In)GaAs(P) or InP at RT) have a/P  ratios close to 1, hence 
devices made out of those materials have undesirable characteristics. It is important to 
have high performance detectors in telecommunication systems, allowing signals to travel 
further between amplification stations, reducing system cost. To overcome the problem 
that most HI-V materials are not ideal for telecommunication wavelengths, in the past 
devices have been structurally engineered to enhance one of the ionization rates [166]. 
It has also been found that reducing the multiplication width reduces device noise [167]. 
This is because the increased significance of dead-space (the space in the multiplication 
region before the first ionization event occurs) makes the impact ionization process more 
deterministic. Currently, the APDs which are sold commercially at telecommunication 
wavelengths are InP-based SAM (Separate Absorption and Multiplication regions) APDs, 
where InP and InGaAs are used in the multiplication and absorption sections respectively 
[168]. SAM APDs are used to suppress band to band tunnelling currents that occur at 
high electric fields (similar to that required for impact ionization) in the narrow band-gap 
materials needed for telecommunication wavelengths. Hence the wider band gap material, 
InP, is used in the multiplication region [40]. However, accurate control of doping during
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Figure 7.1: a/P  ratios for different semiconductor materials against their longest wave­
length detection [165, 170]. Materials to the left of the telecommunication window are 
unsuitable for use since they do not absorb telecommunication wavelengths. Materials 
that can absorb telecommunication wavelengths have undesirable a /P  ratios.
growth of SAM APDs is required; to ensure no field is present in the absorption region 
(to suppress tunnelling) and large enough in the multiplication region for high gain and 
sensitivity. InP mesa diodes have large surface leakage currents which require guard rings 
to be included in the device design. This makes InGaAs/InP SAM APDs very expensive 
to make. It is preferred that a simple device without structure enhancement is used to 
reduce manufacture cost and increase reliability. It has been predicted [169] that the 
dilute nitride material GalnNAs has a more desirable a /p  ratio for telecommunication 
applications, and the reasons behind this will be discussed further in Section 7.3. The 
design of structures with controlled impact ionization or avalanche breakdown requires 
an understanding into the impact ionization process in the material used, and this chap­
ter shows results from a preliminary investigation into the impact ionization processes in 
GalnNAs.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic showing dark current mechanisms in a reverse bias PIN diode 
(left) Also showing examples of a) intervalley and b) interband scattering (right). During 
carrier-phonon interactions, the energy change of the carrier is small but the momentum 
change can be large.
7.2 Background Theory - Sem iconductor heterojunc­
tions in reverse bias
7.2.1 Dark current mechanisms
Dark current is the process of carriers flowing through a reverse-biased PIN junction 
in the absence of light. Dark current originates from several sources [171] which can 
be seen on the left in Figure 7.2. At low electric flelds in the undoped region, thermal 
agitation or material impurities can assist in exciting electrons into the conduction band 
and contributing to dark current. Also dark current can arise from carriers from the P 
or N cladding regions diffusing into the intrinsic region. At high electric flelds, Zener 
tunnelling and/or avalanche breakdown dominate the dark current [172].
7.2.2 Origins of free carrier scattering
A semiconductor contains many free carriers which experience collisions with the crystal 
lattice and other obstacles in their path, during which the carriers lose some of their
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acquired energy. In an ideal periodic lattice at OK in which no vibrations take place, no 
lattice scattering of carriers should occur. Scattering mechanisms can be classified into 
lattice vibrations and lattice imperfections [173]. Thermal vibrations of the lattice, known 
as phonons can scatter carriers. Phonons are the quantum unit of a lattice vibration wave 
and have typical energies %i30meV [174] and carrier interactions with phonons involve the 
absorption or emission of a phonon. The phonon momentum is much greater than the 
carrier momentum, and collisions between carriers and phonons result in a small energy 
and often significant momentum change for the carrier [175]. At high electric fields in 
wide band-gap (compared to the intervalley separation) materials such as GaAs (Eg > 
0.5eV), the large momentum changes involved in phonon scattering allow intervalley and 
interband phonon scattering to occur [165], examples of these processes are shown on the 
right in Figure 7.2. Lattice imperfections, involving impurity atoms or lattice vacancies, 
interstitial atoms, dislocations and grain boundaries, can cause an aperiodicity in the 
potential field of the crystal which can act to scatter free carriers [175], since carriers 
are affected by the differences in their surrounding charge and the potential forces they 
experience. The nature of the scattering depends upon the size, electro negativity and 
bonding of impurity atoms, as well as the type of lattice imperfection. The presence of 
impurities and structural imperfections decrease the mean free path between scattering 
events.
7.2.3 Impact Ionization
Impact ionization is the process that gives APDs internal gain. Due to their electronic 
charge, electrons and holes are strongly influenced by electric fields. In an electric field, 
free carriers gain energy in competition with the scattering processes mentioned above. At 
very high electric fields, the carriers can gain more energy from the electric field than the 
energy lost through scattering mechanisms. The resulting net gain in energy allows the 
carriers to reach an energy where they have enough excess energy to excite an electron from
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the valence band to the conduction band, generating a secondary electron-hole pair. The 
lowest energy this can occur is called the threshold energy, however since ionization and 
scattering rates are finite [176], this threshold energy can be “soft”, i.e. ionization events 
can occur when a carrier has much more energy than the threshold energy [177]. The 
probability of a carrier gaining enough energy for ionization is dependent on the electric 
field, F, carrier kinematics (e.g. the effective mass m*) and the scattering environment 
(e.g. phonon energy Ep and mean free path A). Secondary carriers are also accelerated by 
the electric field and can also impact ionize and so on, creating an avalanche effect. Pair 
generation by impact ionization is multiplicative and from this, sensitivity to low light 
levels can be achieved since a large photocurrent can be generated from a small number of 
absorbed photons. This increased sensitivity does not come without consequences. Many 
process governing the multiplication effect are stochastic and this leads to excess noise in 
the device. The relative values of a and /? have an enormous effect on the noise generated 
and consequently, on device performance. Two extreme cases are now shown, when a  and 
[3 are similar in magnitude and when they have very differing magnitudes.
D evice Characteristics when (3
The multiplication region of a device consists of a low background doping region of 
width VK, called the depletion region. Consider a photo-generated electron entering the 
depletion region from the left. At low electric fields, injected carriers are swept out with­
out impact ionization, since the distance taken to gain the threshold energy is longer than 
the width of the deletion region, and there is no multiplication (seen in Figure 7.3b). As 
the electric field is increased, the average distance for each carrier to impact ionise, the 
ionization length, reduces. The distance to impact ionization varies from carrier to carrier 
since scattering mechanisms and the impact ionization process are stochastic, and results 
in multiplication noise. When the average ionization length is approximately equal to the 
depletion width, (1 / a)= {l/ (3)—W , injected carriers undergo impact ionization to produce
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of carrier multiplication across the depletion region over time (left) 
and a graph showing the variation of multiplication with increasing electric field (right) 
for a ^  p.
secondary electron-hole pairs at the end of the depletion region. Both secondary holes and 
electrons initiate subsequent ionization events just before leaving the impact ionization 
region, producing a positive feedback situation as shown in Figure 7.3a. Subsequent ion­
ization events continue until the carrier exits the depletion region without impact ionizing, 
through the stochastic nature of ionization process. Within a small increase of electric 
field, there is a large amount of multiplication, resulting in a very sharp breakdown sit­
uation shown in Figure 7.3b. In this regime it is very difficult to keep the device at a 
particular multiplication level due to the accuracy required to keep the electric field at a 
certain value. Small fluctuations in electric field produce large variations in the multipli­
cation factor of the device and results in poor gain stability. Since the ionization events 
occur at the edge of the depletion region and few carriers are involved, the multiplication 
factor is largely influenced by the stochastic nature of the impact ionization process. This 
gives the device large multiplication noise. Large multiplication values can be achieved, 
but when the gain is high, the duration of the time of carriers leaving the depletion region 
(the pulse width) is very long, so the speed of the device is controlled by a gain-bandwidth
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Figure 7.4: Schematic of carrier multiplication across the depletion region over time (left) 
and a graph showing the variation of multiplication with increasing electric field (right)
for Q! « /? or o; » (3.
product. This means that the large noise, poor gain stability and long pulse duration of a 
device, with ionization coefficients similar in magnitude, outweighs the benefit of internal 
gain.
D evice Characteristics when a « (3 or a » (5
When a  and (3 have a large difference in magnitude, the ionization lengths of electrons 
and holes have very different lengths. Ideally, one of the impact ionization coefficients 
should be zero, so one carrier will never impact ionize (or {1/cx)>W). Although the sit­
uation is the same whichever carrier has an infinite ionization length, this explanation 
assumes ^=0 (the hole impact ionization length is infinite). When electrons are injected 
into a multiplication region, any holes that are produced from ionization events are swept 
out of the depletion region without undergoing any further ionization and so the multi­
plication factor of the device only depends on the impact ionization rate of the electrons, 
and no feedback occurs. With an increase of electric field, the rate of impact ionization 
of electrons and hence the multiplication factor increases in an exponential fashion [165], 
as shown in Figure 7.4b. In this regime there is no sharp breakdown and so the multi-
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Figure 7.5: Figures from literature showing the effect of the nitrogen on the conduc­
tion band-structure. Thick band-structure curves from magnetotunnelling spectroscopy 
experiments (left) [178] show the large disruption to the conduction band structure. The­
oretical tight binding calculations (right) [54] indicate the wide range of energies over 
which nitrogen interacts with the host material and act as scattering centres.
plication factor is less sensitive to fluctuations in the electric field, and gives the device 
improved gain stability. At high gain, many successive impact ionization events involve 
large numbers of carriers, situated throughout the whole width of the depletion region. 
This results in more “averaging” effects, reducing the influence of the stochastic nature of 
the ionization process on the multiplication factor and minimizing multiplication noise. 
Also, with a»P, the time taken for all carriers to exit the depletion region does not depend 
upon the multiplication factor. The device is not limited by a gain-bandwidth product and 
devices can operate at high gain and high speed [170]. This shows that APDs which have 
a multiplication region where the electron and hole ionization coefficients differ largely in 
magnitude have desirable device characteristics.
7.3 Im pact Ionization in G alnN A s
This section will summarise the discussion given in [169], who predicted that the un­
usual properties of the dilute nitrides will provide a desirable a / (3 ratio at telecommu­
nications wavelengths. As previously shown in Section 1.1.3 the addition of nitrogen to 
GaAs reduces the band gap energy sufficiently for use at telecommunication wavelengths. 
It is well known that the addition of nitrogen significantly reduces the electron mobility
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[179, 180, 181, 182]. Part of the reduction in mobility is due to an increase in the electron 
elective mass [19]. The main reduction of mobility with increasing nitrogen concentration 
is thought to be due to an increase in the scattering rate [183]. The addition of nitrogen 
introduces a strong perturbation to the band-structure which leads to strong resonant 
alloy scattering [58] from both the isolated nitrogen level and nitrogen pairs [184]. This 
mechanism is very strong since conventional alloy scattering models underestimate the re­
duction in mobility by two orders of magnitude [185]. Figure 7.5 shows experimental [178] 
and theoretical [54] observations in literature which show the large effect of nitrogen on 
the conduction band. Nitrogen composition fluctuations and non-substitutional nitrogen 
defects may also cause of charge trapping and act as scattering centres [186, 182, 187]. 
Such trapped charge centres may lead to substantial further reduction in carrier mobility 
[183]. Low mobility carriers will effect the rate of impact ionization. Heavy electrons 
gain less energy in an electric field and so take a longer time and have to travel further 
before having enough energy to initiate impact ionization, and increases the probability of 
scattering before impact ionization. Furthermore, the nitrogen scattering will prevent the 
electrons from accelerating up the conduction band. The effect on the impact ionization 
coefficients with a reduction in mobility can be seen in the lucky drift theory of Ridley 
[188], where the probability of an electron drifting in an electric field F  and avoiding 
signiflcant energy relaxation is:
where Eth is the threshold energy, m* is the effective mass, e is the electronic charge and 
Tm and te are the momentum-relaxation and energy-relaxation scattering time constants 
respectively. This shows that if the low field mobility, ij,Q=eTm/m,* [58] is decreased, for 
example by an order of ten, then the probability of a particle reaching the threshold energy 
(on which a  is dependent) will be reduced by more than four orders of magnitude [169].
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If carriers are able to reach the top of the band, it has been calculated [184] that 
the carriers have very large effective mass. Additionally, as seen in the earlier general 
introduction section in Figure 1.1, there is an additional sub-band energy gap which 
needs to be crossed, which is larger in energy than a single phonon (where &j=29.7meV 
[174]), before the electron can continue to gain energy from the electric field. All these 
processes should suppress the ability of electrons to reach the threshold energy, reducing 
a  substantially. However, since nitrogen does not significantly effect the valence band 
[2 1 ], P reamins approximately constant, and leads to the situation where p»a.
There have been several papers [189, 190, 191, 192, 193] giving device characteristics 
(electrical characteristics and photo-response) of GalnNAs(Sb) photodiodes. Only one 
paper [194] gives multiplication data and noise parameters in a GaN 0.0075Aso.9925, where 
k={P/cx)=OA, and is contrary to the predicted P»a. The factors that may oppose the 
predicted ratio are now discussed. The whole idea relies on the fact that the hole impact 
ionization coefficient is unchanged with the incorporation of nitrogen. It is well known 
that the incorporation of nitrogen does not significantly effect the valence band, apart 
from strain effects (due to the small size of the nitrogen atoms when compared to the 
other atoms) [195, 21, 196]. However, composition fluctuations would lead to strain 
fluctuations in the valence band and may result in a reduced hole mobility and reduce P 
[197]. In addition, there has been some evidence of hole traps [198, 199] which would also 
reduce the ability of the holes to impact ionize. It is also noted that the impact ionization 
rate depends upon the final carrier states [176]. This means the effect of nitrogen on 
the conduction band structure may effect the hole impact ionization rate, since the final 
carrier states involve an electron in the conduction band. All these effects which reduce P 
may limit the effect of the decrease in a.. However the reduction in hole mobility should 
be insignificant when compared to the strong reduction in electron mobility.
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Figure 7.6: Schematic of PIN (left) and NIP (right) photodiodes. Incident light is ab­
sorbed in the top cladding region to produce pure carrier injection. The two structures are 
the nominally identical, except for reversed doping profiles. The undoped multiplication 
region consists of a Ifim  GalnNAs region.
7.4 D evice Structure
Device structure is very important for characterisation of the impact ionization coef­
ficients within a certain material. There has been much confusion in the past regarding 
values of impact ionization coefficients, so to accurately determine a  and P, several ex­
perimental conditions must be met [165].
• Pure carrier injection is required to measure the individual ionization coefficients 
and avoid cross contamination from the other carrier type. Hence all incident light 
should be absorbed in the cladding, before the multiplication region.
• Pure electron and pure hole injection should be obtained in the same device rather 
than in complementary structures. This ensures a  and p are found with exactly the 
same electric field strength and profile.
• The electric field profile must be accurately known and the avalanche gain must be 
uniform across the active area (perpendicular to the growth direction) of the device.
• The photocurrent at low electric fields should be accurately determined, for accu­
rate determination of the multiplication factor. This can be achieved using photo­
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modulation techniques used with lock-in-amplifiers.
The PIN diodes used in this work meet these requirements and allow a simplified theory 
to be used to extract the impact ionization coefficients, as shown below. The devices 
consist of GaAs/ GaInNAs/GaAs PIN and NIP diodes grown on GaAs substrates. The 
growth details can be seen in Appendix C. The width of the lattice matched dilute nitride 
intrinsic region is lfj,m or OAfjm. These are typical structures for measuring the ionization 
coefficients of the material in the intrinsic region, since all the experimental requirements 
are met. As discussed above, ideally a single device should measure both a  and P for 
consistency, however since this is a preliminary investigation, two samples were grown, 
one for pure electron injection and the other for pure hole injection. Pure carrier injection 
is achieved by photo-excitation of carriers in the GaAs cladding, which then diffuse into 
the intrinsic region. The thickness of this cladding layer is crucial, it must be thick enough 
to absorb all of the light, to ensure no contamination through mixed injection, yet thin 
enough for efficient carrier diffusion, else carriers will recombine in the cladding region 
and again cause discrepancies in the ionization coefficient measured. In these samples the 
layer width is Ijim. With 532nm laser light incident on the top cladding layer, and the 
absorption coefficient of GaAs at 532nm is 5xl0'^cm~^ [200], lfj,m of GaAs will absorb 99% 
of the light before it reaches the GalnNAs undoped region. The low doping density of the 
intrinsic region ensures the electric field profile is known, because most of the potential 
drop occurs within it, and has a constant electric field strength. This can be determined 
by F  — V /W  where F  is the electric field strength, V  is the reverse voltage applied and 
W  is the width of the depletion region. This allows determination of a  and p from [165]:
a{F)
P{P)
1 r M ^(y) - 1  1 Inw -  A^(y)J
1 r Mp(y) - 1  1 In (M p(y)lw
(7.2)
(7.3)
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Figure 7.7: Photocurrent spectra for GalnNAs APDs at reverse bias -5V. The increase of 
nitrogen concentration extends the photoresponse of the devices into the telecommunica­
tion window of 1.31//,m and 1.55/im.
Where and Mp is the multiplication at a particular voltage for initiation by 
holes and electrons respectively. Uniform avalanche gain was confirmed through photo­
multiplication measurements conducted at the University of Sheffield [201].
Sample
Number
E , (eV)
Photo­
luminescence
Photo­
reflectance
Electro­
luminescence
Photo-
current
M3052 1.13±0.02 1.21 - 1.16±0.01
M3053 - - 1.28±0.01
M3054 1.25±0.025 1.28 1.25±0.01
M3066 0.99±0.015 1.04 1.05±0.01
M3083 0.96±0.015 - 0.97 0.95
Table 7.1: Summary of measured band gaps by different methods for the InGaNAs APD 
samples. All values are in units of electron-volts (eV). * is measured by phototransmission 
spectroscopy. Results in plain text were completed at Sheffield University. Results in 
italics were completed by Stuart Cripps at the University of Surrey.
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7.5 Photocurrent spectroscopy and D evice Character­
istics of G alnN A s Avalanche Photodiodes
7.5.1 Photocurrent spectroscopy and determ ination of N% through  
application of the BAG model
Photocurrent spectral measurements were completed on all samples, as seen in Figure 
7.7, to find the band gap of each sample. All measurements were conducted at a reverse 
bias of -5 volts (electric field of 5xlO^Vcm~^) to ensure no photo-multiplication occurred 
(since 14^  %35V). From these curves, the band-edge and interference oscillations can be 
seen. The oscillations have longer period in M3066 than the other samples and this is 
due to the device having a different growth layer thickness. The band edge was measured 
by linear extrapolation to zero. The photocurrent measurements show the band-edge in­
creasing from 950nm to 1150nm due to the increased incorporation of nitrogen, as is well 
known in the dilute nitride system. The value of the band edge measured by photocurrent 
spectroscopy was compared to results measured by photoluminescence, photoreflectance, 
phototransmission and electroluminescence completed on the samples at the Universities 
of Sheffield and Surrey, which is summarised in Table 7.1. The values of the band gap 
as found by photocurrent spectroscopy agree well with the photoluminescence and elec­
troluminescence results. The band anti-crossing model then can be used to estimate the 
percentage of nitrogen incorporated into the active region, using the values of band-gaps 
found. The BAG model has been introduced in Chapter 4 of this thesis. To apply the 
BAG model, the energy of the lowest conduction band F states of the host material need 
to be known, as well as the energetic position of the isolated nitrogen level. In these 
samples the indium concentration changes with the nitrogen percentage, to keep the in- 
diummitrogen ratio a constant 3:1 to ensure the active region is lattice matched to the 
GaAs substrate. This means the host material changes with respect to the nitrogen con-
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Sam ple N um be r BAG calcu lated  N% Sheffield N%
M3052 1.4±0.2 1.4
M3053 0.6i0.1 -
M3054 0.84=0.1 0.7
M3066 2.74=0.3 3.0
M3083 3.94=0.3 3.8
Table 7.2: Results of the BAG model calculated N% for each sample, and a comparison 
to the N% found using fits to X-ray diffraction rocking curve experiments conducted at 
the University of Sheffield.
centration and is included in the model by changing the host T-minima energy level as per 
the well known alloy variation in band gap [13] in In3a,Gai_(3a,)As where x  is the nitrogen 
concentration. It is assumed the host InGaAs is unstrained (since the nitrogen will cancel 
the ternary strain). The E n  level was calculated using a linear interpolation between 
GaAs (EjY=1.65eV) and InAs (E^=1.44eV) [46]. As shown in the previous chapters, the 
coupling parameter changes with host material composition. Therefore, the review com­
piled by Vurgaftman et al [46] was used to find the value of the coupling parameter in 
the Iu3a;Gai_3a;NæAs material system, where Griv(^) =  31.5cc^  — 12.6a;-f 2.7. The E_ level 
as a function of nitrogen concentration is shown by the blue line in Figure 7.8, and each 
sample was placed on this line according to the band gap. This allowed determination of 
the nitrogen concentration, which is shown in Table 7.2 and is compared to the nitrogen 
concentration found at the University of Sheffield. The nitrogen concentration at Sheffield 
were found using preliminary samples where wafer was grown under identical conditions, 
but without any nitrogen incorporation. X-ray diffraction measurements allowed the de­
termination of the indium concentration. X-ray diffraction measurements also confirmed 
lattice matching of the nitrogen-containing GalnNAs region to the GaAs substrate, and 
the nitrogen concentration was calculated using a indium:nitrogen ratio of 3:1 from the 
previously found indium concentration. As can be seen in the Table, the BAG calculated 
nitrogen concentration and the Sheffield calculated nitrogen concentration agree well.
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Figure 7.8: Showing the BAG calculated level (blue line) band gap with nitrogen con­
centration for GalnNAs APDs, host F minimum (black line), E ^  level (green line). The 
measured band gap (red squares) of the samples were fitted to the level to find their 
corresponding N%. Also showing the band gap of each device from photoluminescence 
(circles) and photoreflectance (triangles) measurements using nitrogen concentrations de­
termined by X-ray diffraction measurements, from the University of Sheffield.
7.5.2 Pressure dependent Photocurrent Spectroscopy of M3054 
G alnN A s A PD
Photocurrent spectroscopy was employed in the pressure cell for sample M3054 to mea­
sure the pressure dependence of the band-gap for bulk GalnNAs. Photocurrent spectra 
are shown in Figure 7.9 and the band gap was determined from the absorption edge. The 
pressure coefficient of the band gap was found to be 4 7.5meV/kbar within the range 0- 
Skbar. This is a reduction in the pressure coefficient when compared to the host material 
GalnAs (for which dEg/dP=+11.2meV/kbar). A reduction in pressure coefficient is a 
characteristic of the dilute nitrides as discussed earlier in this thesis. Only one previous 
observation of the pressure dependence of the band gap was found in literature for a thick 
GalnNAs layer, by Perlin at al. [202], where d£'p/dP=f5.1m eV /kbar for pressures up
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Figure 7.9: Photocurrent spectra (Top) for pressures 0-8kbar, showing change in band 
edge for M3054. Also showing the application of the BAG model (bottom), including 
change in measured band edge (open red squares), host P minimum (black line), Ejv level 
(green line) and E_ level (blue line) with change in hydrostatic pressure.
to 77kbar. Their value is smaller than that measured here, however their samples have 
twice the N% (1.5% as opposed to 0.7%) than the APD sample, and are measured to
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much higher pressures where the interaction between the Er and Ei^ is stronger. As 
in the previous chapters, it is interesting to see whether the BAG model can describe 
the change in band gap with increasing hydrostatic pressure. The BAG parameters were 
calculated in a similar manner to the previous section, as follows. The energy of the 
lowest conduction band states of the host material Gao.976lno.o24As was found through 
interpolation of the well known values [13] of the band gaps of GaAs ( E g = l A 2 e V )  and 
InAs (F7g=0.35eV), and the Gao.976Ïno.o24As bowing parameter of 0.477eV, and is found to 
be J5r—1.39eV. The pressure coefficient of the host material was calculated using a linear 
interpolation between GaAs and InAs and found to be d£'r/dP=+11.2meV/kbar [33]. 
The Ejsf level was calculated using a linear interpolation between GaAs (Ejy—1.65eV) and 
InAs (Ej\r—1.44eV) [46] and a pressure coefficient of dEjy/dP=:+1.5meV/kbar [18]. As 
seen in Figure 7.9, the BAG model accurately predicts the change in band-gap over this 
pressure range, with a coupling parameter (7riv=2.5±0.1eV, consistent with Vurgaftman 
et al [46], where CrAr=2.6eV.
7.5.3 Device Characteristics - Breakdown voltage w ith N%
Voltage-current measurements were performed on samples M3052, M3053, M3054 and 
M3066 in the absence of light. M3053 and M3054 are nominally identical NIP and PIN 
equivalent samples as is typically used to determine the impact ionization coefficients. 
Figure 7.10 shows a comparison of the dark current-electric field curves of the devices 
measured. These curves show typical IV characteristic of the devices with lowest dark 
currents and sharpest breakdown. Devices with higher dark current and soft breakdowns 
are not shown, since surface currents which can be induced by mesa damage (either 
physical or through excess reverse current) hide true bulk IV characteristics of the in­
trinsic region. The device here show dark currents of about 2 orders of magnitude larger 
than GaAs devices [203]. This is expected since dark currents depend upon impurity 
density [66]. Also seen at high electric fields is a sharp increase in current. This break-
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Figure 7.10: Dark IV curves for equivalent PIN and NIP samples (Top) and with increasing 
nitrogen incorporation (Bottom) in GalnNAs APD samples.
down is due to the avalanching effect of impact ionization, or band-to-band tunnelling. 
Photo-multiplication measurements in the next section will confirm this is due to impact 
ionization. Consistent with the previous findings, where the PIN and NIP samples show 
slightly different nitrogen percentages (0.6% and 0.8% respectively), the two IV curves do 
not appear to be identical, confirming the electric field strength and/or composition of the 
GalnNAs regions are not exactly the same. This means comparison of photomultiplication 
curves to identify a /^  ratios will not be reliable, and further growth is required, prefer­
ably including a single device that can be illuminated from both p- and n-type regions. 
M3066 has a depletion width of 0.4/im, and hence the electric field is used in Figure 7.10 
to allow direct comparison of junction breakdown. Figure 7.11a shows the variation of the 
breakdown voltage, Vbd, for the PIN devices with increasing nitrogen concentration. This 
shows that Vbd increases with increasing nitrogen concentration and decreasing Eg. This 
is a significant result since the general trend of other semiconductor compounds and ma­
terials is in the opposite direction, i.e. Vbd increases with increasing Eg as shown in Figure
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Figure 7.11: Showing (a) the trend of Vi,d against band gap for GalnNAs material with 
different N%. The line serves as a guide to the eye. Also showing (b) the general trend 
of V(,d against band gap from [176].
7.11. Generally, Vbd increases with increasing band gap since the band gap can be related 
to the threshold energy [204]. A larger threshold energy generally requires larger electric 
fields (and hence reverse bias) to generate the extra energy required for impact ionization 
[176]. This implies that the increase in breakdown voltage with nitrogen concentration 
is not through changes in band-structure, which is confirmed later in this chapter. The 
change in breakdown voltage with the incorporation of indium can be separated out from 
the effect due to nitrogen by investigating the breakdown voltage in In^-Gai-xAs. For a 
1 /im GaAs PIN diode, the breakdown voltage is 33.6V [205], and for a 1 /am Ino.5 3 Gao. 4 7 As 
PIN diode, the breakdown voltage is 33.2V [176]. The addition of indium does not effect 
the breakdown voltage, and so the increase in breakdown voltage observed in the sam­
ples measured is due to the nitrogen incorporation. The reduction in breakdown voltage 
suggests a reduction in either one or both impact ionisation coefficients and is consistent 
with the prediction of the suppression of electron multiplication in Section 7.3.
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Figure 7.12: Photomultiplication vs voltage curves for GalnNAs APDs. Also showing 
theoretical curve of a GaAs APD with depletion width of 1 //m, modelled using lucky drift 
theory.
7.5.4 Photom ultiplication with Nitrogen concentration
Photomultiplication measurements were taken on the PIN samples, and can be seen 
in Figure 7.12. The PIN samples allow pure electron injection into the GalnNAs multi­
plication region for electron initiated impact ionization, and show the effect of nitrogen 
composition on the electron impact ionization coefficient. For each sample, a device was 
selected that gave the best IV characteristics as shown in the previous section. 532nm 
laser light was focused onto the top surface of the device, to ensure absorption did not 
occur near the mesa edge. The use of photo-modulation techniques used in conjunction 
with lock-in-amplifiers separated the dark current from the photocurrent. The determi­
nation of the photocurrent at low electric fields was found by averaging the photocurrent 
before the onset of high electric field gain. For comparison against a device with no ni­
trogen incorporation, the lucky drift model of [188], using the GaAs impact ionization 
coefficients shown in [177], was used to generate a theoretical photomultiplication curve
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of a Ifim  GaAs depleted region. The lucky drift model has been shown to be valid in 
semiconductors with a band gap of 0.5eV or more [165]. The breakdown voltage of this 
curve (when M-^ oo) was found to be 31.8V and compares well to the experimental 
findings of [203] where Hd—31.9±0.1V. With an increase in nitrogen concentration, gain 
occurs at higher electric fields. Breakdown occurs when the multiplication factor tends 
to infinity, confirming that there is an increase in Vbd with increasing nitrogen concentra­
tion, and is consistent with the electron impact ionization coefficient, a, decreasing with 
increasing nitrogen composition. This again is in agreement with the predictions in the 
introduction section. The nitrogen composition dependence of /? is unknown at present, 
this would require the completion of noise measurements [194] on each sample, or a set 
of NIP devices with a range of nitrogen concentrations.
7.5.5 Pressure dependence of the breakdown voltage
The application of high hydrostatic pressure will allow an investigation into the in­
fluence of the band-structure and electron-phonon scattering on the impact ionization 
process in the dilute nitride material system. For the measurement, a device was se­
lected with the sharpest breakdown. Shown in Figure 7.13 are reverse bias voltage- 
current curves completed on M3054 device as a function of high hydrostatic pressure 
(from 0-8kbar) at room temperature. The breakdown voltage was calculated as the 
voltage when the current was IfiA. To ensure the result was reversible, even pressures 
(black lines) were measured when rising in pressure, and odd pressures (red lines) were 
measured when returning back to atmospheric pressure. The device did not degrade 
during the measurement as IV characteristics at atmospheric pressure were identical be­
fore and after the experiment. Since impact ionization and therefore breakdown volt­
ages are dependent on temperature, a thermocouple was placed in contact with the high 
pressure cell. Increases in pressure were made slowly, and significant time was allowed 
between changes in pressure and measurement of device characteristics, so the pressure
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cell returned to ambient temperature. During the experiment, the room temperature 
fluctuated within 0.5®C. It can be seen that the breakdown voltage increases with an 
increase in high hydrostatic pressure. The pressure coefficient of the breakdown voltage 
was found to be [l/Fw(GofnNAa)(0)]dVw(Go7nJVAa)(f^)/df=+5.5d:0.5 xlO“^kbar~^ This is 
a magnitude larger and the opposite sign to GaAs, where [1/ (0)|dV6d(Qayig)/df=-
3.4xl0“^kbar~^ [203]. The relative change with pressure for the two materials is shown 
by the points (black squares for GaAs, red squares for GalnNAs) in Figure 7.14.
To allow a first insight into the pressure coefficient of the breakdown voltage with pres­
sure in the GalnNAs device, a description of the pressure dependence of the breakdown 
voltage in GaAs is now given. In this model, the differences between electron and hole 
transport and ionization are neglected, i.e. o; «  /?. The lucky drift model of Ridley [188] 
used to calculate the photomultiplication curve of GaAs in the previous section is again 
used to find the pressure dependence of the breakdown voltage, and in this case it is 
assumed that the threshold energy is assumed to be “hard” (all carriers ionize as soon as 
they reach the threshold energy, Eth)^ The expression for the ionization coefficients can 
be written as [165]:
(7.4)
where P{F, Eth, E, Ep, A) is the probability of a carrier reaching the threshold energy 
in an electric field, F, where Ep is the phonon energy and A is the mean free path of 
phonon scattering. At the breakdown voltage, the ionization coefficients reach the critical 
value avb=Pvb=0-/W)) where W  is the width of the avalanching region. In order to stay 
at the breakdown voltage with the application of high hydrostatic pressure, (dcc^b/dP)—0. 
Since hydrostatic pressure effects phonon scattering rates and alters the band-structure, 
changes in pressure lead to a change in breakdown voltage as given in [206]:
1 % ( P )  1 (f% (P ) , 1 dEp(f) 1 dA(f)---------------   +  o JD------_,D (7.5)T4i(0) dP 2Eth{0) dP  2£p(0) dP  A(0) dP
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Figure 7.13: Showing reverse bias Voltage-Current curves at pressures 0-8kbar for Galn­
NAs APD, where an increase in Vbd can be seen with increasing pressure.
It is now described how the effect of pressure changes the scattering rate and the 
threshold energy due to changes in band-structure in GaAs. The blue line in Figure 
7.14 shows the pressure dependence of the phonon scattering component of the Vbd- The 
increase in density and phonon energies with pressure result in a decrease in Vbd, with 
coefficient (-1.92±0.08) xlO“^kbar~^ [203]. In GaAs, the intervalley separation is small 
when compared to the band gap. Hence carriers can have enough energy to transfer to 
satellite minima, through phonon interactions, well before initiating impact ionization, 
and events involve indirect transitions across the entire Brillouin zone. An experimental 
study [176] showed the effect of band structure on the breakdown voltage depends upon 
a “Universal” Brillouin-zone average energy of:
< E >= Ey +  ^El  - j -  2»Ex (7.6)
< E > increases Vbd with pressure in GaAs, with coefficient 1.6x10 ^kbar~^ [203] as 
shown by the green line in Figure 7.14. As the total pressure coefficient of Vbd is the sum of
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Figure 7.14: Graph showing the comparison of with pressure for GaAs (black squares) 
and GalnNAs (red squares). Also showing pressure variation of the effect of phonon 
scattering in GaAs on V^ d (blue line), the effect on Vm due to the pressure dependence 
of the band-structure using an averaged <E> threshold energy, for GaAs (green line) 
and GalnNAs (magenta line), and calculated variation of Vbd with pressure for GaAs (red 
line).
the change in Vbd due to the pressure dependence of < EcaAs > (which increases) and the 
change in Vbd due the pressure dependence of the scattering ( Ep and A -which decreases at 
almost the same rate), they cancel each other out resulting in a small negative change of 
Vbd with pressure in GaAs, which fits experimentally determined results (black squares).
There are several limitations when applying this model to the GalnNAs device. Firstly 
the model assumes a  «  /?, which since we have shown that the addition of nitrogen 
reduces a while (3 remains constant, this may not be true. Also, assuming that the "uni­
versal" impact ionization model [176] (Eth oc< E  >) still holds, the model relies upon 
an accurate knowledge the energy values of the satellite minima. The addition of the E+ 
level and low PR signals at relevant energies have prevented investigations into the X- 
and L-minima in Ga(In)NAs, and there is some controversy regarding the involvement of
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these satellite minima on the lowest conduction band states [57, 10]. Hence it is unclear 
how the incorporation of nitrogen effects the X and L-minima or if the BAG model can be 
used to predict the energy of these levels. There is one theoretical prediction in literature 
[10] for the pressure dependence of the satellite minima in GaNAs. However the T, X and 
L-minima pressure coefficients given do not account for any indium incorporation or the 
amount of nitrogen, which will affect the pressure coefficients. Further investigation is 
needed to accurately determine < EcainNAs > for the alloy composition used. Using the 
theorectical literature values of dEr/dP=-t-9.2meV/kbar, dF?i/dP=+3.3meV/kbar, and 
dF7x/dP=-4.1meV/kbar allow the pressure dependence of < EoaNAs > to be calculated, 
and is shown by the magenta line in Figure 7.14. When compared with GaAs, the pressure 
coefficient of the < E  > level has been reduced from d<  EcaAs >/dP=+3.7m eV/kbar to 
d< EoaNAs >/dP=-Hl.lmeV/kbar with the addition of nitrogen. This preliminary value 
of the pressure coefficient of < EcaNAs > allows an estimation of the pressure dependence 
of the breakdown voltage due to scattering processes within the GalnNAs device. Ap­
plying Equation 7.5, the relative change with pressure of the breakdown voltage purely 
due to scattering mechanisms in GalnNAs is (+ 5 ± 2 )x l0 “^kbar“ .^ This is very differ­
ent when compared to the change in breakdown voltage from scattering with pressure in 
GaAs (where (-1.92±0.08)xl0~^kbar“ )^. This implies that, unlike GaAs, the dominant 
scattering mechanism in GalnNAs at high electric fields is not intervalley transfer through 
optical phonon interactions. This is consistent with literature [182], where it is observed 
that the contribution of elastic collisions by alloy disorder, defects, impurities and reso­
nant alloy scattering [58] are significantly larger than that due to inelastic collisions with 
phonons. Due to model limitations (as shown by the large error), further discussion or 
comparison to nitrogen scattering rates [185] on the change of breakdown voltage with 
pressure may give misleading conclusions.
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7.6 Chapter Sum mary
This chapter has shown results of GalnNAs photodiodes grown by MBE at The Uni­
versity of Sheffield. Photocurrent spectroscopy was used to find the band gap of each 
sample. With an increase of nitrogen concentration, the absorption edge extends further 
into the infra-red. An example of how the Band Anti-Crossing model can be used to find 
the percentage of nitrogen incorporation in the active regions of each sample was given. 
The values found compared well with nitrogen concentration found at the University of 
Sheffield (who used X-Ray diffraction techiques). The BAG model also accurately pre­
dicted the change in band gap with increase in hydrostatic pressure up to 8kbar, with a 
coupling parameter consistent with literature. Prom voltage-current measurements, the 
devices exhibit dark currents 2 orders of magnitude larger than GaAs and sharp break­
downs. With an increase in incorporation of nitrogen, the breakdown voltage increases 
from the nominal GaAs value. Since with increasing nitrogen concentration the band-gap 
energy decreases, the increase in breakdown voltage is against the general trend for III-V 
semiconductors. This indicates that presence of nitrogen suppresses the impact ionization 
process in an unusual way. Photomultiplication measurements show the increase in break­
down voltage is consistent with a reduction in the electron impact ionization coefficient. 
It is not currently known how the hole impact ionization coefficient changes with nitro­
gen incorporation. The pressure dependence of the breakdown voltage in GalnNAs was 
found to be opposite in sign and an order of magnitude larger than GaAs. The effect of 
the pressure dependence of the band-structure of GalnNAs was estimated. The pressure 
dependence of the breakdown voltage with hydrostatic pressure (purely due to scattering 
mechanisms) was determined to be +4.9 xlO~^kbar“ .^ It was deduced that intervalley 
transfer through phonon interaction is not the dominant scattering mechanism at high 
electric fields in GalnNAs.
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Although much remains to be demonstrated, the results here are consistent with the 
picture that GalnNAs APDs suppresses electron impact ionization and in the future may 
operate with the comparable characteristics of silicon at telecommunication wavelengths.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work
Within this work, we have considered material properties and device characteristics of 
several novel dilute-nitride optoelectronic devices.
In Chapter 4, photocurrent spectroscopy was used to investigate the application of the 
BAG model in GaNP/GaP LEDs and GaNAsP/GaP SQW Lasers. When studying the 
LEDs, it was found that a peak in the photocurrent spectrum was due to nitrogen im­
purity levels, which allows easy application of the BAG model. The temperature and 
pressure dependence of the band edge of a lOOnm bulk GaN0.006P 0.994/G aP layer was 
accurately predicted by the Band Anti-Crossing model using a coupling parameter of 
Crjv=4.38±0.05eV (for both temperature and pressure). This value is high compared to 
literature sources, but consistent with similar devices grown. In a quantum well GaNP 
LED sample, with active region width of 100Â, the BAG model also accurately predicted 
the temperature and pressure dependence of the band edge. With the addition of indium 
into the active region (consisting of a lOnm Ino.14Gao.86No.oo6P 0.994/G aP quantum well), 
the BAG model also able to accurately predicted the temperature and pressure depen­
dence of the band edge, with a coupling parameter of CMiv=3-85±0.05eV. Also studied 
were GaNAsP/GaP single quantum well lasers. Photocurrent spectroscopy allowed the
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identification of 5 optical absorption transitions, by investigation of their polarisation, 
temperature and pressure dependence. This includes the ground state and an excited state 
quantum well transitions and the band edge of the GaP barriers. The other two features in 
the photocurrent spectrum suggest there is unwanted nitrogen incorporation into the GaP 
barriers. One feature shows good agreement with the pressure and temperature depen­
dence of the nitrogen defect levels in GaP. The other shows high temperature stability and 
evidence of localisation at low temperature, characteristics of a defect level. It was also 
found that the BAG model could accurately describe the changes in band gap with both 
temperature and pressure (up to 8kbar), with a coupling parameter of Crw^l-SOeV. The 
investigation of the BAG parameters of the devices in Ghapter 4 provided an overview of 
the application of the BAG model in GaP based dilute-nitride system. A literature search 
of experimental band gaps for the alloy systems Ina,Gai_a,NP and GaNa,AsyPi_a,_y allowed 
coupling parameters to be determined across the entire compositional range. It has been 
found that the coupling parameter is dependent on the energy separation between the host 
P-minimum and the isolated nitrogen level, with the relationship Crw=3.5|Er-E_^r|+1.2 
(eV). The relationship found can profide growers a convenient method for the prediction 
of band gaps for a large proportion of the dilute nitride material systems. While the 
Band Anti-Grossing model is a simplification, its ability to accurately predict the band 
gap has made it a popular choice in research of GaAs based dilute-nitrides. This chapter 
has extended its application by showing that it can also be successfully used in GaP based 
dilute-nitride alloys.
Device characteristics of (In)GaNP LEDs have been presented as a function of high 
hydrostatic pressure at room and low temperature in Ghapter 5. With an increase in 
high hydrostatic pressure at room temperature, the radiative intensity of all samples 
decreased, which was attributed to an increase of leakage into the X-minima of the GaP 
barriers. This was expected in the bulk GaNP LED sample due to the X-minima’s large
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density of states and the low energy separation of the Fermi level to the X-minima (in 
the GaP barrier regions), which was calculated to be 212±6meV. The leakage model 
used to confirm the leakage path allowed the determination of the percentage of electron 
leakage in each sample. The model found the bulk GaNP LED sample to have 90 ±10% 
of the device current undergoing electron leakage into the X-minima of the GaP barrier 
regions at Okbar for a current density of 40A/cm^ at room temperature. With a decrease 
of active region width, the quantum well GaNP LED sample was found to have energy 
separation between the Fermi-level and the X-minima in the barriers of 202±17meV, and 
it was found that the current through the quantum well GaNP LED sample consisted 
of 75±15% electron leakage into X-minima of the barriers at Okbar for a current density 
of 40A/cm^ at room temperature. With the addition of indium, the energy separation 
between the Fermi-level and the X-minima of the GaP barriers was calculated to be 
243±llmeV. This means the electron potential barrier is higher with the addition of 
indium, hence less leakage was expected in this device. This was confirmed using the 
leakage model, which found that 50±15% of the current going through the device leaked 
into the GaP barriers at Okbar for a current density of 40A/cm^ at room temperature. A 
large Stoke’s Shift was observed compared to the non-indium containing samples. This 
has been attributed to an increase in alloy fiuctuations in the InGaNP LED sample. 
Hydrostatic pressure measurements on the three devices were also conducted at lOOK 
for a current density of 40A/cm^. At this low temperature, the radiative intensity of 
all devices did not decrease with high hydrostatic pressure. The low thermal energy 
of the carriers suppressed electron leakage into the GaP barriers. The leakage model 
was applied and found that the amount of leakage had reduced to below 10%. This is 
additional confirmation that carrier leakage is the dominant current path in these devices. 
If the leakage path can be eliminated, these LEDs may provide a preferential alternative to 
the AlInGaP LEDs which presently dominate the red-amber-yellow section of the visible 
spectrum for high-brightness applications.
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In Chapter 6 it was shown that lasing is observed in GaNAsP/GaP single quantum 
well lasers over a wide temperature range with a large threshold current density of over 
0.75kA/cm^, at a wavelength of 890nm at 80K. It has been found that the reason for the 
large threshold current is due to carrier leakage. The temperature and high hydrostatic 
pressure dependent and spontaneous emission measurements completed in this work all 
support carrier leakage being the dominant recombination mechanism. In addition, the 
rate of increase of the threshold current with increase in high hydrostatic pressure found 
that the pressure dependence of the dominant leakage level does not involve the X-minima 
of the Gap barriers, and has similar pressure coefficient dEjeafc/dP^+d.SmeV/kbar as 
the lasing energy. Prom the identification of nitrogen impurity levels in GaP in the 
photocurrent spectrum (also in Chapter 4), and the observation of an orange glow under 
forward bias (similar to the LEDs given in Chapter 5), it has been deduced that the leakage 
level may be an of GaNP in the barriers, rising from unwanted nitrogen incorporation 
outside the active region. A large Tq %200K (at temperatures less than 130K), and a lack 
of carrier pinning is consistent with inhomogeneities in the active region. A comparison of 
devices including a composition gradient at the quantum well /  barrier interface, and an 
increased barrier growth temperature, was investigated. While the QW interface did not 
change the device characteristics significantly, it was found that the barriers are involved 
in limiting the device efficiency. The BAG model was used to confirm a difference in 
nitrogen concentration in the active region between the devices. It was suggested that 
the difference in nitrogen concentration and a faster increase in Jth with pressure, in the 
high nitrogen concentration device, is due to a suppression of nitrogen diffusion from the 
active region into the GaP barriers. All devices showed evidence of similar loss mechanisms 
through carrier leakage, showing further reductions in Jth should be possible in the future.
Ghapter 7 has shown results of a preliminary investigation into GalnNAs photodiodes 
grown by MBE at The University of Sheffield. The Band Anti-Grossing model was used
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to find the percentage of nitrogen incorporation in the active regions of each sample, and 
the values found compared well with nitrogen concentration found at the University of 
Sheffield using X-Ray diffraction techniques. The BAG model also accurately predicted 
the change in band gap with increase in hydrostatic pressure up to 8kbar, with a coupling 
parameter consistent with literature. Prom dark voltage-current and photomultiplication 
measurements, an increase in breakdown voltage with increasing nitrogen concentration 
indicates that the incorporation of nitrogen suppresses the impact ionization process and 
reduces the electron impact ionization coefficient. The pressure coefficient of the break­
down voltage with high hydrostatic pressure leads us to conclude that, unlike GaAs, 
intervalley transfer through phonon emission is not the dominant scattering mechanism 
in GalnNAs.
8.1 Future work
Investigations into the use of the BAG model in the GaP-based dilute-nitrides has 
shown a dependence of the coupling parameter with the energy separation between the 
host P-minima and the nitrogen level. While the relationship found shows the general 
trend, other factors introduce scatter in the data, and it would be fruitful to be able to 
include this in the BAG model. A more detailed investigation into how other parameters, 
such as growth temperature, annealing regimes and growth technique may provide growers 
improved parameters for growing dilute nitride devices with a particular energy gap. More 
novel dilute nitride material systems, such as boron- and bismuth- GaAs and InPN are 
being investigated. Investigations can be completed on these to see if the BAG model can 
be further extended into those material systems, and may also provide further insights 
into relationships involving the coupling parameter.
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The goal of the GaNP/GaP LEDs studied here is to provide an alternative to AlGalnP 
LEDs for red-amber-yellow solid state lighting. The identification of the limiting leakage 
path in these devices can now be tackled for future growth of devices. The barrier height 
needs to be increased to provide improved electron confinement, which can be achieved by 
an investigation of different barrier materials, electron blocking layers or reduction of the 
carrier density through multi-quantum well samples. We have shown that using indium 
in the active region is beneficial, however the composition fluctuations caused by short 
range ordering in the InGaNP needs to be improved, either through minimizing the use 
of indium to provide a compromise, or improvements in growth technology to form good 
quality devices. For commercialisation of these devices, the growth technology is being 
transferred to MOVPE, for effective large scale growth and reduced costs, where much 
work will be needed to perfect growth conditions.
Further work is required in GaNAsP lasers to reduce the threshold current density. The 
identification of large leakage currents in this work allows future growth to be directed 
into reduction of this leakage path. As per the LEDs, an increase in the barrier height 
or reduction in threshold carrier density through the use of multi-quantum well devices 
should be investigated. The author expects that future research will result in low-threshold 
current density at room temperature GaNAsP/GaP devices. Once threshold currents 
have been sufficiently reduced, it will be necessary to grow the active regions on silicon. 
One problem to overcome is the difference (between Si and GaP) in thermal expansion 
coefficients [207]. Part of the challenge in making these lasers successful will be introducing 
III-V materials into a CMOS compatible process. If this can be achieved then researchers 
of silicon photonics will fully understand the potential that this method has for producing 
an efficent monolithic OEIC on Si.
The work studied here on InGaNAs Avalance Photodiodes has given an initial insight 
into the physical processes of impact ionisation in the dilute-nitride material system. To
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experimentally prove and demonstrate the large jd/a ratios or low-noise avalanche mul­
tiplication predicted, requires a detailed study on the a and j3 coefficients with nitrogen 
composition, using high accuracy photomultiplication and noise measurements. Further 
accuracy of these measurements should be considered by the use of a single device to mea­
sure both a  and /?, through photocurrent and noise measurement with illumination on 
both top and bottom surfaces. This requires growth of specialised device structures and 
complicated processing steps. Further pressure measurements should be used to inves­
tigate the impact ionisation process and identification of scattering mechanisms without 
the need for a large sample set. This requires an improvement of the model involving the 
description of the pressure dependence of the breakdown voltage, accounting for a dif­
ference in impact ionization coefficients. Also required is confirmation of the “universal” 
impact ionization model through theorectical calculation of the pressure dependencies of 
the X- and L-minima in GalnNAs.
Appendix A
G aN P/G aP Light Emitting Diodes
This set of samples have been grown and fabricated by the University of California at 
San Diego. A schematic of the devices used and a list of the layer thicknesses can be 
seen in Figure A.I. In the set there are three wafers of devices. This section will give 
an outline of the samples used and the naming convention used in this thesis. All the 
samples are grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) on GaP n-type substrates, and
Circular top contacts 
AuZn p-type 
dia= 180pm
Light out
Ge/Au/Ni/Au n-type 
bottom contact
bulk GaNP LED:
0.5pm GaP:Be (heavy) 
0.3pm GaP:Be 
0.15pm GaP 
0.1pm GaNg^Pg^ 
0.15pm GaP 
0.3pm GaP:Si 
GaP n-type substrate
qw GaNP LED:
0.5pm GaP;Be (heavy) 
0.3pm GaP:Be 
0.15pm GaP 
100AGaN„^P„,,„ 
0.15pm GaP 
0.3pm GaP:Si 
GaP n-type substrate
qw InGaNP LED:
0.5pm GaP:Be (heavy)
0.3pm GaPzBe
0.15pm GaP
10OA 1^ 0 ^ G^agggNggggPggg^
0.15pm GaP
0.3pm GaP:Si
GaP n-type substrate
Figure A.l: Schematic of the (In)GaNP LEDs used in this work. Also list of the thickness 
of layers for each sample.
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fabricated into LED devices. Beryllium doping was used for p-type material and Silicon . 
or n-type material. Metal contacts were made from Ge/Au/Ni/Au for the n-type contact 
and Au/Zn for the p-type contact. Standard photolithography was used to create 180/xm 
diameter circular top contacts.
Sample 1: bulk G aNP LEDs
This sample contains a O.ljum thick GaNo.ooePo.994 active region layer, sandwiched be­
tween Gap cladding regions and grown on a GaP n-type substrate as described above. 
This device is called the bulk LED sample in this work due to the wide (compared to the 
other samples) active region width. Electroluminescence experiments on this device will 
allow the determination of mechanisms of light emission and loss.
Sample 2: quantum well G aNP LEDs
The second sample investigated has similar material composition in both active, bar­
rier and cladding regions as the bulk sample, but with a reduced width of the nitrogen 
containing active region. The width is 100 Â and hence is named the GaNP quantum well 
sample in this work. The comparison between the bulk and the quantum well sample will 
allow us to investigate confinement effects in these devices.
Sample 3: quantum well InG aN P LEDs
The third sample is similar to the quantum well sample described above. All cladding, 
substrate and contact regions are identical to the GaNP bulk and quantum well LED 
samples. Indium is additionally incorporated in the active region, with composition of 
In0.14Ga0.86N0.006P 0.994 in a lOOA thick quantum well, allowing a constant nitrogen per­
centage in all three devices.
Appendix B 
G aN AsP/G aP single quantum-well 
lasers
The lasers were grown by low temperature metal organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) 
at Philipps University, Marburg. Further growth details can be found in [208]. The device 
structure, including layer thicknesses, can be seen in the table. This includes a 6nm com- 
pressively strained single quantum well (SQW) with GaP barrier and substrate regions. 
AlGaP layers at the edges of the active region provide optical confinement. Zinc doping 
was used for p-type material and Tellurium for n-type material.
Layer C om position Thickness D oping ty p e  (m ateria l)
capping layer GaP 300nm p (Zinc)
waveguide Alo.23Gao yyP 1800nm p (Zinc)
buffer GaP 50nm intrinsic
anneal
barrier GaP 150nm intrinsic
QW GaNo.04Aso.8p 0.16 6nm intrinsic
barrier GaP 150nm intrinsic
anneal
buffer GaP 50nm intrinsic
waveguide Alo.23Crao.77P 1650nm n (Tellurium)
buffer GaP 300nm n (Tellurium)
substrate GaP n
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Appendix C
GalnNAs Avalanche Photodiodes
The growth and processing of the wafer was carried out at the University of Sheffield. 
The growth details are shown in Table C.l. Ohmic contacts were formed by deposition 
in a clean environment, using Au/Zn/Au and Ni/AuGe/Ni/Au for the p-type and n-type 
contacts respectively. Photo-resist masks were used on the p-type contact to create an 
annular pattern for optical illumination, with devices varying in radius from 200/im down 
to 25/im. Mesa devices were fabricated, after contact deposition using a wet etch. Dark 
current was measured, at the University of Sheffield, over the size range of devices to 
ensure that it scaled with area. This ensured the dark current originated from the bulk 
material, confirming the absence of surface currents.
Thickness {A M ateria l D oping ty p e D oping cone (cm
10000 GaAs cladding P 2x10^8
2000 GalnNAs cladding P 2x10^8
10000 GalnNAs avalanche region i —
2000 GalnNAs cladding n 2x10^8
10000 GaAs cladding n 2x10^8
1000 AlAs etch stop n 2x1018
Buffer n 2x1018
GaAs substrate n+ —
Table C.l: Growth details for the PIN GalnNAs Avalanche Photo Diodes. For NIP APDs 
the doping type is reversed.
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Appendix D
Incorporation of Strain into the Active
region
Strain is present when a thin layer of a material is grown on a bulk material with a 
different atomic spacing. The thin layer (the epilayer) is forced to take the atomic spacing 
of the bulk material. This is shown in the illustration in Figure D.l. To ensure the material 
quality is maintained, a thin layer should be grown, and the two materials can have only 
a few percent difference in atomic spacing, else dislocations are formed during growth. 
Introducing strain produces change in the electronic band structure. These changes are 
shown in Figure D.l. It can be seen that the degeneracy of the heavy-hole and light hole 
is removed. In the growth direction for compressive strain, where the substrate atomic 
spacing is less than the relaxed epilayer atomic spacing, the heavy-hole band is moved 
higher in energy with respect to the light-hole and vice versa for tensile strain, where the 
substrate atomic spacing is larger than the relaxed epilayer atomic spacing. To calculate 
the change in energy of the conduction band, heavy- and light-hole bands, components 
of the elastic stiffness tensor, Q j and the atomic spacing is needed. For further details 
please consult [30]. In the case of an alloy, such as GaNo.04Aso.8Po.i65 the stiffness and 
spacing is linearly interpolated through known values of each binary material (e.g. GaAs,
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epilayer
compressiveiy 
strained layer
substrate
A
CB
HI
k k
tensile 
strained layer
B
CB
a
IHI
k kW avev«c tor k
a,c*
unstrained
layer
CB
i
I HH
LH
k kW av cv ac to r kx.y
Figure D.l: Growth of epitaxial layers onto a substrate where, a) the epilayer has larger 
atomic spacing than the substrate, resulting in compressive strain, b) the epilayer has 
smaller atomic spacing than the substrate, resulting in tensile strain, c) two lattice 
matched materials resulting in an unstrained epilayer.
GaN and GaP in this case). Then the in-plane strain, , of the epilayer is related to 
the ratio of the lattice constants of the substrate af  ^ and epilayer af^  as:
4.V -  (4,y +  l ) - f  ~  1 (D.l)
The substrate strain, is zero without external stress. The growth direction strain.
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including hydrostatic pressure, P = lb a r for atmospheric pressure, is:
“  ^^124,y) (D.2)
'“"11
The volume strain of the active region, related to the relative change in volume, 
ev—dV/V=ea;-hey-hez, and the uniaxial strain is proportional to eu—£z-(^x+^y)/2. These 
shift the energy of each band according to the deformation potential ac or ay for the 
conduction and valence bands respectively, and the uniaxial deformation potential, 6, as:
AEc = ttcCy (D.3)
^Ehh — ~<^v^v ~  (D.4)
AEih — —ayCv +  hty (D.5)
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